The University of Maryland commits to becoming a global leader in advancing social innovation, philanthropy and nonprofit leadership with its Do Good Campus.

Our Do Good Campus effort amplifies the power of Terps as agents of social innovation and supports the university’s mission of service. We’re working to ensure all University of Maryland students graduate equipped and motivated to do good in their careers, their communities and the world.

We:
- Created the Do Good Institute to serve as the campus hub of social impact and innovation;
- Developed a Do Good Challenge and Do Good Accelerator to scale up the impact of student projects and ventures;
- Cultivate new research on philanthropy, civic engagement and nonprofits;
- Expand opportunities for students to learn about and practice giving back.

Our Do Good campus will lead to a Do Good world.

For more information, visit dogood.umd.edu.
Dear Class of 2021,

Congratulations! The conferral of your degree is a milestone achievement that brings great pride to your family, friends and the University of Maryland.

We celebrate this occasion with incredible excitement and enthusiasm. While the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic has presented unprecedented challenges for your class, your time at Maryland has been marked by great intellectual and personal accomplishments as well as positive contributions to our community and beyond.

The faculty, staff and administration of the university are confident that you are prepared to continue on a path of excellence. Now is the time to make your mark in addressing the grand challenges of our time, from COVID-19 and racial injustice to climate change and voter access.

Along the way, take heart in your new family of Terp alums, over 388,000 strong. We are all connected by our love for this university and our dedication to using our knowledge and experiences to better serve our neighbors and our world.

My very best wishes to your family and friends. Good luck and stay TerrapinSTRONG!

Sincerely,

Darryll J. Pines
President, University of Maryland
Glenn L. Martin Professor of Aerospace Engineering
On behalf of the University of Maryland Alumni Association, congratulations on your graduation! I want to welcome you into our family of more than 388,000 Terps.

The world has changed so much in the past year, something you have experienced firsthand. You and your graduating class have been put to the test, and you've passed with flying colors. You are now officially a graduate of the University of Maryland, and I want to take the opportunity to make you a promise: your Alumni Association is going to be here for you, because we are fearlessly committed to your success.

As our gift to you, please enjoy one free year of membership in the Alumni Association, after which I encourage you to make a commitment to your alma mater by becoming a lifetime member. By becoming a Terp for life, you will leave your own legacy and show your support for the University of Maryland.

Your Alumni Association and your membership will help you stay in touch with friends you made on campus, prepare you for your career through networking and professional development, and keep you informed about alums and campus news. You can also take advantage of our newly expanded member benefits, including exclusive virtual learning opportunities and a Member Masterclass series that helps you develop both personally and professionally.

It is my wish that as an alum, you will wear our colors proudly and continue to demonstrate to the world the high-quality education Maryland provides. In turn, Maryland will continue to educate the country’s brightest students, pursue cutting-edge research, encourage innovation and entrepreneurship, explore the arts and defend our athletics titles. As a student, and now as a graduate, you will always be a Terp and always have a home at Maryland at the Samuel Riggs IV Alumni Center—be sure to visit us when you come back to campus in the years ahead.

Now go forth with the strength of your Maryland degree, and remember that your Alumni Association is here to help you stay active, stay informed, stay connected and stay fearless.

Go Terps!

Jim Spencer ’90
President, University of Maryland Alumni Association Board of Governors
While Hannah Rhee was researching colleges, she came across a question on a University of Maryland website that stuck with her: Do you want to change the world? Yes, she did, and a campus tour by the Minnesota native drove home the reality that she could pursue that goal in College Park.

“I could really sense the community,” she says. “My time at Maryland has really given me time to decide my own identity.”

Graduating four years later with a bachelor’s degree in computer science during an ongoing pandemic has only affirmed Rhee’s confidence that she gained the tools to help build a better world through technology.

“I can use my computer science skills to have that kind of impact on people’s public health,” she says. “We are so interconnected and dependent on each other.”

One of the most formative experiences for Rhee, who earned a 3.921 GPA while minoring in nonprofit leadership and social innovation, was participating on a research team as part of the Gemstone program in the Honors College. Under the guidance of Jae Kun Shim, professor of kinesiology in the School of Public Health, Rhee and her teammates researched musculoskeletal disorders that can develop in musicians. While the impact of COVID-19 limited the amount of in-person work that could be done, Shim says, Rhee was a leader in identifying how these problems affect women more frequently than men, a vital foundation for future research.

“She has excellent work ethic and is very dedicated to any task given to her,” Shim says. “She is very sincere and warmhearted.”

In addition to her academic work, Rhee was a software engineering intern for Orbit Logic in Greenbelt, Md., a student advisory board member for the Department of Computer Science and a mentor for the Girls Excelling in Math and Science program.

After graduation, she plans to undertake a year of volunteer work before entering the software industry and eventually becoming a high school computer science teacher.

“I really like the problem-solving aspect of it, and how logical the whole process is,” Rhee says. “There’s a lot of reward when you finally have that breakthrough.”
Even in a class of high-achieving Honors College students, Sherry Fan’s intellect and enthusiasm stood out.

A dedicated researcher, devoted volunteer to fighting hunger and poverty, and burgeoning artist in communicating complex science, Fan is graduating with a 4.0 GPA and a dual degree in biological sciences and nutritional science. “In my 42 years teaching at UMD, I have never taught an undergraduate student with a stronger academic record,” says Todd J. Cooke, research professor in the Department of Cell Biology and Molecular Genetics and founding director of the Integrated Life Sciences Program in the Honors College.

The daughter of an immigrant from rural China, Fan grew up in Montgomery County, Md., hearing his stories about not having enough food or fresh water—a motivation to seek ways to help those in dire need. She became a National Merit Scholarship finalist and earned a Banneker/Key Scholarship at the University of Maryland, where she joined the Food Recovery Network to reduce campus food waste and served meals at homeless shelters in Washington, D.C., as a member of UMD Tzu Ching.

“I wanted to be able to give back to communities who were facing similar insecurities,” she says. “It was a personal issue to me.”

Fan worked for three years with Professor Wenxia Song on uncovering the cellular relationship between obesity, chronic inflammation and insulin resistance, and spent two summers interning at the University of Maryland School of Medicine, studying a cancer-promoting protein that could help with new treatments and analyzing potential genetic markers for aortic aneurysms. Fan will be a co-author on an upcoming paper in the peer-reviewed journal *PLOS ONE*.

Beyond the lab, Fan led service trips to Kentucky and made coloring books for patients at the Children’s Inn at the National Institutes of Health—a talent that also landed one of her drawings with an article in *Virology*.

After graduation, Fan will pursue a dual M.D./Ph.D. at Cornell University and hopes to eventually work at an academic medical center to integrate service, research, art and teaching. “I’ve grown a lot as a student but also as a human being during my time at UMD,” she says. “I was really able to step outside my own bubble.”
A builder and inventor with more than 40 years of leadership in software engineering, Peter Chapman is at the forefront of what could become the 21st century’s defining technology.

Chapman is president and CEO of IonQ, a company founded on research from the University of Maryland, among others, and headquartered in the Discovery District, that’s vying to commercialize quantum computing. Still in its infancy, the field aims to harness quantum physics to exponentially accelerate some computer operations, potentially unlocking advances in everything from security and artificial intelligence to chemistry and drug discovery.

The son of a NASA scientist-astronaut, Chapman began his career at age 16 in the Massachusetts Institute of Technology Artificial Intelligence Lab. In 1989, he founded the video game company Level Systems Inc. and later invented the first sheet music-reading synthesizer capable of recreating orchestral instruments.

He built on these accomplishments in the financial and technology sectors, with software breakthroughs that protect mutual funds, power e-readers and assist the blind in reading. Chapman also helped create the world’s first fully automated algorithmic trading system for the stock and commodity markets.

Prior to coming to IonQ in 2019, Chapman spent nearly five years as the director of engineering for Amazon Prime, managing hundreds of engineers to ensure speedy delivery, including its two-days-or-less shipping option.

His driving goal, however, is true artificial general intelligence—meaning a system able to match human learning and understanding. Although an impossible standard decades ago when he first started with computers, it’s one he sees as achievable through quantum technology. Quantum computing in general, Chapman believes, will be key to solving some of humanity’s greatest challenges, such as climate change and disease.

In his spare time, Chapman enjoys woodworking and is currently rebuilding a 1973 Super Beetle from his childhood.
Doctoral Degrees

The doctoral degree is the most advanced earned degree conferred by American institutions. There are two distinct types: the practitioner’s degree and the research degree. The first type represents advanced training for the practice of various professions, principally doctor of audiology, doctor of medicine, juris doctor, doctor of pharmacy and doctor of veterinary medicine. These degrees do not involve the completion of original research by the student. The University of Maryland, at the professional school in Baltimore, awarded the first two dental degrees on March 9, 1841.

MAY 2021 CANDIDATES

DOCTOR OF AUDIOLOGY

Danielle A. Addington
Taylor A. Bakal
Alyssa Frenette
Kelly C. Johnson
Alyson R. Schapira
Alanna B. Schloss
Rachel L. Zimmerman

Mazen O. Alharbi Nutrition Identification and Functional Analysis of a Biflavone as a Novel Inhibitor of TRPV4-Dependent Atherogenic Processes in Macrophages
Keisha Allan Sr. Comparative Literature Alternative Worlds of Female Desire: Women Reimagining the Nation in Caribbean Fiction
Abdullah Aisharhan Mechanical Engineering Additive Manufacturing of Microfluidic Technologies via In Situ Direct Laser Writing

DOCTOR OF MUSICAL ARTS

Kathryn V. Hougham
The Legacy of Sir Charles Villiers Stanford on British Viola Repertoire

Pyung K. Oh
Reborn in the 20th Century: The Chaconne and Passacaglia Throughout Violin Literature

Joseph Scott
Arthur Meulemans’s Symphonie No. 4: A Neglected Masterwork for Winds

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Mijail V. Tumanov Pavlov
Russian Jazz with Bolshevik Trimmings: Modernist Composer-Pianists in Revolutionary Russia

DOCTOR OF SCIENCE

Ruben Acevedo Mechanical Engineering Investigating Fluidic Enhancements for Soft Robotic Applications

Aqdas Aftab English Language and Literature Trans Worlding Within: Decolonial Examinations of Trans of Color Interiority

Sarah A. Aghazadeh Communication Mental Health Advocates as Cultural Intermediaries: A Sociocultural Perspective of Advocacy and Legitimacy

Saba Ahmadi Computer Science Social Aspects of Algorithms: Fairness, Diversity and Resilience to Strategic Behavior

Mazin A. Alharbi Nutrition Identification and Functional Analysis of a Biflavone as a Novel Inhibitor of TRPV4-Dependent Atherogenic Processes in Macrophages
Keisha Allan Sr. Comparative Literature Alternative Worlds of Female Desire: Women Reimagining the Nation in Caribbean Fiction
Abdullah Aisharhan Mechanical Engineering Additive Manufacturing of Microfluidic Technologies via In Situ Direct Laser Writing

Mazen O. Alharbi Nutrition Identification and Functional Analysis of a Biflavone as a Novel Inhibitor of TRPV4-Dependent Atherogenic Processes in Macrophages
Keisha Allan Sr. Comparative Literature Alternative Worlds of Female Desire: Women Reimagining the Nation in Caribbean Fiction
Abdullah Aisharhan Mechanical Engineering Additive Manufacturing of Microfluidic Technologies via In Situ Direct Laser Writing

Harry Arnold Physics Electron Acceleration During Macroscale Non-Relativistic Magnetic Reconnection
Eviatar Bach Atmospheric and Oceanic Science Investigations in Earth System Predictability

Charles A. Barclay Philosophy A New Theory of Individualized Evidence
Maria Beltran Urban and Regional Planning and Design The People’s Park: A Study of the Relationship Between Design and Convivial Behavior in Superkilen
Sarah E. Benish Atmospheric and Oceanic Science Examination of Photochemistry and Meteorology of Atmospheric Pollutants From the North China Plain

Melissa Benitez American Studies Becoming Your Labor: Identify, Production and the “Affects of Labor”

Charlee M. Bezilla Modern French Studies Fictions of Hybridity in the Anthropocene: Literature and Science in the Works of Rétif de la Bretonne
Kyle J. Bickoff English Language and Literature Container Technologies as Logistical Infrastructure: How Marie Kondo, the Container Store, Hollinger Boxes and Docker Shape Our World

Navaneeth K. Bodla Electrical Engineering Learning to Detect, Predict and Synthesize Objects
Michelle L. Bookstaver Bioengineering Harnessing Self-Assembly for Modular Control of Toll-Like Receptor Signaling
Louis Joseph Born Bioengineering Formulation and Delivery of Enhanced Extracellular Vesicles for Wound Repair
Cynthia G. Boruchowicz Policy Studies The Effects of Public Policies on Informal Labor: An Analysis for Low-Skilled Workers

Morgan A. Botdorf Psychology Assessing the Impact of Typical Variations in Stressful Life Events on Hippocampal Development in Childhood

Andrew J. Boughton Biochemistry The Unique Properties of Branched K11/K48-Linked Polyubiquitin and the Proteasomal Recognition of (Poly)ubiquitin and Ubiquitin-Like Signals by RPN1
Kimberly G. Brady Chemistry Cucurbit[f]uril Functionalization and Incorporation Into Metal-Organic Assemblies

Markus A. Brown Biological Sciences Divergent Roles of the TCF4 and LEF1 WNT Signaling Transcription Factors in Colon Cancer
Laharish Guntuka Business and Management Supply Chain Disruptions: Impact on Competitor Firms and Influence of Supply Chain Complexity on Disruption Likelihood and Recovery Time

Caleb F. Hammer Mechanical Engineering The Effects of Gravity on Flow Boiling Heat Transfer


Kayla Harr English Language and Literature The Multistable Material of Modernism: Perception, Objects and Identity

Clara M. Helm Aerospace Engineering Direct and Large-Eddy Simulation Data and Analysis of Shock Separated Flows

Avery E. Hennigar Human Development The Influence of Fathers’ and Mothers’ Psychological Functioning on Children’s Social Development: Examining Mediating and Moderating Pathways

Shelby N. Hickman Criminology and Criminal Justice Typologies of Forced Labor Exploitation in Brazil

Kyoko K. Hillman Second Language Acquisition Effects of Different Types of Auditory Input on Incidental Vocabulary Learning by L2 Japanese Speakers

Joshua I. Hiscock Student Affairs Going for Broke: A Phenomenological Study of How First-Generation Students Make Meaning of College Financial Aid

Erin K. Hogan Teaching and Learning, Policy and Leadership Factors That Influence Preservice Teachers’ Planning and Leading of Text-Based Discussions

Luanjiao Hu International Education Policy Inclusion, Exclusion, Agency and Advocacy: Experiences of Women With Disabilities in China

Jeffrey P. Hunt Agricultural Economics Essays on Regulatory Uncertainty and Energy Development in the American West

Cody A. Hyman Business and Management Earnings Uncertainty and Nonprofessional Intermediaries

Jacob D. Isbell Electrical Engineering Bio-Inspired Sonar in Complex Environments: Attentive Tracking and View Recognition

Kristel D. Izquierdo Gonzalez Geology Inference of Mass Anomalies in Planetary Interiors Using a Bayesian Global Gravity Field Inversion

Lauren H. Jeong Teaching and Learning, Policy and Leadership South Korean Families’ Conceptualizations of Museum-Based Science Learning

Olivia Kachingwe Behavioral and Community Health Understanding the Process of Sexual Health Communication Between African American Fathers and Their Daughters: A Multi-Analytic Method Qualitative Study

Cierra J. Kaler-Jones Teaching and Learning, Policy and Leadership “You Can’t See Me by Looking at Me”: Black Girls’ Arts-based Practices as Mechanisms for Identity Construction and Resistance

Claire M. Kaplan Psychology Perceptual Decision Impairments in Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder: State and Trait Symptom Effects and the Role of Working Memory

Dani T. Kaufman Mathematics Mutation Invariant Functions on Cluster Ensembles Associated With Surfaces

Seojin Kim Business and Management Essays on Technology Change and Firm Capabilities in Nascent Markets: Evidence From the Bionic Prosthetic Industry

You J. Kim Business and Management How and When Signaling Impacts Consumption

Andrea E. Knowles Comparative Literature Undocumentary Literature: Twenty-First Century Hemispheric American Poetry by Women and Non-Binary Poets

Chelsea W. Koch Marine, Estuarine and Environmental Sciences The Significance of Sea Ice Algae in the Pacific Arctic Determined by Highly Branched Isoprenoid Biomarkers

Timothy P. Kohler Electrical Engineering Spectroscopy of Two Level Defects and Quasiparticles in Superconducting Resonators

Priya Kumar Information Studies Inferences from Oversharing to Sharenting: How Experts Govern Parents and Their Social Media Use

Jun H. Kwak Economics Essays on Linkages Between Capital Flows, Leverage and the Real Economy

Rachel L. Lamb Geographical Sciences Context and Future Potential for Strategic Afforestation and Reforestation to Meet State Climate Mitigation Goals

Dongyuu Lee Economics Essays on Monetary Policy and Household Inequality

Justine H. Lee Teaching and Learning, Policy and Leadership The Place of Race in Past and Present: Student and State Narratives of Race in U.S. History

Margaret T. Lewis Entomology Applying Insect Ecology and Behavior to Improve Sustainable Pest Management for Drosophila Suzuki

Yixun Li Human Development How Do Children Learn New Words in a Second Language? The Role of Self-Teaching in Orthographic Learning

Jungkyu R. Lim Communication Developing Effective Communication for Climate Change Adaptation and Disaster Risk Mitigation

Xiaoying Lin Chemistry Synthesis and Polymer-Mediated Regioselective Self-Assembly of Shaped Plasmonic Nanoparticles

Zijie Lin Electrical Engineering 3D Fast Geometric Collision Avoidance Algorithm (FGA) and Decision-Making Approach Based on the Balance of Safety and Cost for UAS

James B. Litton Computer Science Composing and Decomposing OS Abstractions

Dana R. Louie Astronomy Optimizing JWST Exoplanetary Atmospheric Characterization Through Prioritization and Validation of Tess-Discovered Exoplanets and Panchromatic Studies

Haiyun Lu Biochemistry Structured Study of NZPI and RNA Binding Complex

Zhouchen Luo Electrical Engineering Spin-Photon Interface Using Charge Tunable Quantum Dots

Paulina Lyskawa Linguistics Coordination Without Grammar-Internal Feature Resolution

Yiming Lyu Mathematical Statistics Inferences on Accelerated Life Model With Various Types of Censored Data

Lei Ma Geographical Sciences Advanced Modeling Using Land-Use History and Remote Sensing to Improve Projections of Terrestrial Carbon Dynamics

Amir Majlesi Kupaei Electrical Engineering Robust Low-Overhead Binary Rewriting: Design, Extensibility and Customizability
Carlos A. Manjarrez Urban and Regional Planning and Design
Small, Slow and Steady: Assessing the Impact of Arts District Designation and Arts-Led Development Strategies on Enterprise Growth in a Small Mid-Atlantic Town

Alena S. Maze Survey Methodology Using Commercial List Information in Screening Eligible Housing Units

Jennifer M. McCatharn Special Education Interventions Targeting the Executive Function Skills of Young Children

Margaret McWeeny Government and Politics How Rebels Get What They Want

Sarvenaz Memarzadeh Electrical Engineering Temporal Dynamics of Hot Electrons in Metal Films and Alloys

Xiaoxu Meng Computer Science Enhancing Visual and Gestural Fidelity for Effective Virtual Environments

Tristin E. Metz Physics Low-Temperature Transport and Thermodynamic Measurements of Unconventional Superconductors

Samuel J. Miner History The Exiles’ Return: Emigres, Anti-Nazis and the Basic Law

Grace E. Mishkin Health Services Novel Immunotherapy Agents in Oncology: Generalizability of Trial Results and Drivers of Clinical Utilization

Nathan Morrow Geographical Sciences Autochthonous and Introduced Stores of Biomass Value: Measuring Resilience Outcomes of Enset and Eucalyptus as Green Assets in Three Representative Smallholder Farm Systems of Ethiopia

Ashland M. Murphy Music Homeschool Music Education: A Descriptive Study

Shanjukta Nath Economics Essays on Preference Estimation, Schooling Outcomes and Segregation

Helene N. Nguewou-Hyousse Electrical Engineering Nonlinear and Stochastic Analysis of Miniature Optoelectronic Oscillators Based on Whispering-Gallery Mode Modulators

Hoa T. Nguyen Journalism Studies Frames, Claims and Public Participation in Online Media Coverage of Climate Change in Vietnam: Evaluating Emerging Themes and Action

Qin Ni Chemical Engineering Mechanocchemical Simulations of In Vivo Actin Architectures

Dae H. Noh Business and Management Evolution and Current Practices of Ride Services

Rachel B. O’Hare Journalism Studies American Journalism and the Deviant Voter: Analyzing and Improving Coverage of the Electorate in the Trump Era

Brian D. Ondov Computer Science Revealing Perceptual Proxies in Comparative Data Visualization

Natalia Pankratova Physics Multi-terminal Josephson Effect

Roshan M. Parikh Student Affairs “Doing the Indian Thing”: The Influence of Contrasting Cultural Norms on the Decision Making and Development of Second-Generation Asian Indian American College Students

Paul A. Patelia-Rey Sociology Sex Cam Modeling: Labor, Intimacy and Prosumer Porn

Sushant Pathak Computer Science Fantastic Sources of Tumor Heterogeneity and How to Characterize Them

James Pattison Materials Science and Engineering Atomic-Layer Deposition of Cadmium Telluride for the Passivation of Mercury Cadmium Telluride

Binbin Peng Urban and Regional Planning and Design Exploring Public Health Risks and Vulnerabilities to Extreme Heat Through Urban Built Environment

Jamar J. Perry Teaching and Learning, Policy and Leadership The Intersections of Masculinity, Gender and Racism: Exploring the Lived Experiences and Interactions of Black Male Graduate Students Attending a Primarily White Institution

Amy H. Pickens Geographical Sciences Dynamics of Global Surface Water, 1999-Present

Laura M. Quijano Spanish Language and Literature Irrational Women: Healing Cultural Trauma Through Decolonial Consciousness and Hybrid Spirituality in Chicana and Pinay Narrative Fiction

Preethi Ravula Mechanical Engineering Numerical and Experimental Studies on Dynamic Interactions of Robot Appendages With Granular Media

Timothy D. Reedy International Education Policy Choice in Turbulent Times: A Case Study of Refugee Student Experiences in Quasi-Marketized Education Systems

Sai D. Regani Electrical Engineering Radio Analytics for Human-Computer Interaction

Miles C. Rehwoldt Chemical Physics Rapid Heating and Chemical Speciation Characterization for Combustion Performance Analysis of Metallized, Nanoscale Termite and PVDF Bound Solid Propellant Compositions

Steven D. Reich Mathematics Class Groups of Characteristic-p Function Field Analogs of $G_{10}^{*}(1/p)$

Richard Renigio Environmental Health Sciences Unmasking Risk Variability in a Changing Climate: Acute Effects From Exposure to Outdoor Heat and Air Pollution Among Patients With End-Stage Renal Disease

Wells Robinson Computer Science Computational Methods for the Identification of Mutation Signatures and Intracellular Microbes in Cancer

Jiaheng Ruan Chemistry Novel Platinum Complexes Supported by Sulfonated CNN Pincer Ligands Relevant to Aerobic Methane Functionalization Chemistry

Joshua E. Ryan Psychology Desire for Unmitigated Communion as a Predictor of Partner Relationship Quality and Life Satisfaction

Yalda Saadat Civil Engineering Enhancing Resilience of Complex Networks: Washington, D.C., Urban Rail Transit as a Case Study

Hannah C. Sabo Teaching and Learning, Policy and Leadership A Study of How Inequities Emerge in Interaction in Undergraduate Physics and Engineering Education Spaces

Harnoor S. Sachar Mechanical Engineering Atomistic and Theoretical Description of Liquid Flows in Polyelectrolyte-Brush-Grafted Nanochannels

Andres E. Santamaria Artigas Geographical Sciences Towards an Improved Long-Term Data Record From the Advanced Very-High Resolution Radiometer: Evaluation, Atmospheric Correction and Intercalibration
Silvia R. Santos Da Silva Atmospheric and Oceanic Science
Exploring Recent Directions in Integrated Assessment Modeling Research: Implications for Scenario Analyses of Climate Change Mitigation and Impacts Using the GCAM Model

Ryan M. Sapp Kinesiology
Sex- and Race-Based Differences in the Effects of Acute and Chronic Exercise on Vascular Function and Circulating MicroRNA

Raymond S. Schram Mathematics
Topics in Harmonic Analysis: The HRT Conjecture and Sigma Delta Quantization

Jaclyn R. Schurman Hearing and Speech Sciences
Effects of Age, Hearing Loss and Cognition on Discourse Comprehension and Speech Intelligibility Performance

Devon Scott Communication
Political Authenticity and Cynicism on the 2016 Campaign Trail

Nidhi R. Shah Computer Science
Date-Driven Algorithms for Characterizing Microbial Communities

Chang Shen Agricultural Economics
Essays on Transportation and Environment in China

Stacy Sidle Aerospace Engineering
Investigation of Coupled Rotor-Airframe-Drivetrain-Engine Vibrations Using Dynamic Substructuring

Sultana Solaiman Plant Science
Temporal Dynamics, Antimicrobial Resistance and Phylogenetic Relationships of Bacterial Taxa in Irrigation Water Sources and Relevance to Food Safety

Matthew Staiger Economics
Economic Mobility and Frictional Labor Markets

Xuetong Sun Computer Science
Towards Effective Displays for Virtual and Augmented Reality

Trevon B. Swain Biochemistry
Impact of Lipopolysaccharide Administration on Novel RNA Biomarkers for Systemic Inflammation in Swine

Ahmed A. Taha Computer Science
Closing the Gap Between Classification and Retrieval Models

Wen L. Tan Physics
Cryogenic Trapped-Ion System for Large Scale Quantum Simulation

Lindsey L. Templeton Higher Education
In Pursuit of the Academic Deanship: Women’s Considerations, Choice Environments and Career Paths

Anne V. Tootell Psychology
Dynamic Changes in Feedback Processing and Cognitive Control Networks During a Gambling Task: A Source Analysis of EEG Amplitude and Phase Measures

Cesar E. Torres Luna Chemical Engineering
Therapeutic Contact Lenses for Extended Drug Delivery

Siddharth Tyagi Electrical Engineering
Optimal Time-Domain Pulse Width Modulation in Power Electronics

Abigail Upshaw Art History
Performing Parnassus: Leonardo Da Vinci’s Ephemeral Productions at the Court of Milan

Anna M. Vaudin Nutrition
Food Insecurity, Service Awareness, Loneliness and Quality of Life in Community-Dwelling Older Adults

Dongyi Wang Bioengineering
Advanced Vision Intelligent Methods for Food, Agricultural and Healthcare Applications

Jonathan Wang Entomology
Combining the Drosophila and Metarhizium Model Systems to Investigate Host-Pathogen Interactions

Mei Wang Chemical Engineering
Probing Kinetic Processes of Metallic Nanocrystal Formation With Liquid Phase Transmission Electron Microscopy

Joshua N. Webb Bioengineering
Three-Dimensional Characterization and Modulation of Corneal Biomechanics via Brilloin Microscopy

Tung-An Wei Comparative Literature
Resisting the Reader: Textual Recalcitrance in British and Taiwanese Novels, 1917-2011

Felipe Westhelle Government and Politics
Contagion and Civil Conflicts: An Epidemiological Analysis

Stefan Woehlke Anthropology
Seeing the Materiality of Race, Class and Gender in Orange County, Virginia

Kelsey E. Woods Psychology
Group Interventions for Selective Mutism in a Community Setting: A Preliminary Effectiveness-Implementation Hybrid Study

Samantha J. Worthy Biological Sciences
Impact of Phenotypic Variation and Its Interaction With Abiotic and Biotic Factors, Within and Among Tree Species, on Differential Demography and Community Structure

Mei Yang Criminology and Criminal Justice
Investigating Resilience in the Context of Exclusionary Discipline

Shuo Yang Applied Mathematics and Scientific Computation
Numerical Analysis and Computation of Nonlinear Variational Problems in Materials Science

Zijiang Yang Civil Engineering
Application of Advanced Statistical Methods to Assess Atmospheric and Soil Pollution Mitigation and Potential Risks

Xinlu Yao Economics
Essays on Platform Mergers and Dynamic Price Competition

Miranda R. Yourrick Biological Sciences
Internal and External Environmental Regulation of Opsin Expression in African Cichlids

Justine R. Yu Bioengineering
A Nanocomposite Hydrogel for Stromal Cell-Derived Factor-1 Alpha Delivery and Modulation of Macrophage Phenotype for Skin Tissue Regeneration

Wenbo Yu Economics
Essays on Financial Intermediation

Rui Zhang Physics
Loss in Superconducting Quantum Devices From Non-Equilibrium Quasiparticles and Inhomogeneity in Energy Gap

Zhang Zhang Applied Mathematics and Scientific Computation
Essays in Mathematical Finance and Machine Learning

Jun Zhao Civil Engineering
An Integrated AGBM-DTA Model for Optimizing the Transportation System Benefits of Personalized Monetary and Non-Monetary Incentives

Chaolun Zheng Mechanical Engineering
Advanced Absorption Materials and Their Application in Refrigeration

Jiaqi Zhou Applied Mathematics and Scientific Computation
Essays in Stochastic Modeling and Optimization

Viktoriya V. Zotova Business and Management

George W. Zuo Economics
Essays on Bridging Economic and Educational Disparities in America
Master’s Degrees

The master’s degree is an academic honor bestowed upon students who have successfully completed work beyond the baccalaureate. A thesis and an oral examination are usually required. In 1920, the University of Maryland awarded its first Master of Arts and Master of Science degrees in fields other than agriculture.

MAY 2021 CANDIDATES

MASTER OF APPLIED ANTHROPOLOGY
Nicholas Edward Galloway
Alex Miguel Vindas Cruz
Olivia JadeWolford

MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE
Jemimah Asamoah
Andrew Michael Bassin
Jefferson Min Hyuk Choi
Leah Christina Clark
Jazmin Inoa Reyes
Andrew Roger Koenings
Zuzanna Zofia Nowosielska
Christopher Lee Pearce
Daniel Ryan Peragine
Melonee Raquel Quintanilla
Christian Omar Romero
Amanda Nicole Sparks
Daniela Cristina Toni

MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE/MASTER OF REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT
Rachel Cain
William Edward Combs
Tochi Chimaobi Ohakawa
Andrew Colin Walker

MASTER OF ARTS
American Studies
Melva Tiara Coles

Art History
Yanzhang Cui
Caroline Ellen Paganussi
Hannah Kay Prescott
Claire Rasmussen

Classics
William Ernest Linney III
Erik William Roodzant

Communication
Drew T. Ashby-King
Shelby Nicole Sturm

Counseling Psychology, School Psychology and Counseling Education
Sabrina Michelle Callan

Criminology and Criminal Justice
Tianying Cai
Leila Duka
Sarah Elizabeth Holland
Sean Patrick Houlihan
Hsin Jaw
Kalani Chanel Johnson
Kristin Reque
Madeline Carlyle Romm
Xinyi Situ
Toryn Rae Sperry
Taylor Elizabeth Whittington
Gabrielle Cabrera Wy

Curriculum and Instruction
Hiba Zainab Ahmed
Tyie Ilayiah Bat Israel Aton
Precious Chidinma Azike
Patrick Joseph Bortel
Elena Cortes
Chapin Elizabeth Hill Eager
Declan Patrick Enright
Kathy Liseth Gomez
Courtney Gross
*Louis Ignacio Hernandez
Maury Abagal Izzett
Breant Wayne Johnson
Samantha Drew Lala
Peter Alexander Mielke
Wilkins Michelle Njijnma Njineut
Marzieh Nooraddini
Amanda Elizabeth Ostria
Jennifer Bassett Page
Crystal Queeta Parker
Melka Paulos
Lucia Reboucas Pires
Sean Thomas Rada
Sarah Wendy Rontal
Margaret G. Stetler-Stevenson
Annie Rebecca Transport

Economics
Shangliyu Deng
Keaton Hyuckmin Kweon Ellis
Nebahat Ferda Erturk
Jun Ge
Francy Nathalie Gonzalez Prieto
Taylor Jordan Landon
Chenyu Mao
Sebastian Montano Correa
Michael Alexander Navarrete
The Linh Bao Nguyen

English Language and Literature
Katelyn Huggins Baird
Matthew John Casici
Rebecca Anne Caawthorne
Kymberly Maria Drapcho
Amina Hamdy Farahat
Alexander Gustavo Garicia Luna
Nicoletta Mollie Kern
Michael J. Lockwood
Dana Erin Maller
Jacqueline Anne Mueck
Caitlyn Rachel Roberts
Angelica Beatriz Rolon

Ethnomusicology
Allison Paige Coe
Alexandria Sofia Pecoraro

French Language and Literature
Clara Charlotte Bichon
Guilhem Mael Le Saux

Higher Education, Student Affairs and International Education
Antonio Amaro Diaz
Le-Roy Andrew Battle III
Evia Seville Coll
Brian Glickman
Genevieve Anne Aitkenbrand
Catherine Johanna Hunt
Margret Katsakhyan
Ann Jacqueline Leger
Rose Helen Malone
Eden Marie Rivera
Hibah Tipu Sheikh
Omar Wahby Tarabishi
Emmanuel Simiyu Wanjala

History
Saban Aglar
Gregory Allen James Kenyon
Maytal Ruth Mark
Michael Ryan Matheny
Nicholas Jerome Misukanis
Ana Paula Nadalini Mendes
Alexandra Penn Piper
Kyle Joseph Stetler

Human Development
Svetha Mohan

Journalism
Elaine S. Povich

Kinesiology
Monica Nelson
Kirsten Nicole Peterman
Samantha Jane Snyder

Mathematical Statistics
Zhangchi Xu
Yifan Yang

Mathematics
Jenny Talbott Rustad

Measurement, Statistics and Evaluation
Ibidunmoye Layi-Ojo

Music
Patrick Edgar Franklin Barnes
Alexander Madison Devereux
Joshua Gaines
Darren Cadell Shillingford

Philosophy
Christopher Frank Masciari

Second Language Acquisition
Victoria Leigh Richwine
Lucia Euna Shoemaker

Sociology
Genesis Carolina Fuentes
Bernard William Hanna III
Kordell L. Harper
Shinta Herawanto Hernandez
Joey Nathaniel Jennings
Sydney Yarbrough

Spanish Language and Literature
Roberto Mario Katranderjyiski
Olga Morozova

Speech-Language Pathology
Taylor Vail Baron
Ashley Lynn Booterbaugh
Clare Alicia Corbett
Michelle Drost
Rachel Mary Epan
Lauren Rachel Fuchs
Amanda Marie Giordano

2021 Spring Commencement / UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND
Elizabeth Grace Gorman
Kayla Noel Horning
Emma Rose Hungaski
Alyssa Elizabeth Jordan
Victoria Lynn Jordan
Paige Abigail Kassman
Michele Anissa Liquori
Rachel Carole Niemann
Daniella Otarola-Seravalli
*Elisa Marie Radenacher
Rebecca Lorraine Peters Willman
Randi Renee Wooding
Jessica Yao
Emily Isabel Zeller

Teaching and Learning, Policy and Leadership
Rebecca Lynne Barker
Camilla Myelle Conley
Justin Malachi Harris Cowling
Katharine Kovach Gerard
Kaitlyn Quinn Kyle
Briana Enique Thomas
Breanna Shakella Varner

Theatre and Performance Studies
Zahria Imani Moore

MASTER OF ARTS/MASTER OF LIBRARY SCIENCE

History/Library and Information Science
Tracee Caitlyn Haupt
Christine Michelle Kirchner
Rachael Kirschennmann
Sara Elisabeth Ludewig
Elaina Anne Snyder
Jane Helen Sonneman
Charlotte Susan Treadwell
Jennifer Lee/Anne Wachtel

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Kyle William Adams
Jamal Kyle Anderson
Yenny Andrade Castillo
Jason Lee Baker
Troy Barker
Yonathan Ageze Berhanu
Francisco Bonilla Soto
Robyn Renee Chaplin Brooks
Andrew James Brown
Meredith Buffer
Terrence Michael Byrne
Fabian Castro
Audrina Chang
Betty Lee Chou
Jonathan Joseph Cipriani
Emily K. Cobb
Shannon Scott Colley
Michael Patrick Connolly
Isaac William Connor
Taylor Copeland
Alexandra Day
*Jose David DeJesus
Pradeep Dharmaravapu
Jonathan Keith Dixon
Timothy David Douglass
Kyle Ieckchukwuka Ego

ihouma Gloria Emunega
Charles England
*Baris Emir Feizhiertun
Aditya Ferdiarietda
Justin Michael Ferguson
Andrew Fletcher
*Hillary Fort
*Adam Robert Gard
Denise Lee Gorski
Kenneth Michael Grossman
Niharika Gupta
Nishant Gupta
David Ha
Katherine Coney Hennessy
Maria Herold
Gregory Marshall Hershberger
David Edward Hill
Erika Denise Hill
Daniel James Hoffman
Michael Sean Janzen
Shaun David Johnson
Alyces Jones
Nicolas Thomas Joy
Siamack Kazor
*Michael William Kehoe
Ikiliilou Kerim
Hisao Ting Ko
Savvas Koupasid
Prashanth Krishnan
Arti M. Kshirsagar
Mukund Namdeo Kshirsagar
Yashawati Kumar
Ahmad Laripour
Richard David LaShier
Dong-Chool Lee
Weesoo Lee
Min Li
Shuang Li
Xiaohui Li
Xiu Li
Lynn Maryrose Lim
Marcus Benjamin Long
Daniel Lovitz
Michael Lowney
Rachel Michelle Loya
Emmanuel Stephen Markantone
Daniel Earl Martin Jr.
Paul McGuire Il
Justin Bijan Mehdizadeh
Jorge Enrique Mejia-Salvus
Chris Joseph Much
Neha Pramod Mundra
Marla Andrea Ni
Christopher Francis Xavier
O’Sullivan
Keith Parker
*Elizabeth Lauren Paul
Julie Ann Peluso
Ryan Joseph Pendleton
Yasanthi Dilum Perera
Silvana Paola Perez Corrales
Virginia Renee Pierrie
Michael S. Piscetelli
Feifei Zhang Quigley
Michael Sebastian Ravenscroft
*Baden Reid
Tyler Bradley Regino
Malcom Joseph Renza
Jeffrey Corey Rieck
Lourdes River
Geet Sachidandana

Samprithi Santosh
Agratim Sathe
Mary Patricia Scanlon
Xuejing Shan
Madhvi Shukla
Michael Jay Simmons
Harpreet Singh
Christopher J. Smith
Kendall Elizabeth Strong
Vignesh Srinivasan
Jun Tanaka
Blanka Malisevic Thibaud
Chaz-Richard Tolbert
Jared Robert Turetsky
Alexandra Lynn Via
Steven A. Via
*James Daniel Vika
Braden Joshua Walden
Zhan Wang
Simon Charles Weaver
Terqueasha Wooten
Michael Charles Zerafa
Nicholas Angelo Zito
Joseph Ryan Zuckerman

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION/MASTER OF FINANCE
Chidubem George Amechi
Eric Christopher Dempsey
Myisha Michelle Gatson
Dawn Priscilla Wright

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION/MASTER OF REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT
Lawrence Saunders III

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION/MASTER OF SCIENCE

Business Administration/
Accounting
Andrew Gregory Yerkes
Business Administration/
Business Analytics
Balaje Chandrasekaran
Business Administration/
Information Systems
Maxwell Ford Cutler
*John Won Ko
Anant Vashishtha
Business Administration/
Marketing Analytics
Augustine Chatterjee
Rohan Oommen John
Business Administration/
Supply Chain Management
Maurice Andrew Malcolm

MASTER OF COMMUNITY PLANNING

Daniella C. Acosta
Luke Stanley Benson
Will Bin Duggan
Jonathan Paul Katz
Melanie Kalia Marino
Lillian Gwin Murken
Julia Marie Rodricks
Catherine Mae Skeeter
Khayla Iman Trowell
Kenneth James Turscak Jr.
Rachael Kaye Warner

MASTER OF COMMUNITY PLANNING/MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE

Andrew Joseph Mazer
Shayne Michelle Pilutz

CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION

Ashley Nicole Abuelhawa
Cassidy Lauren Aley
Giselle Angelica Amexquita
David Randall Anderson
Krysal Aida Arevalo Martinez
Isha Kenyata Nakeyesha Berry
Kelly Eileen Bouma
Alegra Camille Brown
Luke Anthony Butrum
Eleanor Sydney Byers
Aspen Lynn Cadmus
Lien-NA Lin Chai
Dylan Yang-Yee Chan
Xinran Chang
Zhuoting Chen
Xue Ying Cheung
Katherine Cho
Lara Dianette Coombs
Elaine Jeanette Criscuoli
Allison Leigh Curtin
Alessandra Cara Cutolo-Ring
Nora Evelyn Dever
Mary Caitlin Nicolas Deyto
Hannah Mae Engle
Blanka Malisevic Thibaud
Xue Ying Cheung
Katherine Cho
Lara Dianette Coombs
Elaine Jeanette Criscuoli
Allison Leigh Curtin
Alessandra Cara Cutolo-Ring
Nora Evelyn Dever
Mary Caitlin Nicolas Deyto
Hannah Mae Engle
Christopher L. Epstein
Halligan A. Erickson
Maxwell Marian Firke
Emily Lou Frazee
Lucy Sara George
Niklas Schwartz Hammond
Holly Horne
*Mariella Antoine Hoppes
Holly Marie Hynson
Tara Michelle Iraola
Yash Ajay Salve
Souryajidhg Sengupta
Aashita Sethi
Harsh Shah
Abhishek Sharma
Prakhar Sharma
Sahil Sharma
Raj Prakash Shinde
Shishir
Tanya Shroff
Pooja Rajive Shukla
Rebecca Silver
Charles Matthew Skinner
Jasmine Gail Smith
Muhammad Adil Sahoo
Dhiraj Mohan Sonar
Shubham Milind Sonawane
Kranthi Kumar Sreenadhu
Josephine Rose Rair
Soltiria Stathepoulou
Monika Sarasani
Trinanali Talari
Zurana A. Taluckder
Akshansh Thakur
Melvin Saju Thomas
Pavan Harshankar Tiwari
Amrit Upadhyay
Krishna Manish Vaghasia
Akshat Vaid
Jordan Patrick Van Gelder
Kartik Venkat
Richa Verma
Surabhi Verma
Vijayadharan
Vijayarunachal
Aman Virmi
Achal Pragneshkumar Vyas
Michael Panas Walornyj
Waleed Waris
James Richard Winsley
Tyler William Wood
Yi Wu
Jiangning Xie
Bochen Zhang
Wenting Zhao
Wenliang Zhen

**MASTER OF FINE ARTS**
Giovanni Pulitano Steckel
Anthony Pierce Talentino
Haisun Xiao
Wenfei Yan
Seung Eun Yoo
Xiaoge Zhou

**Creative Writing**
Hannah Nicole Beilenson
Maiaja Daesae Grimes
Alannah Hansley
Max Gregory Lasky
Elizabeth A. Nonemaker
Hunter Ann Parsons
Claudia Vanessa Rojas

**Dance**
Renee Elaine Gerardo
Kristina Aurelia Harris
Gabriel Mata-Ortega
Xinran Ol

**Studio Art**
Noah Leonard McWilliams
Heidi Jane Zenisek

**Theatre**
Jeremy Donnell Bennett
Madison Ann Booth
Austin Blake Conlee
Jack Chamberlain Golden
Sarah Beth Hall
Jacob Andrew Hughes
Rochele Elise Mac
Aleksandr Shiraev
Mollie Kathryn Singer
Channing Brooke Tucker
Michael Winston

**MASTER OF HEALTH ADMINISTRATION**
Abigail Esquivias
Elizabeth Regina Hutman
Sung-Jae Hwang
Baichen Zhang

**MASTER OF HISTORIC PRESERVATION**
Jeffrey Robert Brammer
*Micheal Christopher Bryan

**MASTER OF HISTORIC PRESERVATION/MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE**
Hannah Lee Grady
Jared Michael Schmitz

**MASTER OF INFORMATION MANAGEMENT**
Aishwarya Biddatanda Pradeep
Wenshan Cao
Yonghao Chen
Gabriel Abisai Cruz
Whilmina Osoouza
Yuan Fang

Zahra Farhadi
Gaurav Hasija
Kanishka Sanjay Jain
Nikita Khatri
Shreeya Nitin Kotashthane
Yannan Liu
Sakshi Nanda
Kishore A. Palaniraja
Neviya Prakash
Shaoqi Qian
Yanzhi Shen
Mayhah Roma Suri
Anuja Dilip Wani

**MASTER OF JOURNALISM**
Tayler Adigunj
Rayonna Marie Burton-Jernigan
Aneerin Canham-Clyne
Sydney Elizabeth Clark
Victoria Lorren Daniels
Connor Morgan DeLaney
Simone Sylvie Ebongo Bayehe
Kimberly M. Escobar
Madison Hunt
Darryl C. Kinsey Jr.
Ryan Austin McFadden
Laina Sara Miller
Adebowale Jummy Owokade
Luzcana Perez-Urike Guinass
Michelle Elizabeth Siegel
Callan Clark Tansill-Suddath
Grace Kathleen Todd
Philip Van Sloaten

**MASTER OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE**
Lauren Gray
Emma Podietz
Christopher Samoray

**MASTER OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE/MASTER OF COMMUNITY PLANNING**
Sebastian Velez-Lopez

**MASTER OF LIBRARY AND INFORMATION SCIENCE**
Caroline Rose Ackiewicz
Amanda Acosta
Sarah Doloris Anderson
Laila Maryam Asi
Bryanna Marie Bauer
Margery P. Bayne
Jane Ingram Behre
Emily Anne Belknap
David Biel
Alexandra Camille Bower
*Liam Andrew Brereton
Sarah Laverine Brumback
Allison Kathleen Carey
Matthew N. Caruso
Cooper Thomas Clarke
Vilma Yolanda Daz
Tonita Lind Dozier
William Harrison Frederick III
Hannah Frisch
Andrew James Greenman
Sarah Maegan Hesler
Susannah Dorothy Hinz
Rina Rifa Hofmann

Gabi Kim Huesca
Laura Huffman
Casey Mc Gee Hughes
James Patrick Igsardi
Jessica Jeffers
Elizabeth Ellen Jones
Tawnya Devon Jordan
Emily Elizabeth Joseph
Nicole Hana Kang
Theana Noelle Kastens
Felicity Jane Knox
Genevieve Jacqueline Kocienda
Tasannah Marie Krauss
Nicole Lynn Kulp
Joy Ming Levine
Grace Anne Mandato
Rachel M. Matthews
Duston Benedict Mazzella
Sarah Ann Mckenna
Mary Elizabeth McKinley
Emily Moore
Anna Belle Morrison
Emery Laurel Patterson
Angela Haley Pfeiffer
Robin Annalee Reiss
Camille Mary Carol Robinson
Britton Nicole Schams
Danielle Nichole Schuh
Stephanie Briana Seecharan
Shannell Tiffany Stephens
Hannah Takeomoto
Suzanne Marie Terry
Ryan Matthew Tetor
Vv Truong
Steven Hughston Vasili
Mirielie Elizabeth Vasselli
Lydia Wilde
Colleen Bridget Wood

**MASTER OF MUSIC**
Abigail Beertart
Jeffrey Robert Chapman
Michael Chong
Emily Anne Davis
Colin James Foley Doyle
Nathaniel Fuest
Nora Beth Griffin
Patrick Erimone
Jeff Hart Guoanjun-Pettit
Emma Rae Hammond
Katherine Moore Kincaid
Gal Kohav
Yu-Ching Lin
Debra Loh
Katherine Lewis McCarthy
Karyann Cate Mitchell
Collin Joseph Power
Erin L. Riddle
Brennan Rudy
Christian Isaiah Simmons
Corey James Sittinger
Sarah Stembel
Oznur Hasibe Tuluoglu
Carina Hoi-Ning Wu

**MASTER OF PROFESSIONAL STUDIES**
Applied Entomology
Alexandre Andes-Gascon
Laura Burch  
\*Eric Vincent Burns  
Luiz Guilherme Cintra Vieira  
Phillip I. Hwang  
Olupawelumi Olayayo Ipaye  
Edward Johnson  
Paul Kim  
Aaron Donald King  
Sarah Elizabeth Lord  
Ferrijuante Austin McPhee  
*Michael William Murray  
Renato Ernesto Rossehl  
Ludovica Scandroglio  
Kyle Arden Sullivan  
Hongcheng Yan  

**Applied Mathematics and Statistics, and Scientific Computation**  
Alexandros David Lucas Papados  

**Atmospheric and Oceanic Science**  
Hannah Marie Daley  
Jeehye Han  
Philip Meyer  
Crystal Oudit  
Lindsey Allison Rodio  
Wen Yang  

**Biochemistry**  
Yehnara Shevaughn Bernelle Ettinoffe  
Andrew James Boughton  

**Bioengineering**  
Robert Choe  

**Biological Sciences**  
Juan Camilo Barboa  
David Anthony Ferranti  
Amy Hsu  
Shyric Monet Mitchell  
Flavia Julissa Negrete  
Kirstin Staiger  
Heidi Marie Wade  

**Business Analytics**  
Finot Matthais Aklilu  
Sara Elizabeth Callahan  
Brendan James Cox  
Paul Michael David  
Huanchen Fang  
Samuel Peter Gullotti  
Sarah Kathryn Hayden  
Jack Aaron Lepore  
Zhuaner Li  
Grace Caroline Malcom  
Neethi Raddy Mandadi  
Abhishek Mangla  
SierraAnn Marty  
I·Kai Tang  
*Seth Quay Thompson  
Kathryn Kimberly Trase  
Oing Yan  

**Business and Management**  
Griffin Brown  
Eric Wallace Holden  
Aaron James Lancaster  
Haley Noel Masker  

Reese Michael Mona  
Samuel Anulowapu Orelaja  
Caroline Juliette Parisien  
Hari Anil Patel  
Madhav Panchmal Prabhu  
Kyle Reddy  
Charles Bardwell Shorb  
John Elliott Zoller  

**Chemical Engineering**  
Tuoton Osama Aljafari  
Manogna Balabhadrapatruni  
Sairam Ganesh  
Ian Wallace Mitchell  
Pompon Mputu Udpabu  
Nathan Augustus Wong  

**Chemistry**  
Owen David Cadwalader Baron  
Onur Kara  
David William King  
Teodora Kijaic  
Laura Lea Kuperman  
Delaney Patterson  
Stuart Barton Sloat  
Andrew Preston Traywick  

**Civil Engineering**  
Farhad Abasahl  
Nour Alkaloufalahabahlmid  
Ganesh Donikena  
Shreya Gandhi  
Sergio Garcia  
Apoorva Goel  
Kangwen Jin  
Ruizhe Liu  
Yi-Chi Lu  
Yujie Mao  
Austin Jack Milligan  
Danae Zoe Mitkas  
Joseph W. Moschler V  
Darshan Pandit  
Dominique Peterson Fonseca  
Abhilekha Prasai  
Murat Seyidoglu  
Shivam Sharma  
Paul Eamonn Simpson  
Nneoma Maxine Ugwu  
Zichao Yang  

**Comparative Biomedical Sciences**  
Kazi Rifat Antara  

**Computer Science**  
Manas Agarwal  
Naman Awasthi  
Kadesh Mahavir Bagmar  
Clifford Yu Guo Baikalian  
Calvin Scott Bao Jr.  
Anvitha Gopala Krishna Bhat  
Hrithik Bhakta  
Deepthi Bisht  
Benjamin James Black  
Alexander Samuel Brassel  
Jacob Leo Bremerman  
Benjamin Robert Carlisle  
Deeksha Dixit  
Samuel William Atwell Dooley  
Jason Fan  
Ophir Gal  

Kumar Gaurav  
Noemi Sara Maria Glaeser  
Emily Gough  
Justin Alexander Goodman  
Tianrui Guan  
Pooja Guhan  
Matthew James Harding  
Ethan Randall Hickman  
Daniel Stephen Hofman  
Jeremy Daniel Hu  
Tao Hu  
Susmita Reddy Jabbedry  
Mario Jayakumar  
John Holman Kastner  
Yehuda Aryeh Katz  
Callie Yejin Kim  
Abhisek Kumar  
Harish Senthil Kumar  
Puilkit Kumar  
Jason Mingchiy Kuo  
Dennis Jiachen Li  
Geng Lin  
Xiaoyu Liu  
Yu Liu  
Shishira Raghunath Maya  
Puneet Mathur  
Dhruv Nikhil Mehta  
David Yu Miller  
Anjali Devi Mittu  
Amir Hossein Nili  
Kamili Bharat Patel  
Vaishnavi Sunil Patil  
Michael Vincent Pearson  
Ananth Penghat  
Aviva Judith Prins  
Jerry Guanhuang Qian  
Deepthi Raghunandan  
Jacob Stephen Rasiel  
Michael Allan Rosenberg  
Shilpa Elizabeth Roy  
Abhilsaha Sancheti  
Pedro Sandoval Segura  
Saaidq Khaja Shaik  
Gaurav Shrivastava  
Astha Singhal  
Vasu Singla  
Elliott Michael Sloate  
Gowthami Somepalai  
Shreya Suresh  
Shuhaob Tan  
Peihan Tu  
Suteerth Vishnu  
David Jialiang Wang  
Duolun Wang  
Matthew Wong  
Wichayaporn Wongkamjan  
Zhehan Xiong  
Shengkai Yang  
Sai Srinivas Rao Yerramreddy  
Usama Younus  
Rachael Ferris Zehrung  
Yingwei Zhao  
Haoran Zhou  
Shaopeng Zhu  

**Couple and Family Therapy**  
Neha Asaith  
Sabrina Cermeno  
Christopher Dennis Erb  
Tamara Adrienne Hull  
Trenton Duane Morell
Neel Srikumar Nair
Sreekriti
Pin Shen Ting
Sahas Reddy Tummala
Harshimi Sathianarayanan
Vatyam
Nayan Rajesh Wayangankar
Jingru Yi
Yuan Zhou

GRADUATE CERTIFICATES

Bilingual Speech-Language Pathology
Rachel Mary Egan
Elizabeth Gorman Crane
Daniella Otarola-Seravalli
Alexandra Suzanne Peterson
Rebecca Lorraine Peters

Computation and Mathematics for Biological Networks
Abby Lauren Bull
Carlos Shadoan Floyd
Jesse Mw Mlizman
Wells Robinson

Computer Networking
Ediomo Gideon Eggah
Tony Reddy Goda

Critical Theory
Konstantinos Pozoukidis
Leticia Lawless Ridley

Cultural and Heritage Resource Management
Tamara Billie
Jamie May Colopietro
Sierra Devanie
William Jonathan Glass
Christopher Andrew Goodrich
Darrell Hardy
Abigail Grace McCoy
Wendy Drennon Puckett
Allison Margaret Stacy
Patrick Warren Walters

Data Science
Yasmine Gardiner

Digital Studies in Arts and Humanities
Caitlin Christian-Lamb
Christine Michelle Kirchner
Kristine Li Puma
Alexander Williams Miller
Jacqueline Anne Mueck

Matthew Paul Salzano
Taylor Rose York

Economic Analysis
*Eric Vincent Burnis
Adam Nabil Halawa
Tope Toyin Nwoseh
*Nathan Alan Pool
Courtney Jane Smith
Emma Marie Tilley
Nina Vujosevic

Engineering
Muhammad Ali Akbar
Shelly Bagchi
Scott Lawrence Bagus
Diego Alejandro Camargo
Maldonado
Shravan Chandramouleswar
Vishnu Vardhan Redd Chillimula
Joseph William Decker
Dagim Kebede Dhinsa
Matthew D. Drummond
Hassan Ford
Genene Hailu Gebrekristsos
Jitendra Sai Gatha
Ashish Hirani
Rishabh Manish Jain
Jaad Brian Lepak
Hamsa Linsky
Justin Hou Lu
Kelly Ryan Mulholland
Daniel Enrique Nunez
Victory Obakore Onororakpene
Pranav Pradeep Pai
Pranav Sharad Phatak
Amoghavarsa Prasanna Kumar
Ryan Thomas Quarry
Nicolle R. Rojas
Nestor Raoul Romero Chavarria
Lawrence Jeffrey Schoen
Pooja Rajive Shukla
Jasmine Gail Smith
Kathryne Richard Stockinger
Peter Stafford Van Horn
Nedim Vrtnic
Wei Zhang
Yifan Zhang
Weiting Zhao

Fundamentals of Survey Methodology
Rebecca Dorothy Ahrnsbrak
Daniel Sears Bausch
Cheryl Lynn Fitzgerald
Victor Guy Tolomeo

Geospatial Information Sciences
Rebecca Ida Beilinson

Kristen Nicole Dennis
Paul Ramon Marban

Global Health
Meaza Genet Belachew
Rafae Ahmad Waseem

Intelligence Analysis
Alexander Amoh Sarpong

Measurement, Statistics and Evaluation
Ji An
Elizabeth Mae Bell
Amanda Rose Burkholler
Alexander Paul D’Esterre
Zhiyuan Deng
Raychel Gordon
Avery Elizabeth Hennigar
Erin Kathleen Hogan
So-Hye Park
Nadya Gancheva Teneva

Multimedia Journalism
Rebecca MacLaren Kirkman

Museum Scholarship and Material Culture
Omar Eaton
Wanda Roselee Hernandez
Kristine Li Puma
Jennifer LeeAnne Wachtel

Neuroscience and Cognitive Sciences
Joshua Benjamin Jaffe

Nonprofit Management and Leadership
Jon Sidney Apfelbaum
Catherine Elizabeth Armbrust
Patrick Thomas Cole
"Shari Eve Feldman
Nicki Marie Fiocco
Glenn Anderson Helme
Sang Ho Kim
Joyce Koo
Chanel Nicole Little
Shontia Lowe
Armani Della McMillan
Jasmine Allyson Milner
"Nebafabs Cedric Nwafor
Rebecca Patterson
Antonio Domenico Santoro
Alyssa Tomlinson
Kurt Oneil Turnier
Agustin Umanzor Jr.
Shavon White

Population Studies
Yuko Hara
Avery Elizabeth Hennigar

Project Management
Ariel Alcocer

Public Sector Finance and Acquisition
Daniel M. Chi
Leigh Anne Francke
Emily Anne Mendel
Kyle Edward O’Brien
Antoinette Chase Robinson
Miguel Angel Rosario III
Bradley B. Son
Gabriel Clifton Stelly
William Young

School Improvement Leadership
Valerie Richardson
Mickie Teresa Ward-Cummings

Scientific Computation
Shuo Yang

School Librarianship
Sasha Cavinnes George

Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages
Zahava Andrevie Johnson
Ava Wadkins Martin
Jennifer Michelle Orlando

Terrorism Analysis
Jeffrey Russell Allan
Ivy Rose Bostock
Maverick Dalton Clemmer
Jason Charles Grove
Yui Eileen Jenkins
Aren Gregory Kladjian
Judah Dionne Lawrence
Joseph Robert Masztalics
Tammy Lynn Palacios
Jamie A. Roush
Connie Yuan

Women’s Studies
Aqdas Aftab
Melva Tiara Coles

World Language Education
Chunyuan Zou
Bachelor’s Degrees

The bachelor’s degree represents the completion of a four-year course of college-level study and is the oldest academic degree awarded by American institutions of higher learning. Maryland Agricultural College, which later became the University of Maryland, College Park, awarded its first Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Science degrees in 1862.

Note: Latin Honors published in the commencement program are tentative and unofficial, pending the submission and calculation of all final grades for the semester of commencement.

MAY 2021 CANDIDATES

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND NATURAL RESOURCES

Bachelor of Landscape Architecture
*Maegan Elayne Berger
Tian Joseph Burkhart
Antonio Adolfo Escobar
Ryan Tyler Herilla
Ian Kisaky
Linda Marie MacSorley
Dayanara Ivette Padilla
Lauren Christine Sheredos
Abigail Teresa Smith
*Emily Julia Stancliff
Ryan Andrew Young

Bachelor of Science

Agricultural and Resource Economics
Sebastian Alberto Bohorquez
*Pengpeng Cai
2nd Major: Mathematics
Ryan Matthew Coffey
Axel Demmerle
*Sagar Sudhir Desai
2nd Degree: Finance
Patrick Jason Ellman
Ezekiel Agape Fernandez
Yiwei Hou
Paul Christian Janniche
*Rebecca Nichol Jones
Fashun Lu
Jason Carl Ludwig
Brandon Tyler Martinez
2nd Degree: Philosophy
Colin Kellogg McKinlin
Yu Meng
Andrew Paul Omenitsch
Blake Christian Rose
Daniel Aaron Smith
Zachary William Spieth
2nd Major: Criminology and Criminal Justice
*Elizabeth Anne Thilmany
Jesse Vidal Turcios

Agricultural Science and Technology
Shana Nicole Burke
Christopher Vincent Chansler
Alexandre Arthur Delacotte
Reilly Quinn Escalante
*Adelaide Elizabeth Figurskey
Emily Alex Keasler
Daniel Louis McGee
Cody Martin Morris
Ashley Elizabeth Morse
William Daniel Phillips Jr.
*Aliza Rosalyn Poon
*Jingru Wang
2nd Degree: Mathematics
Xinyi Wang
2nd Degree: Mathematics
*Haoyue Zhou

Animal Sciences
Jordan Hannah Albom
Laurelee Do An
Ian Gill Bemis
*Zuzana Benicka
Ramya Boggavarapu
Courtney Alyce Cline
Morgan Anne Coley
Kevin Anthony Cooley
Maribel Leticia Cruz
Lorenzo Somera Duldulao
Erin Marie Dunning
Daniel Mark Eisig
Raha Farahabakhsh Darabi
Renee Elizabeth Froehlich
Jordan Ashley Grossecelle
Morgan Nicole Hallett
Rachel Lynn Harris
Cassidy Ann Hedrick
2nd Major: Biological Sciences
Katherine Gabriela Hernandez
Ellie Mozelle Hidalgo
Lauren McCarthy Hollidge

†Ashley Kate Houser
Morgan Alexis Jenkins
Caroline Maria Jones
Kimberly Ann Jones
Nadia Maryam Khan
Rebekah Leigh Kline
Elia Nathlie Lane
Olivia Alexis Manraksa
Esther Maria Martinez Garcia
Alfred Eugene Maybury III
Jaclyn Emma Mayer
Kelsey Lauren Miller
Maegha Vyshali Naraian
Kya Niche Pelfrey
Madison Victoria Pfarr
Mary Elizabeth Puig
Leanne Jade Robinson
*Christine Roviera
Kendal Noel Scharf
*Anna Janan Schilling
Abbigale Grace Sise
*Laila Nicole Tabatabai
2nd Degree: Plant Sciences
Alfred David Wirman

Environmental Science and Technology
Gabrielle Annemarie Tedesco
Jayson Dai Thornton
Ludmilla Kim Len Tkach
Alejandra Valentina Umanzor
Lovo
Anjali Vejendla
Andrea Morgan Wilson

Combined Program-Veterinary Science
Emily May Clark
Molly Jada Walker

Dietetics
Jerrick Steven Knippel

Environmental Science and Policy
*Gabriel Jesse Contino
2nd Degree: Operations Management and Business Analytics
Darcy June Drewyer

Yixin Fang
Melissa Rose Friedman
Steven Hong Guo
Zachary Blair Hanson
Gabriela Elena Icaza
Erik James Kendum
William Henry Lighthouse III
Kelly Lynn McCoy
Maximilian Quinn Morgan
Victor Anthony Settles
Mary Katherine Riordan
Skirzeni
Brett Lee Sproul
Liana Sofia Torres
Lynn Gia Truong

Environmental Science and
Technology
Mason Lee Banner
Reese Matthew Brenner
Christopher Michael Broussard
*Isabella Marie Brown-Burke
Ryan Patrick Byrne
Reva Lane Stephens Chawla
Steven Cheung
Steven Louis Comis
Nina Marie Conkright
Craig Sterner Dailey
Janaye Aireka Dorsey Riley
Alex McLean Eckley
Isaac Edmundson II
Sharon Halevi
2nd Degree: Computer Science
Allison Barnes Hannans
Michael Kirk Hottinger
Hibba Hussain
Julia Rose Kryger
*Jennifer Ann Lees
2nd Degree: Biological Sciences
Valeria Cristina Manent
Caitlyn Anne McGill
Patrick Joseph McNamara
Andrew Mela
2nd Degree: Information Systems
Gabriel Ayokunle Mesole

§ SUMMA CUM LAUDE / † MAGNA CUM LAUDE / * CUM LAUDE / VETERAN
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Nafi Amil Mondal  
2nd Degree: Computer Science  
Kristen Nicole Paliardy  
Patrick E. Pegnato  
Jessica Anne Roney  
Jessica Ashraf Shaker  
Matthew Edward Shryock  
Meghan Elizabeth Stromberg  
Luke Robert Terrell  
Brandon Michael Usilton  
Alejandra Vazquez  
Richard Lee Whelton III  
Kurt Evan Willson  
2nd Degree: Geographical Sciences  
Katelyn Paige Wolf  
Marlena Rose Zarrillo  

Nutrition and Food Science  
Nourhan Ashraf Farag  
Abdelfatah  
Andrew Grant Acye  
David Eugene Bowen  
Avery S. Calender Edwards  
Madeleine Kate Chen  
2nd Degree: Biological Sciences  
Maria Elisa Cortes  
Adam Thomas Daelemans  
Francisco Javier Donis  
Natalie Everett  
*Sherry Xing Fan  
2nd Degree: Biological Sciences  
†Jenna McAllister Feeley  
Amaris Violeta Galik  
Naomi Ilana Hoch  
Nellie Ann Jamieson  
Jayna Alison John  
William Yearam Kang  
Haley Noelle Kappey  
Kinza Mahmood  
Deemah Ahmed Majali  
Samantha Maldonado  
Rachael May  
Iliana Eunice Navarro  
2nd Degree: Biological Sciences  
Shabnam Nirroomand  
Catherine Elaine Rindal  
†Sabrina Mackenzie Riordan  
Cassandra Vaden Rogers  
Myesha Shadie Rolle  
Kateri Anne Rosenberg  
Virginia Mae Ross  
Andreu Valeria Sarich  
Rachel Rose Sentchuk  
Misha Rajan Sharma  
2nd Major: Biological Sciences  
Lucy MacKinnon Sullivan  
Matthew Jacob Trause  
Ellion Morales Trotman  
2nd Major: Biological Sciences  
Alejandra N. Vargas  
Sydni Kayla Williams  
Lauren Kristine Wong  
Lauren Camille Woodruff  
Carolyn Gail Ziskind  

Plant Sciences  
*Matthew Alexander Brandon  
2nd Degree: Bioengineering  
Jonathan Oswaldt Garcia  
Carl William Paulson  
*Emma Elizabeth Weiss  
2nd Degree: Agricultural Science and Technology  
Benjamin Larkin Word  
*Xinching Wu  

SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE, PLANNING AND PRESERVATION  
Bachelor of Arts  
Architecture  
Frank Addison Abbott IV  
Pedrum Farzad Aidun  
Amram Joshua Amselem  
James Nikolos Borkovic  
Jacob Norman-Walter Buhaj  
Ayse Zeynep Ciger  
Zenden Cole  
Caleigh Elizabeth Zhiping Crawford  
Stephen Tyler Crews  
Wanjiwu Elizabeth Duncan  
Elias Solomon Fekadu  
Justin Soren Ferrari  
Zakiya Frye  
Nataly García De La Rivera  
Ail Garmchi  
Ivonne Angelica Gonzalez  
*Dieu Merci Butssume Kamate  
Madison Amanda LaDoque  
Alexandra Ilene Lee  
Torria Daneen Lightner  
*Ryan Patrick Maloney  
*Lyssa Paige Miller  
Magnolia Anahita Mozayeni  
†Sara Jean Neild  
Matthew Lee Parsons  
Sabah Rana  
2nd Major: Art History  
Cayla Robinson  
Rafael Christopher Sanabia  
Cayley Samuel Schachtler  
Joshua Rose Schmidt  
Terrena Marie Shephard  
2nd Degree: Studio Art  
Cole Christopher Shigo  
Guadalupe Terrazas-Dominguez  
Desi Noemiy Velasquez  
Brandy Alexandra Walterhoefer  
Lillian Abigail Warfield  
Bailin Zhu  

Bachelor of Science  
Architecture  
Bethel Eva Afflu  
Angelica Maria Arias  
*Alexandra Rose Encarnacion  
Athenza  
*Melissa Lauren Baum  
*Blake Austin Bissen  
*Kaitlyn N. Briller  
Andrew Joe Chen  
Fred nel Salvacion Creer  
Marcelino Defnig  
Emma Forest Fudge  
Samanty Remon Habib  
Madison Nashae Hamer  
Aminatou Hann  
Kevin Alexander Hernandez  
Jessica Michelle Hosmer  
Samantha Kei A. Jamero  
Kimberly Layne Koorey  
Jihee Lee  
Chen-Chi Loh  
**James Renwick Long  
Kareem-Khori George Henry McLeggon  
Lauren Jayne McNamara  
Megumi Adina Miyaoaka  
Emanuel Benjamin Mordekhai Darrian Mikale Moreno  
Emily Grace Morina  
*Alice Mulongo  
Juzer Murtaza Patanwala  
*Chayaporn Pipatpongsa  
Donald Benjamin Plugu  
Austin Van Register  
*Meghan Claire Reynolds  
*Vasilea Christine Roberts  
Aaron Sanders  
Nicholas Anthony Thompson  
*Cody Robert Vipond  
Thomas Day Vite  
Andrew Michael Wohlstetter  

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND HUMANITIES  
Bachelor of Arts  
American Studies  
Robert Christopher Bass  
Michael Reza Chiaramonte  
Margo Hannah Harvey  
Herbert N. Law III  
Juliette Teixeira Nash  
†Hannah Jane Robinson  
Logan Andrew Wisnaukas  
Arabic Studies  
†Jonah Salvatore Anderson  
Samantha Rose Beltzer  
Matthew Sherman Burnstein  
2nd Degree: Government and Politics  
†Maya Elisabeth Montgomery  
Dylan Emrick Newell  
2nd Degree: Linguistics  
Talia Rose Tayoun  
Jackson S. Widmyer  
2nd Degree: Government and Politics  
Art History  
Rasha Dakheel  
Kamryn Leigh Hoag  
Katherine Minh Jackson  
Soyeon Jang  
2nd Degree: Studio Art  
Sara Kate Miller  
2nd Degree: Anthropology  
Lena Maria Reed  
William Ondegoy Yan  
2nd Major: Studio Art  
Central European, Russian, and Eurasian Studies  
*Erin Ashley Auberi  
2nd Degree: Persian Studies  
Eliana Claire Hubacker  
2nd Degree: Public Policy  
*Ross David Ward  
2nd Degree: Government and Politics  
Chinese  
Brandon Philip Keppler  
2nd Degree: Computer Science  
Tomy Krayzman  
2nd Degree: Computer Science  
Andrew Richard Merchant  
2nd Degree: Linguistics  
Ian Donal Parks  
2nd Degree: Computer Science  
Helemb Elizabeth Vallecenas  
2nd Degree: French Language and Literature  

Cinema and Media Studies  
Duran Sameh Aziz  
2nd Major: English Language and Literature  
Adam Etayebi Beutlinger  
Jacqueline Elizabeth Chase  
2nd Major: English Language and Literature  
†Brianna Leigh Chazin  
Maryam Ghaderi-Yeganeh  
Eden Delaney Komar  
2nd Major: Finance  
Brizeyda Yanira Nunez  
Luna C. Rubi  
Graeme McAllister Turman  

Classical Languages and Literatures  
Peter Anthony Apostolarios  
Monica Alyse Gillispe  
2nd Degree: Psychology  
Isabel Rose Knudson  
2nd Degree: Psychology  
* Anastazia Maria Kolodziej  
2nd Degree: Journalism  
Meghan Bianco Lockwood  
Communication  
Jasmine A. Adesida  
Victoria Nicole Airapetian  
2nd Degree: Government and Politics  
Jamal Ashraf Akhund  
Sarah June Alexander  
Shihani Roshelle Alexander  
Farrah Alhashem  
Jimmy Robert Alvear-Pozo  
Spencer Donald Anderson  
Carlo James Antonelli  
Efuetnigu Asaha  
2nd Degree: Psychology  
Elex Frank Auerbach  
Garrett M. Bailey  
Samantha Yates Baker  
Michael Knachel Bardach  
Bianca Benaim  
Dahila Rose Benbenisti  
Alyssa Estrella Berrios
Samantha Grace Osborne Van
Emily Zuxiao Wang
Jacy Liang Zhang

Jason Ernesto Rivera
Joshua Paul Senderling
Jazmin Felici Salmeron-Lopez
Jason Christopher Wright
Taylor Charis Spriggs
Zhenye Qiu
William Longhsiao Wong
Zoe Anna Zavrotny
Anthony Francis Price

Shayan Sarmadi
2nd Major: Philosophy
Alan Kevin Segovia-Reyes
Joshua Paul Senderling
Damián Alexander Singelmann
Taylor Charis Spriggs
Michael Anthony Todd
Alia M. Trannon
Lylah Uttamsingh

Shylee Yachin
2nd Degree: Biological Sciences

Katherine Georgia McNinch
2nd Major: Communication
Carmen Noelle Melendez

Samantha A. Moyer
2nd Degree: Biological Sciences
Paige Lydia Munshell

Mary Elise Murdock
Cesar Enrique Nava
2nd Major: Criminology and Criminal Justice
Colleen Hien Nguyen
Peyton Marshall Oakes

Abigail Leigh Olshin
2nd Degree: Theatre

Kemi Mojiola Omisore
Nikemdirim Andrea Onokala
Chidimma Uchechi Opaigbeogu
Olivia L. Outlaw
Nina Ydalia Page

Bianca Armand
Nathaniel Jackson Ament
Alexandra Crystal Ng
Adam Julian Cort

Joseph Patrick Burke
Jose Noel Cruz

Zachary Matthew Bridwell
Joseph Patrick Burke
Andrew Joseph Burklow
Paula Andrea Cano Hernandez
Sameeya Younis Chaudhry

Matthew Brian Connors
Matthew Aaron Overton
Alexander Zhi Page

Elijah Tappan-Defrees
2nd Degree: Government and Politics

Natalie Alice Andrews
2nd Major: Psychology
D’Nyia Allison Bynum
2nd Degree: International Business

Victor Manuel Herrera-Arias
2nd Degree: History
Daphne Rachel Kirschner

Lindsay Ann Kohan
2nd Degree: Biological Sciences

Alexandra Crystal Ng
Maryam Sajjad Siddique
2nd Degree: Biological Sciences

Elle Briggs Tuttle
2nd Degree: Government and Politics

Helem Elizabeth Vallecacas
2nd Degree: Chinese

Germanic Studies

Bianca Armand
Liam Michael Baker
Jose Noel Cruz

Graeme Barrett Joyce
2nd Degree: Information Science

Ryan Lis O’Connor
2nd Degree: Government and Politics

Sandra Jennifer Roper
2nd Degree: English Language and Literature

History

Nathaniel Jackson Ament
2nd Degree: English Language and Literature
Aryaam Patrick Abarbacin

Emily Elizabeth Bailey
2nd Degree: Mechanical Engineering

Zachary Matthew Bridwell
Joseph Patrick Burke
Andrew Joseph Burklow
Paula Andrea Cano Hernandez
Sameeya Younis Chaudhry

Matthew Brian Connors
2nd Degree: Secondary Education

Julian Cort
2nd Degree: Secondary Education

Daniele Marie Degrandchamp
Samuel Dobro
2nd Degree: Government and Politics

Adam Breyfluss
Nicolas David Fernandez
2nd Degree: Economics
Sam. Joshua Fineberg
2nd Major: Finance

Benjamin Jeremy Fischer
Andrew Cavin Forschler
Matthew Thomas Gardner
2nd Degree: Economics
Carly Marie Gayda
2nd Major: Criminology and Criminal Justice

Maximilian Rodman Gilder

Katelyn Marie Habina
2nd Major: Secondary Education
Paige Hawksworth
2nd Degree: Government and Politics
Victor Manuel Herrera-Arias
2nd Degree: French Language and Literature
Alex John Hollan
2nd Major: Classical Languages and Literatures
Chelsea Sierra Hunt
Shelly Rose Justement

Alejandro Kawaguchi Kayl
Clare Ainslie Lang
2nd Major: Public Policy

Joshua Ross Low
2nd Degree: Government and Politics
Christopher Patrick Mackay
Michael Joseph Maggio II
Jessica Alexandra Mahoney
Paul Thomas Malone
2nd Major: French Language and Literature

Nathaniel Edward Mason
2nd Degree: Secondary Education
Anna Maria Mazzanti
2nd Degree: Computer Science

Gabrielle Marie McCoy
Coedee Clement Sperle Mowers
2nd Degree: Accounting

Siri S. Neerchal
2nd Degree: Mathematics
David Omar O’Donoghue
2nd Degree: Economics
Matthew Aaron Overton

Alexander Zhi Page
Jason Edward Perreault

Rigby Elizabeth Philips
Geoffrey Luke Pisarria II
Marcelo Alexander Pleitez

Samantha Marie Potthast
Miranda Lynn Ramey
Cole Cahill Reiter
Trevor Austin Rogers

2nd Major: Philosophy, Politics and Economics

Bennett Williams Rosenbaum
2nd Degree: Secondary Education
Anthony Thomas Rowe
Oscar Benjamin Saywell
Jonathan Abbott Singelstad

2nd Major: Government and Politics

David Paul Spence
Elijah Tappan-Defrees
Nicholas Francis Torre
2nd Degree: Public Policy

Beverly Val-Addo
Lillian Kathleen Wetherington

William Longhsiao Wong
2nd Degree: English Language and Literature

Japanese
Jay H. Duran

Kathryn Aliza Glipzon
Xingyuan Jiang
Sarah Elizabeth Knight
Alexandra Marie Schultz
Rachel Lanier Schweizer

Linguistics
Brendan Aloysius Bastian
Sarah Catherine Butz
2nd Major: Spanish Language, Literatures, and Cultures
3rd Major: French Language and Literature

Brecken J. Keller
2nd Degree: Information Science
Macie Arlen McKittrick
Andrew Richard Merchant

2nd Degree: Chinese
Jan Aleksander Michalowski
Jonathan Chanwoo Nam
2nd Degree: Computer Science
Dylan Emrick Newell

2nd Degree: Arabic Studies
Emma Panek
Nooren Naorose Samad
2nd Major: Japanese
Ryan Leo Shriver
2nd Degree: Computer Science
Aaron Michael Szabo

2nd Degree: Philosophy
Carmen Rose Winkler

Music-Liberal Arts Program
Matthew Aden Chaffer
2nd Degree: Mechanical Engineering
Bryan Kamau Kihara
Matthew Ross McVeigh

2nd Major: Economics

Persian Studies
*Erin Ashley Auteri
2nd Degree: Central European, Russian and Eurasian Studies

Philosophy
Emmanuel Milton Anderson
2nd Major: English Language and Literature
Yves Brady
Samuel Assebe Bulli
Hunter David Dement

Mikheil Kharebava
Brandon Tyler Martinez

2nd Degree: Agricultural and Resource Economics
Kendra Karel McFbee

2nd Major: French Language and Literature
Alexander Eugene Melvin

2nd Degree: Computer Science
Florence Cai Ning
2nd Degree: Government and Politics
Miles Riley Owens

2nd Major: Linguistics
Austin Hoyt Reed

2nd Major: English Language and Literature
Michael Francis Reilly

2nd Degree: Psychology
Caroline Bridgette Smith
Noemi Agata Swierski
Aaron Michael Szabo
2nd Degree: Linguistics
Kalin Alevok Vassilev
2nd Degree: Aerospace Engineering
Destiny Lauren-Andrea Ward
Michael Sander Weiss
2nd Degree: Theatre
Philosophy, Politics and Economics
Alexandra Frasier Hacopian
Brian Sangwon Han
Serebour Kubi
Saba Josee Tshibaka
Romance Languages
Ashlee Rose Aizenstat
Monica Yamil Cano Saavedra
*Negheen Troy Guiv
*Erin Ashley Auteri
2nd Degree: Central European, Russian and Eurasian Studies
Callum Michael Alaric Christofferson
Kohner Marie Evans
Esther Nechama Katz
Lauren Patricia Lavelle
Spanish Language, Literatures, and Cultures
Kimberly Ivonne Alfaro
Madison Dorothy Brimigion
Lourdes Estefany Campos Garcia
2nd Major: Secondary Education
Thomas Cerisola
Grace Elizabeth Chubb
2nd Degree: English Language and Literature
*Fransiska Henkels Dale
2nd Degree: Public Policy
Ayanna Marie Ellsworth
Alicia Nicole Gordon
Abigail Reece Hansen
2nd Degree: Criminology and Criminal Justice
*Tristan Riley Henkel
2nd Degree: Family Science
Veronica Esmeralda Iglesias Iraheta
Michelle Catherine Ignacio
2nd Degree: Government and Politics
*Andy Mauricio Jimenez
Hima Konduru
2nd Degree: Biological Sciences
Albert Simon Martinez
2nd Degree: Psychology
*Tiffany Noemy Melgar
2nd Degree: Criminology and Criminal Justice
Bryan Charles Midlam
2nd Degree: Criminology and Criminal Justice
Richard Farley Mills Jr.
2nd Major: Secondary Education
Jonathan Taylor Moore
2nd Degree: Biological Sciences
Emilia Andrea Muga
Kamisyochnukw Vnne Okigbo
Sheena Bhavesh Patel
2nd Degree: Environmental Science and Policy
Evelyn Marie Peary
Sonia X. Postolache
2nd Degree: Biological Sciences
Giselle Elena Ramirez
2nd Major: Criminology and Criminal Justice
Emmett Coughlin Sauchuck
2nd Degree: Music-Professional Program
Annie Michelle Shigo
2nd Major: Communication
Lara Sophia Youniss
2nd Degree: Biological Sciences
Studio Art
Rachel Okuko Abe
Nafisat Olajumoke Adelaja
2nd Degree: Information Science
Ian Michael Atchison
Naranjansals Batsuuri
Douglas Yovanny Bernal
Rosemary Yuh-Chin Bingei
David V. Brown
2nd Major: Individual Studies
Brenice Nicole Butler
Liana Rachel Chersir
2nd Major: Marketing
Samantha Chehang
Candice Chung
2nd Degree: Psychology
*Katherine Anne Davidson
Jennifer Larissa De Sousa
2nd Degree: Education
*Zhaojuny Deng
2nd Degree: Computer Science
Erez Yeshaya Galfand
Jasmine Lee Garcia
Dana Gunatilake
Kara Alexis Harley
Soong Yeung
2nd Degree: Art History
Daniel Ryan Johnson
Kyra Heike Johnson
Veronica Ayoung Kim
Reuben Lionel George Locke
Earl Mary Jeanne Fuertes
Manogini Mallory Lorraine Mathis
Daniel Samuel Merkwitz-Bustos
2nd Degree: Computer Science
Nicolle Steffany Morales
Emily Huston Khanh Nguyen
2nd Degree: Economics
Mika Alexis Sanchez Panday
Nia Celestine Parks
Camila Nicole Penalozza Mercado
Malin Urri Piamattei
Sierra Haven Ptkak
*Laurel Marie Pulford
*Samir Razzak
2nd Degree: Art Education Daniela Ruiz Perez
2nd Degree: Geographical Sciences
Karissa Nicole Scaffidi
†Hannah Mae Schweratzky
2nd Major: Architecture
Teresa Marie Shepard
2nd Degree: Architecture
Raquel Emelia Sher
Ashwarya Shettigar
2nd Degree: Biological Sciences
Nirut Sreeayananpong
Zaria Katherine Stebbins
Boma Michelle Tende
2nd Degree: Information Science
Tan Vi Vo
Milan Gabrielle Warner
Bethany Christina Wharton
Avishai Joseph Wilcox
Ruoyu Wu
2nd Degree: Economics
Callie Yeager
Jiazi Yin
Jikyung Yoon
Zhirui Zhang
2nd Degree: Computer Science
Yi Zheng
2nd Major: Computer Science
Theatre
Ren Niko Alberg
Gabrielle Marie Allen
Ghazal Bazargan
Burak Daniel
Maria Fernanda De Barros
Edina Sarah Essien
Matthew T. Hagerty
*Malory Grace Hartman
**William Michael Kassay
*Madeline Kaye Lombardini
Bardia Memar
2nd Degree: Government and Politics
Lillian Ndomo Mokii
Olesia Linnea Odle
*Abigail Leigh Olshin
2nd Degree: English Language and Literature
Rayanna Star Patkus
2nd Degree: Family Science
Mary Sharron Poorman
Elizabeth Noelle Prideaux
2nd Degree: Government and Politics
Julia Francesca Roach
Iliana Miriam Simon-Rusinowitz
*Philippos Ioannis Sourvinos
Taylor Briana Thomas
2nd Major: Public Policy
Madeline Rose Tindall
2nd Degree: Biological Sciences
Margot Frances Trouve
Zachary Oliver Van Grack
Michael Sander Weiss
2nd Degree: Philosophy
Eliljah W. Williams
Nicole Hyun-Soo Yang
Women’s Studies
Julissa Holina Contreras
Castañeda
*Marian Helena Geiger
Caitlin Muire Ann Lee-Hendricks
2nd Degree: English Language and Literature
Elizabeth P. Mafri
2nd Degree: Public Policy
Sarina Rajput
Anne C. Richard
Torbani Singh
2nd Degree: Biological Sciences
Emma Eloise Wulf
Bachelor of Music
Music-Professional Program
Beatrice Ann Baker
Michael John Butler
Ian Nelson Champney
2nd Degree: Music Education
Patrice Ashley Eubanks
Max Oliver Gergits
2nd Degree: Economics
Kyle David Glasgow
Teddy Joseph Hersey
Jack Arthur Holland
Lauren Jessica Holmes
Alanna Isabel Imes
Sarah Rebekah Kim
2nd Degree: Biological Sciences
Hansae Kwon
*Samuel Hoonqang Lam
2nd Degree: Computer Science
Calvin Quyuan Liu
2nd Degree: Biological Sciences
Anastasia Kirillovna Maksiuta
Emerson Paul Miller
Manuela Isabel Osorio Van Isschot
Elisabeth Brynn Plescia
Emmett Coughlin Sauchuck
2nd Degree: Spanish Language, Literatures, and Cultures
Juliana Smith
Kennon McBride Spencer
Jillian Autumn Tate
*Jenkong Kenneth Wang
2nd Degree: Music Education
Bachelor of Music Education
Ian Nelson Champney
2nd Degree: Music-Professional Program
John Foster Perdue
Preetchann Kaur Saund
Christopher Han Wagner
*Jenkong Kenneth Wang
2nd Degree: Music-Professional Program
COLLEGE OF BEHAVIORAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCES
Bachelor of Arts
African American Studies
Olajumoke Islamial Adebite
Anthropology
*Isabella Conforti
  2nd Degree: Government and Politics
  2nd Major: Art History
  2nd Major: Spanish Language, Literatures, and Cultures

Criminology and Criminal Justice
Gabrielle Ann Aarons
Dejah Marie Abraham
2nd Degree: Government and Politics
2nd Major: Government and Politics
Ann Marie Alise
2nd Major: English Language and Literature

Arts and Humanities
*Reeya Dimple Amin
  2nd Degree: Psychology
Laura Ifeoma Anyanwu
  2nd Degree: Computer Science
  *Ashley Nicole Applehans
  2nd Major: Psychology
Jesenia Talia Ayala
Moussa Ba
Matthew Robert Bailey
*Pedro Pablo Balarozo
Brittni Larae Ballou
Ashley Savannah Barnes
Michael Harris Bishop
Yenifer Janae Bonilla-Paul
Connor James Buchanan
Shannon Marie Budgell
2nd Major: Psychology

Biology
Kayli Nicole Burch
Collea Lauryn-Joe Burgess
Chloe Alysa Canaan
2nd Major: Psychology
Andrea Carelo
Kayla Carr
2nd Major: Psychology
Michael Wallace Carr
Andy Ovidio Castillo
Angela Nicole Chase
Olga Marisol Chavez
2nd Degree: Biological Sciences
John Henry Smith
2nd Major: Psychology

Business
Michael William Alex Spooner
2nd Degree: Psychology
Erika Umu Tarawallie
Mya Iman Thomas
2nd Major: Sociology
Jamie Lauren Tyson
Alexandria Tyler Wright
2nd Major: Psychology

Communication and Information Technology
*Joanna Hope Kramer
  2nd Degree: Psychology
  *Nathan Kennard Lang
  2nd Major: Psychology
  Joanna Hope Kramer
  2nd Major: Psychology
  Aria Nicole Shimizu
  2nd Major: Psychology

Education
*Anya Elizabeth Nicole Hibberd
  2nd Degree: Psychology
  Anya Elizabeth Nicole Hibberd
  2nd Major: Psychology
  Mya Iman Thomas
  2nd Major: Psychology

English
*Ashley Nicole Applehans
  2nd Major: History
  2nd Major: English Language and Literature
  2nd Degree: Psychology
  2nd Major: Psychology
  2nd Degree: Psychology
  2nd Major: Psychology
  2nd Degree: Psychology
  2nd Major: Psychology

Environmental Science
*Ashley Nicole Applehans
  2nd Major: Psychology
  2nd Major: Psychology
  2nd Degree: Computer Science
  2nd Degree: Computer Science

Finance
*Jade Anthony Kline
  2nd Degree: Psychology
  *Jacob Lee Kirby
  2nd Degree: Psychology
  Ricardo Antonio Chicas
  2nd Major: Psychology

Geography
*Sarah Kate Miller
  2nd Degree: Art History
  Thomas Alexander Walker
  2nd Major: Sociology
  Jamie Lauren Tyson
  2nd Major: Psychology

Global Studies
*Michael William Alex Spooner
  2nd Degree: Psychology
  Erika Umu Tarawallie
  Mya Iman Thomas
  2nd Major: Sociology
  Jamie Lauren Tyson
  2nd Major: Psychology

History
*Sarah Kate Miller
  2nd Degree: Art History
  Thomas Alexander Walker
  2nd Major: Sociology
  Jamie Lauren Tyson
  2nd Major: Psychology

Humanities
*Sarah Kate Miller
  2nd Degree: Art History
  Thomas Alexander Walker
  2nd Major: Sociology
  Jamie Lauren Tyson
  2nd Major: Psychology

Information Sciences and Technology
*Sarah Kate Miller
  2nd Degree: Art History
  Thomas Alexander Walker
  2nd Major: Sociology
  Jamie Lauren Tyson
  2nd Major: Psychology

International Business
*Sarah Kate Miller
  2nd Degree: Art History
  Thomas Alexander Walker
  2nd Major: Sociology
  Jamie Lauren Tyson
  2nd Major: Psychology

International Development
*Sarah Kate Miller
  2nd Degree: Art History
  Thomas Alexander Walker
  2nd Major: Sociology
  Jamie Lauren Tyson
  2nd Major: Psychology

Kinesiology
*Sarah Kate Miller
  2nd Degree: Art History
  Thomas Alexander Walker
  2nd Major: Sociology
  Jamie Lauren Tyson
  2nd Major: Psychology

Languages and Cultures
*Sarah Kate Miller
  2nd Degree: Art History
  Thomas Alexander Walker
  2nd Major: Sociology
  Jamie Lauren Tyson
  2nd Major: Psychology

Mathematics
*Sarah Kate Miller
  2nd Degree: Art History
  Thomas Alexander Walker
  2nd Major: Sociology
  Jamie Lauren Tyson
  2nd Major: Psychology

Natural Resources
*Sarah Kate Miller
  2nd Degree: Art History
  Thomas Alexander Walker
  2nd Major: Sociology
  Jamie Lauren Tyson
  2nd Major: Psychology

Public Policy
*Sarah Kate Miller
  2nd Degree: Art History
  Thomas Alexander Walker
  2nd Major: Sociology
  Jamie Lauren Tyson
  2nd Major: Psychology

Sociology
*Sarah Kate Miller
  2nd Degree: Art History
  Thomas Alexander Walker
  2nd Major: Sociology
  Jamie Lauren Tyson
  2nd Major: Psychology

Statistics
*Sarah Kate Miller
  2nd Degree: Art History
  Thomas Alexander Walker
  2nd Major: Sociology
  Jamie Lauren Tyson
  2nd Major: Psychology

Urban Studies
*Sarah Kate Miller
  2nd Degree: Art History
  Thomas Alexander Walker
  2nd Major: Sociology
  Jamie Lauren Tyson
  2nd Major: Psychology

Visual Arts
*Sarah Kate Miller
  2nd Degree: Art History
  Thomas Alexander Walker
  2nd Major: Sociology
  Jamie Lauren Tyson
  2nd Major: Psychology

Welsh
*Sarah Kate Miller
  2nd Degree: Art History
  Thomas Alexander Walker
  2nd Major: Sociology
  Jamie Lauren Tyson
  2nd Major: Psychology

Women's Studies
*Sarah Kate Miller
  2nd Degree: Art History
  Thomas Alexander Walker
  2nd Major: Sociology
  Jamie Lauren Tyson
  2nd Major: Psychology
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Henry Nguyen Quach
2nd Major: Communication
Andre Raducanu
Alexis Ramirez
Karnbir Singh Randhawa
Yumna Rashid
Mathew Scott Reeves
Ethan Dylan Reisbaum
Henri Joo Sung Rissansen
Chase Phillips Roberts
Luena Melody Rojas
Daniel William Rothenberg
2nd Degree: Supply Chain Management
Kevin Joseph Russell
Paul Matthew Saah
Kareena Madison Sarney
2nd Degree: Government and Politics
Robert Vernon Schnabel III
*Abrii Zoe Schujman
2nd Degree: Government and Politics
Kevin Alexander Schweinfurth
Max Dom Segal
Kenneth Ariel Serrano
2nd Major: History
Rana Pratap Singh
Vaibhav Singh
John Patrick Lee Sollock
2nd Degree: Dance
Pauline Sow
2nd Degree: Government and Politics
Matt Cole Spiegelman
Marina Stolbovaia
Paige Marie Stott
Alonso Andres Suarez Becerra
2nd Degree: Physics
Wen Sun
2nd Degree: Computer Science
Marlina Michael Tadesse
2nd Degree: Government and Politics
Alexis Rae Tanchoco
Jeffrey Allen Taylor
William Hunter Taylor Jr.
Futsun Semere Tekle
Preston John Thomas
2nd Degree: Computer Science
Boyong Tong
Mason Derek Trippke
Joel Craig Truckess
*Angelo-Gabrielle Tundo
2nd Degree: Accounting
Andrew L. Unkenholz
Brendan Noah Varhaftik
Alexander Paul Viscount
Ginrui Wang
Jordan Alexander Weininger
Dillon Matthew Whittle
Dillon Matthew Whittle
Charles Luis Williams
Christopher S. Williams
Devin Michael Williams
Emma Grace Winson
Wyatt Wnosky
Sean Wolin
Qiuoy Xue
Teresa Yan
Jordan Lynne Young
Sally Yu
Joseph Carmen Zappia III
Paloma Karina Zegarra
Schmidt
Ruxi Zhang
Government and Politics
Nicholas Frederic Abdalla
Mae Mahmoud Abdallah
Dejah Marie Abraham
2nd Major: Criminology and Criminal Justice
Shreya Aparwal
2nd Major: Journalism
Cameron James Ahern
2nd Degree: Communication
Nicolia Nicole Airapatian
Sophia Josette Alexander
Noor Fahid Alsulihah
Abigail Alvarenga
Yoslin Nurith Amaya
Hernandez
Abigail Amoroso Arches
Oliver Steve Arqueta
Iqra Nabeel Asraf
*Joshua Ryan Averbach
Arana Bajgal
Benjamin Noah Baitman
2nd Major: Economics
Rassimran Singh Bakhshi
Benjamin Francis Ballard
Matthew Christopher Bartlett
Jordyn Elizabeth Battle
2nd Major: Public Policy
Alexandra Vanessa Bautista
Taylor Cole Bennett
*Emily H. Berry
Joshua Marc Binderman
Emily Pearl Bippus
Benjamin Birnbaum
Matthew Philip Blum
Taylor Lynn Bonsall-Winn
Jonathan Steven Britton III
Lea Jose Broussard
Brenda Bujanauskaite
Matthew Sherman Burnstein
2nd Degree: Arabic Studies
*Christina Rene Cacippio
*Richard Nicholas Calvo
2nd Major: Economics
Aicha Camara
Zachary Noah Caplan
Cara Grace Carlson
Julia Fran
*Elizabeth Castillio
Marc Anthony Celotto
Kyra Monique Chambers
Kasondra Chisaka
Donghyun Choi
2nd Major: Chinese
Gabrielle Selena Christopher
2nd Degree: Sociology
Rachel Goodwin Clair
2nd Degree: Journalism
*Kayla Danielle Cohen
Courtney Dawn Collins
2nd Major: Criminology and Criminal Justice
Gabriela Rose Colmer
2nd Major: Economics
Isabel Lia Conforti
2nd Degree: Anthropology
2nd Major: French Language and Literature
*Abigail Rose Conway
2nd Major: Philosophy
Alya Rajeen Conway
2nd Major: Public Policy
Nhatbisaneng Eugenia Cooper
2nd Major: African American Studies
Julia Francesca Cortina
2nd Major: Economics
Christina Celeste Damiani
Lydia Lee Davis
Arianna Marie Delgado
Matthew Leland Devine
Austin James Dillon
Samuel Dobro
2nd Degree: History
*Nadia Alexandra Doherty
2nd Major: Criminology and Criminal Justice
Jay Berke Drof
Michael Andrew Duffy Jr.
Michael Tilmann Dunphy
2nd Degree: Computer Science
Prutom Kumar Dutta
Olasubomi Jonathan Eboda
Allison Sydney Ewers
Leila M. Farah
Tayiya Farooq
2nd Degree: Biological Sciences
Jack Ferguson
Malcolm Aaron Ferguson
2nd Degree: English Language and Literature
Hiruni Kavisha Fernando
Ari Ryan Fischel
Eric Price Fisher II
Jason Charles Fontelieu
2nd Degree: Journalism
Kathleen Noval Frejolles
Mia Rose Frigo
*Parker Gage Furnman
Bryce Leo Gartner
2nd Major: Sociology
1st Luke Anthony Gentle
2nd Degree: Journalism
Jason Michael Goldstein
Silvia Del Carmen Gonzalez
Jonathan Alex Green
Matthew Benjamin Greenspan
*Erica Lee Greenwald
*Andrew Harrison Greinetz
Sara Halemichar
Morgan Jean Haky
*Aiden O'Neil Hall
2nd Major: French Language and Literature
Bernadette Marie Hargis
Adam Thomas Harrington
Natalie Roma Hart
Paige Hawskworth
2nd Degree: History
Amiri Zoleka Hill
Noni Jamila Hill
Jade Holly Holman
2nd Major: Information Science
Scott Daniel Howarth
Melody Xia Hu
Michelle Catherine Ignacio
2nd Degree: Spanish Language, Literatures, and Cultures
Elijah Christian Isom
*Kaitlyn Elaine Iwanowski
2nd Major: Economics
Zachary Richard Jablow
2nd Degree: Economics
*Laiba Javed
William Aurelio Jungblut
Emily Rose Kane
Milagros Karamanos Mellino
Jordan Lara Karpoff
2nd Degree: Criminology and Criminal Justice
*Ar Yaacov Kaufman-Frankel
Grace Alexia Kemgang
*Daphne Rachel Kirschner
2nd Degree: French Language and Literature
James Tobin Kittleman
Brandon Rizwan Kureshi
Meron Fantu Legesse
2nd Major: Information Science
Julia Faith Lenz
*Alyssa Hope Leppert
2nd Degree: Marketing
Stephanie Nicole Lizzo
2nd Degree: Economics
*Joshua Ross Low
2nd Degree: History
Kaitlyn Nicole Lyons
Jonathan Mitchell Mack
*Sequioa Nicole Mack
2nd Major: Spanish Language, Literatures, and Cultures
Jahi Kafele Madzimoyo
Catherine Danielle Magos
Taylor Elisabeth Mahoney
Brooke Sarah Mandel
2nd Degree: Criminology and Criminal Justice
Hunter Charles Marsh
*Anna Bronwen Mason
Lauren Nicole McNerney
2nd Degree: English Language and Literature
Jacob Meisel
Chris Manny Mejia
Bardia Memar
2nd Degree: Theatre
Lexia Jossiela Mendez
Lucas Shane Miller
*Natascha Anna Mills
Anika Izhirwa Misago
*Rita Ndizihiwe Misago
Andrew R. Moore
Julianne Marie Morgan
Aysia Monae Morton
Layla Razaena Mowilana
Hafsa Nadeem
Aaron Norman Nesbitt
2nd Degree: Mathematics
Ari David Neugeboren
Jacob Gabriel Nielsen
2nd Degree: Philosophy
Ryan Lis O’Connor
2nd Degree: Germanic Studies
Danie Jo Stewart  
2nd Major: Spanish Language, Literatures, and Cultures  
Sara Elizabeth Stoma  
2nd Major: Communication  
Andrew Patrick String  
2nd Major: Economics  
David Joseph Suggs  
Emily Noelle Suter  
Alexandra Szytnikowa  
Marlina Michael Tadesse  
2nd Degree: Economics  
Jason Tan  
2nd Degree: Computer Science  
Ecaterina Liliian Tau  
Nebiat Aden Temesgen  
*Ellen Briggs Tuttle  
2nd Degree: French Language and Literature  
Rafael Angel Urbina Jr.  
Lylyah Uittamsingh  
2nd Degree: English Language and Literature  
Jesse M. Vaknin  
Francesca Vanegas  
Victoria Lynn Vargas  
*Taylorann Parker Vibert  
2nd Major: History  
Jason Ari Wallen  
Andrew Edward Walsh  
2nd Major: History  
Amadou M. Wane III  
2nd Major: Economics  
Bethany Lynn Ward  
*Ross David Ward  
2nd Degree: Central European, Russian, and Eurasian Studies  
Matthew Thomas Weiss  
Jennifer Krystel Worth  
2nd Degree: Economics  
Miles Jordan White  
Timothy Scott White  
Jackson S. Widmyer  
2nd Degree: Arabic Studies  
Gina Marie Won  
Hannah Elise Wood  
Natalie Ilyas Week  
Manal Makawi Yagoub  
Eden Dominique Yakimov  
Andrew Herran Yau  
2nd Major: Philosophy  
Kalkidane Abdela Yesuf  
Fatima Mohamed Yonnis  
*Rachel Y. Yu  
2nd Degree: Information Systems  
Hearing and Speech Sciences  
Razan Ahmed Ali  
Nicolette Rose Castellano  
Alexis Tianha Cruz Ramos  
*Nicolette Rose Contella  
Alison Dayana Cruz Ramos  
*Michaela Margaret Ehm  
Comfort Olaniike Fabode  
Natasha Miranda Fiestas  
Julia Foster  
Leila Tlatiana Hagopian  
Alexandra Kent Heyl  
*Jessica Erin Hilliard  
*Elizabeth Mikyung Kim  
Sarah M. Kim  
Avi Michelle Lazzari  
Tania Dalila Martinez-Equizabal  
Keira Aislinn Mehigan  
Jessica Catherine Mooney  
Geneva Delois Mueller  
Emily Katherine Newman  
*Chidimma Akudo Ogbonna  
Alexandra Taylor Peller  
Mary Rose Petrosino  
*Stephanie Ngoc Tran Pham  
2nd Major: Psychology  
Samantha Lynn Quiros  
Gianna Nicole Robey  
*Abby Elyse Rosler  
Carly Lynn Rosvold  
Emily Hannah Rothman  
Robert Lane Sherman  
*Sophie Lynne Silvermintz  
Yuberky Rosaly Solla  
Ovalles  
Allyson Marie Swords  
Julia Rene Taubes  
*Taylor Lynn Trent  
Caroline Victoria Ventor  
Alessandra Rose Vidal  
Halle Cecilia Voos  
Eden Mecchaly Williams  
*Danielle Miriam Zukerman  
Psychology  
Kendall Ivy Abell  
Abiola Oluwakemi Adegba  
Caroline Xin-En Adkins  
Kobe Paul Adolph  
*Vincent Joseph Alasha  
*Sofie Katherine Alexandrides  
Reeya Dimple Amin  
2nd Degree: Criminology and Criminal Justice  
Sara Bagheri Hananeh  
Isabelle Rose Baldwin  
Jordan Nyah Banks  
Clay Hafer Barndollar  
Ayla Catherine Beasley  
Hafla Gul Bhatti  
2nd Degree: Accounting  
Haizhao Bo  
2nd Degree: Marketing  
Tanesha Olivia Brockington  
Lindsey Ann Burke  
Chloe Aria Canaan  
2nd Major: Criminology and Criminal Justice  
Carolina Daliana Cardozo  
Jacquet  
Amelia Marjorie Carlson  
Kayla Carr  
2nd Major: Criminology and Criminal Justice  
Caroline Yvonne Caspary  
Madeline Rose Case  
*Sofia Castellano  
Sandi Adanna Chijioke  
*Johanna Dony Yon Choi  
2nd Major: Criminology and Criminal Justice  
Caillen Gardner O’Toole  
Henry Vincent O’Toole  
Jung Oh  
Salima Jerusa Omwenga  
Jamoni Danyelle Overby  
Nadia Jean Owusu  
William Andrew Park  
Tyler Cameron Paschel  
Kayla Nicolette Patti  
2nd Major: Criminology and Criminal Justice  
Patrick John Peralta  
Julian Sebastian Perez-Garcia  
2nd Major: Spanish Language, Literatures, and Cultures  
Angela Elizabeth Peterson  
2nd Degree: Economics  
My Khanh Phan  
2nd Major: Economics  
Megan Frances Pittas  
2nd Degree: Psychology  
Elizabeth Noelle Prideaux  
2nd Degree: Theatre  
Riana Mikael Rabemananjara  
Jillian Louise Ratnavale  
Alexander Christian Reyes  
Gabrielle Maureen Reyes  
2nd Degree: Criminology and Criminal Justice  
Leila Renee Riazzi  
John Christian Riva  
2nd Major: French Language and Literature  
*Timothy Steven Rivard  
Evan Jared Rosens  
Jonathan Vincent Romano  
Maristela Louisse Calma Romero  
Michael Robert Rosenbaum  
*Bradley Runyan Russ  
2nd Major: Public Policy  
Taylor Megan Rutley  
Maahi Saini  
Pedro Salazar Ramirez  
Kareena Madison Sarney  
2nd Degree: Economics  
2nd Major: French Language and Literature  
Bailey Marie Sartori  
*Andrew Marcellinus Scarbrough  
*Abril Zoe Schujman  
2nd Degree: Economics  
Katherine Elizabeth Schumacher  
Lauren Leong Schwartz  
2nd Major: Criminology and Criminal Justice  
Brenden Michael Seidel  
Jack Lewis Siesko  
Ethan Max Silverstein  
Nikayla Tamia Simmonds  
Alexis Eleanor Smith  
Vyacheslav Sokolovsky  
Pauline Sow  
2nd Degree: Dance  
3rd Degree: Economics  
Carly Renee Specht  
Daniel Harris Spiefogel  
James Ryan Spiker  
*Zachary Adam Sterne  
2nd Major: Economics  
Donovan J. Clemmons  
Alaina Brooke Cohen  
2nd Major: Operations Management and Business Analytics  
Ashley Jordan Comeau  
2nd Major: Marketing  
Dylan Marie Cooper  
Daniel Mark Copland  
2nd Major: Criminology and Criminal Justice  
John George Coppola  
2nd Major: Criminology and Criminal Justice  
Kelly Elizabeth Corkery  
Kristi Ann Czarckinski  
2nd Major: Criminology and Criminal Justice  
Chutian Dai  
Chelsea Anne Dinnyen  
2nd Major: Government and Politics  
Martha Sofia Dominguez Luya  
Sara Haig Edelman  
2nd Major: History  
Kendal Janet Edwards  
Abby Jordan Erasmus  
Mollie Alyssa Fink  
*Jessica Megan Fisher  
2nd Major: Family Science  
Marisa Ann Flanagan  
Kathryn Inez Fletcher  
Peter Thomas Gallagher  
Julia Paige Gastwirth  
2nd Major: Journalism  
Georgia Ann Gaylor  
Margaret Monroe Giuliani  
Allison Nicole Goeckler  
2nd Degree: Family Science  
Evans Goldstein  
Michelle Lillian Greenberg  
Elizabeth Grace Greisman  
Edwin Guerrero  
Kaihla Elise Hall  
*Stephanie Marie Hanna  
Tobias Patrick Hernandez  
Alexa Marisol Herrera  
2nd Degree: Criminal Justice  
Alessandra Jacqueline Hogarth  
*Elie Saul Holzel  
2nd Major: Economics  
Yoona Hwang  
*Julia Marie Iacovacci  
2nd Major: Criminology and Criminal Justice  
Benjamin Aaron Jablonsky  
Tobi Aliyah Jackson  
2nd Major: Theatre  
Anna Rachel Kaplan  
2nd Major: Communication  
*Marissa Elizabeth Kasukle  
*Hana Sahira Khan-Tareen  
2nd Degree: Criminology and Criminal Justice  
Rachel Herta Kirkpatrick  
Isabel Rose Knudson  
2nd Degree: Classical Languages and Literature  
Benjamin Thomas Kovalick  
2nd Degree: Finance
Julia Michele Oliveira
2nd Degree: Criminal Justice

Ashley Morgan Rosenstack
2nd Degree: Criminal Justice

Amber Lynn Rodriguez
2nd Degree: Criminal Justice

Abbey Mara Murphy
2nd Degree: Spanish Language, Literatures, and Cultures

Allison Ruth McManus
2nd Major: Philosophy

Angie R. Mejia-Urquizo
2nd Major: Geographical Studies

Carlyna Constance Cole
2nd Degree: Criminology and Criminal Justice

Daniel Oluwaseun Ogunbiyi
2nd Major: Sociology

Mmesomachukwu Ifeatu
2nd Degree: African American Studies

Jennifer Milady Martinez
2nd Degree: Elementary Education

Keriann St. Germaine
2nd Degree: Kinesiology

John Henry Smith V
2nd Degree: Criminology and Criminal Justice

Tahj Capehart
2nd Major: Sociology

Alexis McKenzie Anthony
2nd Major: Art History

Tiffany Bao-Tran Tran
2nd Degree: Computer Science

Joseph George Zethulic
2nd Degree: Biological Sciences

Mary Katherine Tennenbaum
2nd Degree: Computer Science

Madeleine Dwyer
2nd Degree: Information Systems

Daniel Nathan Helt
2nd Degree: Finance

Tycho Landon Lee Gormley
2nd Degree: Information Systems

Medan Daniel Hailu

Daniel Nathan Helt

Sidney Thunder Holt
Jonathan Abel Taylor
2nd Degree: Accounting
Gracie Tenseuil
2nd Major: Marketing
*Gregory Frank Thornhill
Noam Tobin-Hess
*Antonio Luca Trabucco
2nd Major: Information Systems
*Brooke Remy Treiman
2nd Major: Marketing
Tyler Akeakamai Trout
Vivian Le Truong
2nd Major: Supply Chain Management
Kaitlin Elizabeth Unkle
Tobenna Emmanuel Uruakpa
2nd Major: Accounting
James Dooley Vazzana
2nd Major: International Business
Robert Michael Viglione
Megan Domenica Wall
Zhifeng Wan
2nd Major: Information Systems
Haixin Wang
*Richard Kiahao Wang
2nd Degree: Computer Science
Yinuo Wang
*Yun Yi Wang
Zhuowei Wang
2nd Major: Accounting
**John Richard Wheatley
Emma Brynn Elizabeth Wilkins
Phillip Lester Willis Jr.
2nd Major: Marketing
Christian Kehoe Wilkehr
*Tamar Wohlerg
2nd Degree: Accounting
Gordon Diyang Wu
2nd Degree: Computer Science
Lily Xiao
2nd Degree: Operations Management and Business Analytics
Lyttun Xu
Mohammed Yahaya
2nd Major: Information Systems
Yunxing Yan
2nd Major: Information Systems
§Jingyuan Yao
2nd Degree: Accounting
Armon Yazdanipour
2nd Major: Information Systems
Ryan Henry Yellin
2nd Degree: Accounting
*Chao Yu
2nd Major: Information Systems
Nathan Brian Yuen
2nd Major: Information Systems
Faqiq Ahmed Zarger
2nd Degree: Operations Management and Business Analytics
Noah Ethan Zbozny
2nd Degree: Computer Science
Eric Y. Zhang
2nd Degree: Computer Science
*Helen Xiaodi Zhang
*Kellie Zhang
Siyang Zhang
Zhilian Zhaoyang
2nd Major: Operations Management and Business Analytics
Qin Jie Zheng
2nd Major: Information Systems
Andrei S. Zhihunov
2nd Major: International Business
Rui Zhuo
2nd Major: Information Systems
Information Systems
Medalia Haftu Adhanom
Daniel Jacob Alexander
2nd Major: Finance
Lauryn Ashley Allen
Deborah Oleubube Ayichi
2nd Degree: Accounting
Samuel Jansen Ballai
2nd Degree: Operations Management and Business Analytics
Jasraj Singh Bassan
Jeremy Matthew Bloom
2nd Major: Supply Chain Management
Michael Alexander Bonilla
Matthew Reed Braun
2nd Major: Operations Management and Business Analytics
Osman Javier Carbajal
Ayla Sera Celik
Sung Hun Chang
2nd Major: Supply Chain Management
*Madeleine Cheng
2nd Degree: Finance
Zawaid Chowdhury
Zaid Mahmoud Dar
2nd Major: Accounting
*Gunleen Deol
2nd Degree: Psychology
Trevor Louis Doyle
Anna Maria Dzik
2nd Major: Marketing
Scott James Dziwulski
Dean Robert Edmundson
2nd Degree: Accounting
Paulos Elias
Sertac Er
2nd Degree: Accounting
Diamond Absiola Fatoki
2nd Major: Operations Management and Business Analytics
*Ashley Feng
2nd Degree: Finance
Trent Alexander Folk
2nd Degree: Finance
*Dandan Gao
2nd Degree: Accounting
Xiang Gao
Christopher Avery Garrett
David Aaron Golding
*Jisun Grace Gonzales
2nd Degree: Accounting
Harshana Singh Grewal
2nd Degree: Economics
*Raja Shahzaib Hussain
Taeyoung Hwang
2nd Major: Finance
*Zachary Connor Imp
2nd Degree: Accounting
Jonathan Jabari Izaquierre
Jaqueline Jimenez
Simran Kaur Kalsi
2nd Degree: Accounting
*Divya Shree Kapoor
2nd Degree: Operations Management and Business Analytics
Emily Miji Kim
2nd Major: Operations Management and Business Analytics
Tomeo Koketsu
2nd Major: Finance
Christopher Edward Krawiec
*Spencer Martin Leins
2nd Degree: Accounting
Alice Liu
2nd Major: Finance
Ethan Liu
2nd Degree: Finance
Sophia Lopez Pimenta
2nd Major: Operations Management and Business Analytics
Allison Rei Lu
2nd Degree: Accounting
Eunisa Xinchen Lu
2nd Degree: Finance
Allison Margaret Maiffre
Kaitlyn Eleanor Majeski
2nd Major: Finance
Nicolas Justo Marasipan
2nd Degree: Accounting
Juliana Christina Martello
2nd Major: Marketing
Anne Melia
2nd Degree: Environmental Science and Technology
Carieinni Mendez Estepan
2nd Major: Management
Emily Nancy Mirarchi
2nd Major: Finance
Nicholas Fred Montanari
2nd Major: Supply Chain Management
Arianna Morant
2nd Major: Management
Chad Benjamin Monrew
2nd Major: Finance
Zamsadul Hoq Mozumder
Kyle Michael Najarian
Justin Khoon Nam
2nd Major: Marketing
Ian Matthew Nathan
Amalia Jane Newhagen
Andrew Pascal Nguyen
2nd Major: Supply Chain Management
Kirk Thomas Nisson
2nd Major: Operations Management and Business Analytics
Daniel Odera
Virunpat Olankitkunchai
Aneri A. Patel
*Kiyuya Peng
2nd Major: Operations Management and Business Analytics
Carrie Elaine Pett
Nicholas James Pottker
2nd Degree: Finance
Jay Sachin Raje
2nd Major: Operations Management and Business Analytics
Luke Allen Roberts
2nd Major: Supply Chain Management
Chloe Ann Roth
2nd Degree: Accounting
Yo Sasatomi
2nd Degree: Operations Management and Business Analytics
Joy Chang Shao
*Sarah Elizabeth Shermann
2nd Degree: Finance
Anna Jiae Shin
2nd Major: Operations Management and Business Analytics
Ilona Rebeka Sirotfin
2nd Major: Operations Management and Business Analytics
Brandon Case Smith
Tiffany Su
2nd Degree: Accounting
Ashka Samir Talati
Erica Tang
2nd Degree: Accounting
Alina Tann
2nd Major: Finance
Joshua Webster Tomlinson
2nd Major: Management
Allison Asuncion Winston
2nd Degree: Accounting
Madelyn Brittany Wong
2nd Degree: Accounting
Titus Yuet-Wah Wong
2nd Major: Finance
Maegan Mullen Wood
2nd Degree: Marketing
John Yen
2nd Major: Supply Chain Management
Hanjiang Yu
2nd Degree: Computer Science
2nd Major: Finance
*Rachel O. Yu
2nd Degree: Government and Politics
*Anne Zappas
2nd Degree: Management
International Business
Natalie Margaret Banks
2nd Major: Marketing
Antoine Lamar Battle
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Leila S. Bouthussein
2nd Degree: Supply Chain Management
D’Kiya Allyson Bynum
2nd Degree: French Language and Literature
Allyson Dunn
2nd Major: Management
*Shirley Olivia During
2nd Degree: Accounting
Nadia Nkechi Edet
Liam Jacob Kerth
2nd Major: Marketing
Ryan David Kusner
2nd Degree: Finance
Jiayu Li
2nd Major: Finance
Robert Scott McFarland
2nd Major: Finance
Konstantinos Anthanasiou Nakas
2nd Major: Marketing
Stefania Lauren Schaechter
2nd Major: Marketing
Zachary A. Shugars
2nd Degree: Finance
Weiling Zheng
2nd Degree: Accounting
Management
Rebecca Assuirian Ally
Usman Imitaiu Aliku
Arielie Vanessa Carreau
Stephen Wei-Chi Chan
Koby Das Clark
Reece Gerard Clark
†Eamon Michael Condon
Tiago Jose Correia
Alexandra Nicole Iacino
Cheyenne Aaliyah Jones
Natalie Marie Larosa
Matthew Friedel
*Caio Oliveira Neto Teixeira
†Caitlyn Elizabeth Loux
‡Sara Chana Heckelman
§Styliani Eleni Lappas
Management
David Vieira Leal
Brandon Root Lo
2nd Major: Marketing
Sanka Madushan Madduma Bandara
Melina Mehdiadeh
2nd Major: Marketing
Sandy Janet Mejia
Diego Alejandro Melendez
Eric Anthony Mendez
Haylee Elissa Mevorah
2nd Degree: Marketing
Melanie Cruz Morgado
2nd Degree: Accounting
Tyra Brooke Murphy
Alexander Lloyd O’Neill
Jennifer Lisseth Perez Diaz
Brandon Michael Perry
Shane Richard Perry
Wetner Ramirez
Hope Kaoya Reiter
Jason Katrell Rice
Jhan Marco Sandoval
Andrew Lawrence Schwartz
Lina Marie Serrano
Ishan Syrakes Shah
Jenis Singh Shah
Donna Shi
2nd Degree: Finance
Jennifer Nicole Shorb
Elana S. Sichel
Danielle Kathryn Spikes
Samantha Allie Strauss
*Caio Oliveira Neto Teixeira
William Brian Thayer III
Hannamariam Abu Tilaye
2nd Major: Marketing
Elsa Lourdes Villanueva
María Rosario Villegas
Ryan John Walsh
Di Wang
Jacob Elan Welfeld
Dane Marie Wozny
*Anne Zappas
2nd Degree: Information Systems
Marketing
Princess Tse Bo-Oh Glennys Achobang
Ed-Love Leyson Aldoo
Daniel Lewis Alpert
Vasilis Dimitris
Anagnostopoulos-King
2nd Major: Supply Chain Management
Allison Stephanie Aragon
2nd Major: Supply Chain Management
Madalene Thao-Mi Armagost
2nd Major: Supply Chain Management
Liam Joseph Armstrong
2nd Major: Information Systems
*Camila Arrieta Palacio
2nd Degree: Finance
Valeria Arrieta Palacio
2nd Degree: Finance
Emma Ann Backman
2nd Major: Supply Chain Management
Madeline A. Beck
2nd Major: Supply Chain Management
Shayna Lynn Berglas
Mary Margaret Bilodeau
2nd Major: Supply Chain Management
Haizhao Bo
2nd Degree: Psychology
Nicole Diana Brandt
2nd Major: Information Systems
Sophie Ilena Bruskof
Jordan Trinity Bryant
Tyra Nicole Cannady
2nd Major: Management
Lena Marie Capoccia
Claire Aliza Fanchon Cherrick
2nd Major: Supply Chain Management
Allie Jordan Cohen
2nd Major: Operations
Management and Business Analytics
Elise Cooper
John Adam Cornfield
2nd Degree: Finance
Kyle Nolan Cross
Michael Robert D’Angelo
Emma Lauren Dacey
2nd Major: Supply Chain Management
Nicholas Richard Daeschner
Allison Elizabeth Davis
2nd Major: Management
Michael Douglas Hughes Diall
Aminata Diallo
2nd Major: Supply Chain Management
Kendall Daniel Douglas
2nd Major: Finance
*Douglas Du
Tyler Eugene Ecker
Sarah Alyssa Fagan
2nd Degree: Supply Chain Management
Molly Jean Farrell
*John Francis Furey
2nd Major: Operations
Management and Business Analytics
Julia Rose Lax Garber
Olivia Ann Garcia
*Michael Abraham Goldstein
2nd Major: Operations
Management and Business Analytics
Jonathan Robert Gresham
Emily Nicole Gross
Julie Christina Gross
2nd Major: Supply Chain Management
Grace Maguire Hayes
Sara Chana Heckelman
2nd Major: Supply Chain Management
Gerard Hormiga
2nd Major: Management
Ting Wei Hsu
2nd Major: Information Systems
Alexa Nicole Hunter
Joella Nha Mi Huyhn
Goodness Onyedikachi Ihekwere
Ashley Rose Jay
Nannan Ji
Allison Nancy Johnson
2nd Major: Supply Chain Management
Kelsey Nicole Jones
2nd Major: Information Systems
Juan Diego Joya Orozco
*Rebecca Sarah Kardon
2nd Major: Information Systems
Rachel Illyse Karger
2nd Major: Supply Chain Management
Jolie Rose Katz
2nd Major: Supply Chain Management
Ally Rose Kesselman
Mirahle Lena Khoury
Ayla May Kinnard
2nd Major: International Business
Sydney Begnaud Kroberger
Yvette Annabelle Kurian
Kyury Kwak
2nd Major: Information Systems
Charlotte Lafourcade
William Vincent Laing
Styliani Eleni Lappas
2nd Degree: Journalism
*Alexander Julius Johannes Leipold
2nd Degree: Operations
Management and Business Analytics
Lori Francis Leitner
2nd Major: Supply Chain Management
*Allyssa Hope Leppert
2nd Degree: Government and Politics
Yingying Li
Mollie Elizabeth Lobel
2nd Major: Supply Chain Management
Ana Clara Charlene Losada Radley
*Caitlyn Elizabeth Loux
Santiago Jose Lulli
Jason Andrew Malkofsky-Berger
2nd Major: Operations
Management and Business Analytics
Ashray Manchanda
Ian Timothy McCready
2nd Major: Management
Kaila-Marie Camaya
McCullough
Diego Felipe Mendez
2nd Major: Supply Chain Management
*Haylee Elissa Mevorah
2nd Degree Management
Sindy Lisseth Miranda Aguilar
2nd Major: Information Systems
Catherine Theresa Morris
Steffany Diane Flores
2nd Major: Marketing
Derek Andrew Fuller
2nd Major: Operations
Management and Business
Analytics
Samuel David Garcia
Marquette Navarro Gelinhas
2nd Major: Finance
Marc Ezra Greenlee
Vicstor Grinberg
2nd Major: Finance
Allison Michelle Groux
2nd Major: Marketing
Neil Raj Jakhete
2nd Major: Operations
Management and Business
Analytics
Lauren Amanda Kane
2nd Major: Marketing
Benjamin Hunter Kaplan
2nd Major: Marketing
Sarah Khan
2nd Major: Cinema and Media
Studies
Usma Bhaskara Kenduri
2nd Degree: Finance
Chase Anthony Nalls
2nd Degree: Accounting
John E. Norris
2nd Major: Finance
Jack Steven Petraskus
Graham Elliott Reiss
2nd Major: Finance
Aaron Otis Robinson
2nd Major: Information Systems
Daniel William Rothenberg
2nd Degree: Economics
David Nathan Silverman
Samuel Robert Tirone
2nd Major: Finance
Tyson Daniel Tregoning
2nd Major: Marketing
Jacob Paul Umile Butz
Laura Van Respaille
Chloe Abigail Virden
2nd Major: Marketing
Matthew Scott Vosburg
Kaitlin Nicole Weimann
2nd Major: Marketing
John Stephen Woodson
2nd Major: Marketing
Bradley Hugh Zester Jr.
Xiaomei Zheng
2nd Degree: Accounting

COLLEGE OF COMPUTER, MATHEMATICAL, AND NATURAL SCIENCES

Bachelor of Science

Astronomy
Taylor Louanne Che Bartlow
2nd Degree: Physics
Kylie Patrick Callaghan
2nd Degree: Aerospace Engineering
Jason Albert Bordzol Campanella
2nd Degree: Physics
Christopher Robert Ciccone
2nd Degree: Physics
John McCauley Donna III
Lindsey Elise Brown
Amogh Jyothi Arun

Environmental Science
Chloe Evelyn Baerwald
Emma Caitlin Bonanno
Maggie Elizabeth Bridges
* John Laurence Cahill
Maya Aidan Fields
2nd Degree: Astronomy
Gavin Frederick Harrison
Charles John Kropiewnicki
Nicole Gale Hewitt Dehmian
Alexis Niccollo Ortiz
Clairriss Alexis Reiner
Christian Andrew Sayles
Christopher Lee Smith
Samantha J. Volz
Theodore George Whitlock

Biotechnology
Mahder Tufa Abate
Roma Kesewa Ado-Osei
Rebeca Elizabeth Amaya Escobar
Tiffany Afua Ankomah
Andokhoo
Paul Kwaku Andorful
Jamila Kathleen Banes
Dangho Hannah Bui
Anabelle Mia Capino
Mikael Daniel

* Donald Francis Dariano III
Angelo Santos Antoni D'Arcy
Josiah Udoh Ekong
Jordan A. Griffith
Emily Caroline Hawkins
Jared Christian Klemm
2nd Degree: Biological Sciences
Musse Daniel Legesse
Salina Luu
Joyce Nyanchera Makori

Elvis Roger Martinez Garcia Jr.
2nd Major: Mathematics
Catelyn Loren Middlebrooks
Clancy Andrea Moreno
Jordany Nelson
Thach Vy Hu Nguyen
Funiba Cheo Ngwa
Avril Okon
Jennifer Ortiz
Rajvi Jayeshkumar Patel
Pavan Hanumanthappa
Ravindra
2nd Degree: Computer Science
Forest Devon Rawley
Emily Victoria Reagie
2nd Degree: Biological Sciences
David Boris Rekhtman
2nd Degree: Biological Sciences
Emily Kay Robinson
* Nicole Rose Sciotto
2nd Degree: Biological Sciences
Harshal Ambarish Shah
2nd Degree: Biological Sciences
Amma Tariq
Zachary Miller Voelker
Richard Linhao Wang
2nd Degree: Economics
Alice Deng Wei
David Xu
Muhsin Hytham Younis
Christine Yinlian Zhang
2nd Degree: Biological Sciences
Chencheng Zhao

Biological Sciences
Hannah Aalemsoum
2nd Degree: French Language and Literature
Heven Kesete Abraha
Michaela Susan Abraham
Bahir Ademoglu
Ayotomi Naomi Adewale
Rutha Athanom
Sedimam K. Adzowu
Ngoma Agra
Priya Agrawal
Mishal Huma Ahmad
Ramzy Hazem Ahmed
Elise Ahn
Jasmine Marie Akhtar
Destinee Akindana
Malath Numan Al Matouq
2nd Degree: Psychology
Jason Nicholas Albanese
Wendell Aliejo
Chijioke Chimala Amadi
Amanda Maria Amador
Randilu Umandi Amasinghe
Sanaa Gohar Amin
Kayla Amini
Taylor LeAnn Ammons
Nana Ada Ampomansaa Opoku
Amara Apo
Bailey Rose Arenberg
* Elizabeth Bireda Argaw
Maynor Argueta
Amogh Jyothi Arun

Claire Asensio
Junaad Mazen Asim
Nida Aini Atalati
Abdul Rehaman Awad
Anshu Ali Awan
Justin Samaun Azmoodah
Brandon Bagheri
Jonathan Raksmy Bakly
Oloade Adedamola Balogun
Sarah Juliet Banaszewski
Abel Berhanemeskel Banko
Marwa Barrow
Disa Basu
2nd Degree: Psychology
Ashley Karen Santos Bautista
Mahsa Bayati
Alexis Michelle Beaver
Sarah Alison Bejo
Megan E. Berry
Zoya Hussain Bharal
Grace Alexandra Biddle
Argent Monroe Blake
Thea Esther Bliss
Casey O’Lenihan Boldt
Lindsey Elise Brown
Makayla Dominique Brown
Juliana Elizabeth Burns
Vera Bzhilyansksaya
Cheyenne Marie Cannady
Olivia Corey
Emily Johanna Carletto
Jared Allen Carter
Giovanna Castellanos
Mark Ryan Cerasoli
2nd Degree: Public Policy
Daniela Rico Cervantes
Sahana Chakravartti
Boris Chang
Nicole Maria Chapman
Katherine Guilliana Chavez
Carpio
Jingwen Chen
Madeleine Kate Chen
2nd Degree: Nutrition and Food Science
* Rebecca Yuning Chen
Sija Chen
2nd Degree: Economics
Emily Chi
Darryl Voufou Chiogo
Rhea Mago Chitakki
Brendan Chung
Abigail Mary Ciach
Katherine Moore Clark
Alexandra Melinda Clay
Allison Baily Cochran
Gregory Scott Cohen
2nd Degree: Sociology
Brian Xavier Cojom
Douglas Cooper
Olga Meredith Cordero
Jennifer Cordon
Lauren Elizabeth Corfman
Zahira Chea Crisp
2nd Degree: Psychology
Jared Rocha Cunanan
Andrea M. D’Souza
Tiffany Dan
Taylor Christian Dankenbring
Ujrita Das
Megan Simi Dass
Rachel Lily Greenberg
Kaitlin Marie Greeneville
Arthur Carbon Guisadio
Melchizedek John Gunawan
Ridhi Gupta
Smriti Gupta
Hye Rim Ha
*Ramsay Alexander Hafer
Mozhan Haghighatian
*Meron Teshome Haile
Camrynn Sarah Hall
Muhammad Hamza
Marjan Hanafian
Paige Olivia Hawkins
2nd Degree: Criminology and Criminal Justice
Ashley Rose Hay
*Sophia Elise Heitzig
Skylar Marie Herman
Elder-Jerycho Herrera
Yoav Daniel Heyman
Taylor Norton
*Nishiia Suresh Hosamane
Robin Singh Hundal
Benjamin Hung
Maxinne Astrid Ignacio
Jessica Onika Jackson
Daniel Aaron Jacobson
Cameron Javdan
Ashwarya Jayan
Indira Gail Jetton
Xinyi Jing
2nd Degree: Economics
Holly Nicole Johnson
Kathryn Sutton Keligian
Yusra Dalyia Karim
*Nathan Mathew Kattapuram
Yisrael Menachem Katz
Peter Alexander Kaul
Hermela Adamseddeg Kebede
Leuel Adamseddeg Kebede
Michael M. Kebede
*Natalie Anne Kelley
Larisa Bobiyiga Ketcha
*Yousef Ali Khan
Maryann Jacquelyn Khong
Chloe Jihae Kim
Sarah Rebekah Kim
2nd Degree: Music-Professional Program
Yurim Kim
Jared Christian Klemm
2nd Degree: Biochemistry
Grace Erin Knotts
*Abbigale Lynn Koenigsman
*Lindsay Ann Kohan
2nd Degree: French Language and Literature
Hima Kundu
2nd Degree: Spanish Language, Literatures, and Cultures
Amit Yonatan Koppel
*Christina Michele Kratzmeier
Olivia Jacqueline Kraus
*Mayur Ananth Krishna
Xiao Lin Kuang
*2nd Major: Psychology
Rhea Karin
Elisse Owusu Akyema Kumah
Ashley La
*Josie Layne Laddbush
Edward S. Lakner
Matthew Tai Lam
Jessica Claire Langston
*Margaret Colleen Lanthier
*Kyeasiva Kevinia Laurence
David Lee Lawson
Chi Thanh Anthony Le
*Nicholas Kemp Leathy
*Grace Samantha Lechmann
David Amer Lee
Shawn Jin Jae Lee
*Jennifer Ann Lees
2nd Degree: Environmental Science and Technology
Brett Marshall Levenstein
Stephen John Leyva
Kara LeClair
Sean Lim
Calvin Guyyuan Liu
*2nd Degree: Music-Professional Program
Jessica H. Liu
*Jamie Jimin Lo
Rachel Tamar Lubitz
*Corrynn Nicole Lucht
Grace Jongyun Lui
*Olivia Maryam Majed
2nd Degree: Mathematics
Chesna Anne Mandl
Dur E. Maqnoon
Daniela Lopez Marciano
Joselinne Melissa Marroquin Villatoro
*Peter Philip Marston
Jessica Johanna Martin
*Ndidi Elsa Mathew
*Shivani Nandish Mattikalli
Masansivel Mayil Vahanan
*Harrison Peilham Mayo
Brendan Matthew McCann
2nd Degree: Psychology
*Molly Kay McGregor
Mary Claire Medeiros
Anthony-James Tolo Meka
Natan El Akwetey Mensah
Sowah
Daniel Jordan Miller
Samantha Ann Miseo
Joy Chidiebube Modozie
Amina Mohamed Mohamed
*Alan Musa Mohammed
2nd Degree: Chemistry
Stella Noelie Monoplos
Briella Kaye Moon
Jonathan Taylor Moore
2nd Degree: Spanish Language, Literatures, and Cultures
Taylor La’Trice Moore
Stephanie Lynn Mozelle
Mathew Band Nagler
Kaitlin Shavaughn Myles
Ilana Eunicie Navarro
2nd Degree: Nutrition and Food Science
Madeleine Ndahayo
Sushanth Neurumallla
Melissa Kate Neides
Tamyra Lasha Newnam
Steven Le Nguyen
Theresa Nguyen
Catherine Nicole Nicholas
Alison Marquerite Nichols
Chia-Ying Nien
Ashlyn Grace Nikles
Alexander Noonan-Shueh
2nd Degree: Psychology
*Gabrielle Stello O’Brien
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Oberhaus
2nd Degree: Criminology and Criminal Justice
Molly Susan Oertel
Monica Nicole Ogent
Tovoyi Anyonka Onyido
Jiwn Oh
Joy Omole Okuhuebi
Morris Okowa
Jeremiah Olaitan Olabosipio
Adedayo Ezekiel Olaniran
Abena Assuedua Osei
John Edward Page
Paliapapi Paliapapi
*Chinmayi Amala
Alpina Pand
*Eshana Parekh
Harshi Vijay Patel
Hiral Vinod Patel
Meet Maheshkumar Patel
Neil Suresh Patel
Pooja Vipul Patel
Stephanie Iverth Paz
*William John Pellegrino
*Madison Lucile Plunkert
Sonia Y. Postolache
2nd Degree: Spanish Language, Literatures, and Cultures
Jordan Emil Powe
Aashna Pradhan
Kriti Ratna Pradhan
Ashwarya Prasad
Wade Ryan Preston
Anuhya Vijaabbavani
Pulapaka
Kelan Lea Shu Queenan
Rachel Yvonne Quimby
Caroline Louise Radack
Joshua Rajan
Audrey Randall
Sahani Navya Rannulu
Elijah Abraham Rashfi
Krutika Rathod
*Syrus H. Razavi
Emily Victoria Reagle
2nd Degree: Biochemistry
Sofia Betty Rebudengo
Jordyn Veronica Reese
David Klaus Regenold
Claire Elysie Reich
Daniel Jacob Reid
Taleah Virginia Reid
David Boris Rekhtman
2nd Degree: Biochemistry
Elizabeth Ann Rice
Matthew Gene Dolinka
Anna Deng
Patrick Jerod Donnelly
James Francis Donovan
Matthew Christopher Dovel
Xavier Martel Doxie
Vladislav Doxorov
Collin James Draper
Bryce Tandon Zinecker Dubayah
2nd Degree: Economics
Shane Timothy Dungan
Isaiah Emmanuel Duncan
Michael Tiltjman Dunphy
2nd Degree: Government and Politics
Esteban Duran Sampedro
Theodore James Ducket
2nd Major: Biological Sciences
Joel Kenneth Eckles
Michael Joseph Eisenberg
2nd Degree: Mathematics
Aaron Joseph Eline
Holland Scott Emery
*Alexander Vincent Eng
Benyam Ephrem
Ernest Essuah Mensah
Juan Luis Mesina Estrella
Annie Fang
Yong-Young Fang
*Yu Fang
2nd Degree: Mathematics
Ramsay Patrick Farah
Clark Thomas Farley
Noah Paul Fichter
2nd Degree: Public Policy
Andrew Eugene Figlarz
2nd Major: Criminology and Criminal Justice
*Asher Eitan Fink
2nd Major: Mathematics
William Stanford Fisher
Jeremy Martin Ford
Madelyn Elizabeth Forrester
Dalton James Fowler
Jonah William Freeman
2nd Major: Mathematics
Brett Friedman
Jonathan Fu
Wil Richard Gabboury
Shannon Kathleen Gaffney
John Aedadayo Gansallo
Henry Junxuan Gao
2nd Major: Finance
John Zhang Gao
2nd Degree: Criminology and Criminal Justice
Oiou Gao
Richard Gao
Zhiiyeu Gao
Immanuel Victor Garcia
Sara Beatriz Garcia-Beech
Gilbert Thomas Garzynski II
Prachi Gaur
Kibreab Birhane Gebrehiwot
Feniik Nikhil Gholani
Salma Mohamed Ghorab
2nd Degree: Mechanical Engineering
*Asher Ahsan Gilani
Matthew Charles Gidersleeve
Nicolas Gold
Yaelle Goldschlag
2nd Degree: Mathematics
Jessica Elizabeth Gomez
2nd Major: Mathematics
Sofia Victoria Gonzalez
Matthew William Graber
*Aaron Edwin Green
2nd Degree: Physics
Jalen Daniel Green
Haley Megan Greenspan
2nd Degree: Finance
Noah Griff
Shannon Groves
Nicholas Jabao Guan
*Divya Gupta
Vaibhav Vinayak Gupta
Mahreen Haider
Evan Solomon Haims
Brent Hairell
Sharon Halevi
2nd Degree: Environmental Science and Technology
Benjamin Haller
Matthew Robert Hamer
Xuan Han
2nd Major: Mathematics
Lydia Jose Hancock
Mark Hanz
Harlan Hao
2nd Degree: Mathematics
Zachary Steven Harrell
*Michael D. Harrity
Ryan William Havel
Julia Emma Hayes
Brent Daniel Hazman
Joshua Helperin
Connor M. Heslin
Samantha Nicole Hilbert
2nd Degree: Psychology
Randolph W. Hill
Jason Michael Higkins
2nd Degree: Mathematics
Calvin Francis Hirsch
2nd Major: Information Systems
Huu Anh Ho
James Chishuo Ho
Madeleine Le Ho
2nd Degree: Finance
Daniel Colin Holten
Mary Teresa Hood
Montana Jacob Hoover
Caroline Corinne Horsch
2nd Degree: Physics
Edmund Adam Horsch III
Ummy Afsara Hossain
Adam Davis Howard
*Brian William Hoy
Bethany Eliza Hsiao
Alex Hsieh
Rebecca Leilani Hsu
Haobo Hu
*Iris Jane Hu
2nd Major: General Business
Lydia Judith Hu
2nd Major: Economics
Michelle Yiqun Hu
2nd Degree: Finance
Chenhao Huang
Daniel Shih-Wei Huang
Brennan William Hula
2nd Degree: Mathematics
Kyle James Hurley
Andrew Ross Hyatt
2nd Major: Geographic Sciences
William George Lawrence Ingold
Soumya Ranjan Jagdev
Aman Jaiman
2nd Degree: Mathematics
Rohan Jain
Raj H. Jaisinghani
Arjun Reddy Jale
Mahir Jhaveri
2nd Major: Mathematics
Anthony Jiang
Fan Jiang
2nd Degree: Communication
Zhiyan Jiang
Joseph Rithipaul Johnson
Neil Mason Johnson
Hyekang Joo
Nisarg Hiten Joshi
Jeremy Ryan Jubilee
*Tae Kwang Jung
Yanni Kamarotis
Nina Kamoei
Ajay Karatam
Ayan Amin Kazi
Jonathan Philip Keegan
2nd Major: Mathematics
Ishas Amol Kekre
Adam Liang Kelemen
2nd Major: Mathematics
Brandon Philip Keplinger
2nd Degree: Chinese
Jessica Dorothy Kerry
Kalia Khaffazadeh Ahrabi
Ayaan Ayaz Khan
Shlok Sunil Khandelwal
2nd Degree: Mathematics
Rahul Dev Khanna
Sophia Leila Khezri
Ju Hyeok Kim
Priyanka Mandawde Kishore
Rhys Robert Kittleson
*George Thomas Klee
Brayden Henderson Kness
Brandon Everett Kocur
Christopher Raymond Koenig
Jennifer Cheon-Soo Koh
*David Baraka Kombe
Manogna Aparajitha Konduri
Savyasachi Konkalaitt
2nd Degree: Aerospace Engineering
Alexander Kovalev
Timothy Raymond Krach
Tomer Krayzman
2nd Degree: Chinese
Urisha Kream
Ashwath Bhabu Krishnan
Kartik Sundareswar
Krishnan
Rahul Krishnan
Akshay Saajith Kumar
Deven Rajiv Kumar
Rohan Kumar
*Kevin Krum
2nd Major: Mathematics
Brandon Tyler Kwintner
Nina Min Kwon
Daniel Dongwoo Kyung
Ronald Luis Lagos
Pratik Lahiri
Ryan D. Lam
*Samuel Hongang Lam
2nd Degree: Music-
Professional Program
Shannen Lam
Andrew Michael Lambeth
Charles Matthew Lamming
Cory Joseph Lau
Hai Thanh Le
Tuan Duc Le
Christopher Doc Lee
Claire Yuan Lee
David Aaron Levine
Sonya Isadora Lew
2nd Degree: Sociology
Daniel Difan Li
Eric Changzhi Li
2nd Degree: Mathematics
Haoran Li
Jiadong Li
Jacob Alexander Luterman
Ji Luo
Jiahyun Lim
Jonathan Lin
Michael Bo Yang Lin
*Shu-Huai Sean Lin
2nd Degree: Mathematics
Felipe Linares
Michael James Lindsey
Gerald Liu
Sonny Song-i Liu
Ying Liu
Hannah Maria Locraft
2nd Degree: Mathematics
Derek Michael Lore
Yifan Lou
*William Robert Love
*Ryan Wen-Sing Low
2nd Major: Mathematics
Thomas Gefan Lu
*Joseph Mannok Lui
2nd Degree: Operations
Management and Business
Analytics
Ji Luo
John William Luo
Kangming Luo
Jacob Alexander Luterman
*Jason Maa
Supriya Maddineni
*Anthony David Mahshian
2nd Degree: Mechanical
Engineering
*Andrew Mao
2nd Degree: Mathematics
Samuel Elias Markey
Elia F. Martin
Katherine Elizabeth Martinez
Sarah Nasirali Marvi
*Anthony Louis Mason
Nicholas Joseph Matejka
George Matthew
Siddha Reddy Mavuram
Anna Maria Mazzanti
2nd Degree: History
Matthew James McCloskey
Matthew Joseph McGowan
Natnael Berhanu Mekonnen
Alexander Eugene Melvin
2nd Degree: Philosophy
Lawrence A. Menelwee IV
Daniel Samuel Merkowitz-Bustos
2nd Degree: Studio Art
Yehiwort Mesfin
Remy Nigel Mezibish
Radivis Jonas Mikonis
Isabelba Rachel Miller
Matthew George Mills
Sean Marco Mills
Ankur Mishra
Peter Mnev
2nd Degree: Mechanical
Engineering
Suad H. Mohamud
Nafi Ami Mondal
2nd Degree: Environmental
Science and Technology
*Mary Fisher Monroe
2nd Degree: Mathematics
John Hensler Morrison Jr.
Tahalit Immanuel Morsilin
Richard Mu
Akileshe Prashant Mukadam
Just Clark Mullins
Sanjay Ganesh Murugesan
Jeyanth Muthuraj
Elan Naideck
Arjun Nair
2nd Degree: Economics
Rhea Nair
Christopher Branch Nalty
Jonathan Chanwoo Nam
2nd Degree: Linguistics
Rishik Reddy Narayana
2nd Degree: Mathematics
Patrick Daniel Neary
Amir Mohammad Nejat
Suyash Nepal
Marko Neskovic
John Ricardo Newhagen
Kelvin Johnson Ngo
Kevin Ngo
Frederick Ngui
Jimmy Nguyen
Kenny T. Nguyen
Kevin Tram Nguyen
Phong Dinh Nguyen
William Namhuy Nguyen
2nd Major: Information
Science
Jacob Riley Nibali
Chigozie Joshua Nna
Non Nonceeya
Ian Joseph Nyboer
Amy Elizabeth Odenthal
Natalie Lydia Offenberg
2nd Degree: Mathematics
Victor Olaooluwa Ogunbamwo
Byung Chae Oh
2nd Major: Mathematics
Brian Tita Ojoh Mile
Chinazam Whitney Ojukwu
Kamtokchukwu Chukwuneme
Okafor
Oluwafemi Seun Olusina
2nd Degree: Psychology
Ayomide Ayotomiwa
Omojoke
*Wilson Andrew Orlando
2nd Degree: Mechanical
Engineering
*Anthony Joseph Ostuni
2nd Major: Mathematics
Christian Clark Otto
Patrick Pai
*Anjila Mei Pan
2nd Degree: Psychology
Angela Arvind Pandit
Rajashow Paraju
Srivarshini Parameswaran
Ian Donal Parks
2nd Degree: Chinese
Matthew James Pasquino
Nikhil Prahalad Patel
2nd Degree: Mathematics
Raj Krupesh Patel
2nd Major: Economics
Shiv Patel
Tilak Bhapratrh Patel
Vishal Shashikant Patel
William Alexander Patios
Andrew Rile Patel
Caroline Marie Paul
Tyler John Pavay
Samantha E. Pearlstein
Ellen Tsao Pearson
Yashshri Pendse
Alexander Robert Peralta
Naomi Stella Perez
Randy Bryant Perkins
2nd Major: Sociology
Cameron James Perrie
Katerina Theodora Petrakis
Samuel Holden Pettipaw
Henry Yu Phan
Alex Pollock
Francis Yifeng Poon
Anton Edvinovich Pozharskiy
2nd Degree: Electrical
Engineering
Andrew David Przybocki
Mary Nicole Dugay Punzalan
2nd Major: Criminology and
Criminal Justice
Aysha Oazi
Stephanie Oie
Weiyi Qin
Lewis Franklin Quaklenbush
Sergio Daniel Quispe
Zachary Charles Rabin
Sonya Runenova Radichkova
Mukul Ashwath Ram
Eric Lloyd Raming
Leonel Ramos
Pavan Hanumanthappa
Ravindra
2nd Degree: Biochemistry
Shruti Ray
Mahyar Syed Raza
Christopher James Redcross
Rohith Reddi
2nd Degree: Mathematics
Achyut Koppula Reddy
2nd Degree: Mathematics
Rahul Ramesh Reddy
2nd Degree: Mathematics
Samuel Tyler Reed
Thomas Alexander Reed
Henry Nicholas Reineck
Rujie Ren
2nd Degree: Mathematics
Shreelakha Shiram Revankar
Egor Alexander Reznikov
*Hannah Jaena Rhee
Adrian Ricardo Rivera
Akiitunde Oorelwa Rockson
Teddy Rosemond Jr.
Alex Scott Rothman
2nd Major: Criminology and
Criminal Justice
Michael David Rothschilds
Matthew Christian Roumelliotis
Daniel Joseph Rowe
Jack Harrison Rubin
Alessandro Dev Russo
Taru Rustagi
Phillip Daniel Sabatino
Aditya Sabu
Ankur Ratan Sahoo
*Temur Saidkhodjaev
2nd Major: Mathematics
Jemimah Esther Pangilinan
Salvacion
Benjamin Esra Salzberg
Santosch Sanchez-Manni
Federico Sandi Espinoza
Emily Laura Sann
2nd Degree: Physics
Geeta Devi Sawhney
*Samuel Ray Scheffler
Erik Charles Schmidt
Ian Schmidt
William Gregory Schulmeister
John Theodore Schurman
*2nd Major: Philosophy
Elijah Taube Schwelleng
Alexander Netto Scott
Ali Scott
Maximilian Victor Scribner
Sierra Nicole Seabrease
Katherine Sebina
Vikram Sehgal
Ishan Sen
2nd Degree: Mathematics
Yvanne Meyoupa Seuhou
Rahul Shah
Nadir Mahdi Sharif
Anjali Sharma
Erneu Sharma
Gaurav Sharma
Atul Shaurya
Justin Chen Shaw
Franklin Jerome Shedleski
Megan Shen
Xinai Shen
Charlie Geetha Shin
Joshua Sooyong Shin
Yae Ji Shin
Ryan Leo Shriver
*2nd Degree: Linguistics
Brian Da Su
Mufaro Tafadzwa Shumba
Aisha Ali Siddiqui
Manpreet Singh Sidhu
William Kavayong Siew
Manat Singh
Austiin McDartnell Smith
Danie Smith
Donghyeon Son
Bachelor of Science
Early Childhood and Early Childhood Special Education
Melissa Nicole Aguilar
Abigail Maclae Birdwell
Jenna Su-Lyn Butcher
Sinhang Chui
Megan Frances Coats
*Emily Claire Dobrzykowski
*Elizabeth Sheehan Ebel
*Lauren Carol Edsedge
Aira Tonjoea Fresnosa Flores
Constance Love Griggs
Emily Rinde Gross
*Jennifer Hubert
Jordan Hannah Hyman
Jayden Rochel Johnson
Rory Leigh Joy
Josephine McIntire Mott
Nicole Paige Nappi
Elisabeth Abigail Ramos
Dominick Vendeuvre
Joselyn Villatoro Hernandez
Maya Villella
Carina Jinah Wiggin
Julie Elise Williams
Victoria Lynn Wooten

Elementary Education
*Stefanie Colette Abravamento
Alysa Riley Adams
Zaakria Matla Ali Ahmed
Phylicia Marie Albert
Sydney Paige Avrick
Tara Marie Bitun
*Emily Miriam Brothman
Kelsey Ann Buckley
Grace Carson Calloway
Sophie Elisabeth Cargnel
Sarah Marie Cherian
Antonia Julia Jantke Chiappari
*Stephanie Monica Cole
Kristina Noelle Dombek
Bailey Grace Folsom
Ilana Rachel Gorod
*Jessica Arya Graber
Anabella Maria Guzman
Lin Huang
Alex Rose Hurwitz
Anäsh Inez Ingram
*Eva Juliet Kanaskie King
Rebecca Rose Kaylie
Sung Won Kim
Hayley Paige Kushner
Marissa Ellen Ledford
Danielle Aylinson Lorenz
Li-Hui Hsieh Martin
Yessenia Carolina Martinez
Tony McBride
Erin Nicole McCormick
Lanisa Janee McFadden
Elise Alison Swanso McGinnis
2nd Degree: Sociology
Alison Elizabeth McGrain
Koung Won Min
Adriana Maria Miralles
Sakina Fatlal Moravi
Sophie Zage Moyer
Madeline Kathleen Cecilia Nettleton

Danny Norin Nhım
Cindy Elizabeth Portillo
*Dominique Ceclizia Prince
Adela Eliza Ramirez
Kaitlyn Nicole Ressa
Heidi Lizette Reyes
Neveen Yousef Rizkallah
Katherine Valerie Roth
*Jessica Noelle Rudy
Sophia Rymas
Jennifer Andrea Saavedra
Sheila Sanati
Kory Denise Smith
Alexandra Jessie Spadacenta
Laura Rene Torres
Cassandra Tuan
Liliana Goncalves Vieira
Sydney Erin Weinstein
*Rebecca Emily Wergling
*Emily Rachel Wexler
*Josephine Dahi Wheulan
Elena Grace Yen

Middle School Education
Middle School Education
Suleiman Abiola Adeyemi
Alivia Ruth Barton
Ryan Christopher Bell
Colleen Frances Blihnak
Julia Rosemary Heiges
Mapgie Katherine Mcguirk
Kieran Elizabeth O'Connor
Jessica Faith Parker
Tessa Lauren Rast
Christian Andrew Schmitt
Katherine Lyn Stam
*Tatiana Madalena Teixeira
Bailey Joseph Wethman
Samuel N. Yosef

Secondary Education
Secondary Education
Joseph Patrick Athey
*Method Major: Mathematics
Isabelle Gonzales
*Method Major: Mathematics
Truc Trung Nguyen
*Method Major: Mathematics
Jomayra Alynyn Pandy
2nd Degree: Mathematics

Special Education
Special Education
Aliysn Grace Allen
*Athena Gabrielle Fream
Andrea Alaska McTaggart
Faith Elizabeth nalepa
Cory Wade Nance
Madeline Mary Pease
*Elizabeth Frances Pichowicz
Emily Faith Sherrick
Gabriella Jean Wolfe

A. JAMES CLARK SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
Bachelor of Science
Aerospace Engineering
Ankur Adhikari
Neil Chandra Agrawal
Calvin Thomas Ankener
Albert Artiga

Douglas David Aubertin
*Mark Charles Aukerman
Emmanuel Kofi Azeadze
Saatwik Bandyopadhyay
Elizabeth Jean Barranco
*Galen Bundy Bascom
Nathan Douglass Bear
Samuel Thomas Bennett
Gismarie Bermudez
William Robert Bernlohr
Matthew Daniel Bernstein
Stanley Lavinie Bicknell
*Jessica Wendy Bleich
Sean Michael Bohon
Nicolas Umberto Bolatto
James Michael Bollinger
Dakota Brakob
Benjamin Alexander Brotzman
Trever Anthony Buonono
Micah David Calderwood
Kyle Patrick Callaghan
2nd Degree: Astronomy
*Jaime Callejon Hierro
2nd Major: Mathematics
*Amelia Anna Cherian
Nanndi Zimuzokwuku
Chimakone
Joseph Samuel Cohen
Tanhen Joseph Cooper
*Rachelle Helene Cueva
Max Alan Debelo
Frederick deHaas Delawie
Andrew Richard Denby
*Jayson Anthony DeNovellis
*Lakshya Dhulipala
Jacob Diament
Anusha Dixit
Ryan James Douglas
*Ian Michael Down
Upomna Emuka
David Paul Farace
Stefan Robert Fasano
*Daniel Matthew Flanick
Matthew Fowler
2nd Major: Physics
Richard Francis
Joseph David Fulton
Ethan Scott Gass
Gilad Otzar Gensler
Wyatt Aidan Germain
Lee Berry Gifwandi
Maxwell Harrison Greenspan
Teagan Thure Grisn
*Niloy Gupta
2nd Degree: Mathematics
Jack Stephen Hamrock
Elie Nicole Harthorn
Rachel Olivia Harvey
*Eliott Graham Hickman
Christopher William Hoffmann
Henry Cowles Hover
Stella Bells Hurd
Benz Huynh
*Dominic Anthony Ichniowski
Daniel Willis Jahn
Khushubs Jain
Thomas James Jillions
Brent A. Jones
*Noam Y. Kaplan
Muhammad Abdallah Khalid
Imran Salar Khawaja

Jonah Goodwin King
William Brian Kleyman
Christopher John Klug
Marcus Jacobos Koenen
Thara Ramana Kunduri
Savvasycha Konkalimatt
2nd Degree: Computer Science
Bailey Alexander Konold
Ethan Samuel Kramer
Jesse Stanley Lapin
*Andrew Michael Lent
Ryan Joseph Lessel
Jason Li
*Ryan Alexander Lillibridge
Matthew John Lutz
Thanushree Manjunath
*Cole Stephen Martin
Joshua Philip Martin
Chase Werner McConville
*Matthew Colin McGhee
Yash Samir Mehta
Camilo Robert Melnyk
Alejandro Joaquin Meriles
Medina
Natalie Anne Messner
Lauren Rose Meyers
Collin Lee Miller
*Joshua Thomas Mitchel
Anwesa Moitra
Jonathan T. Moiter
Shahid Murali
Andre Keyvan Pierre Nadeau
David Reza Nazemi
Michael Anthony Neary
Conor James Nelson
Sean Thomas O’Connor
*Azeza Lizzo Ohoaro
Matthew Kelly Palmer
David Alan Pape
Nicholas Donovan Parker
Kirtan Dinesh Patel
Nil Bhupen Patel
Shiv Pares Patel
Vandan Patel
Jessica Hope Queen
Spencer Graham Richardson
Alexander Henrik Rosenthal
Hridoy Stanislaus Rosario
Matthew David Rozek
Ryan Thomas Ruschak
*Derek Anthony Safieh
*Kenth Gonzalo Santibanez
Rivera
Jordan Matthew Schmidt
Adam Clay Schneider
Chinhayi Kantarp Sevak
Sharon Ariel Shallom
Gabriel Shchuka
*Samuel Kiran Shrestha
Amid David Shetronebom
Giovanna Silveira Amorim
Rocha
*Thomas Bradshaw Skinner
*Kyle Peter Snow
Alexandria Morgan Spittel
Raghav Srivastava
Katherine Rose Taylor
*Cooper Logan Teich
2nd Degree: Computer Science
Alessandro Theobald
Farouk Tijani
Bioengineering
Erick Santiago Abad
Efrem Abraham Admassu
Mariam Jahed Adwan
*Diego Alejandro Laboy-Morales
†
2nd Degree: Computer Science
Ewuradjoa Gyanwa Amoah
Alyssa Danielle Arminan
Allied Aslam Atlas
Shahed Naiem Bader
Lina Kabue Betu
Jennifer Lai Biaksang
Jessica Boyer
*Matthew Alexander Brandon
2nd Degree: Plant Sciences
Michael Buckberg
Shawn Josef Byrne
Mary Carbonell
Sabrina Elena Caution
*Tara Katarin Cecil
Arjun Shyam Cherupalla
*Chaitali Vivek Chitnis
Julia Cicalo
Robyn Collins
Katherine Mary Dakpus
Martha Georgia David
Katherine Dura
Katherine Faith Eckart
Ryan Lee Everich
Eric Christopher Frank
Cesar Jonathan Funes
Christopher Martin Obrien
Garliss
David Thomas Garvey
Kylee Grace Giordano
Aouda Guo
Jorge Enrique Guzman
Chenchen Handler
Nealyn Ashraf Jahangir
Jae Jung
Demitra Maria Karalis
*Nima Rohi Karodeh
*Chloe Kalllinis Keller
Shreya Khanna
Jonathan Kim
Philip Harrison Klener
Natasha Kodgi
Eyram Marcelle Kouidi
Gillian Marie Kramer
Samantha Em Kraus
*Diego Alejandro Laboy-Morales
*Adam Jacob Landa
Sandra Lorraine Lavrenov
Christian Alexander Lazaro
Angela Christine Lee
Benjamin Jaehoon Lee
Priscilla Lee

*Sojoeong Lee
Sarah Ann Levendusky
Catherine Claire Levi
*Yutong Liang
Justin Morgan Longest
Fadhili Maina
Celia Grace Maiorano
Philip Robert Marcum
*Cole A. Marra
Rebecca Susan Matthew
Michael Ryan McCreary
Nahom Michael
Fatima Jamal Mikdashi
Elena Mila Mirkovic
*Trevor Reese Millott
Sanjori Mukherjee
Emory Charles Mummett
Brittney Joann Murugesan
Caitlin Mailein Nguyen
*Caroline Louise Olson
*Marisa Renee Patsy
Juliana Marie Petzer
*Margaret Mary Reese
Brendan Patrick Reilly
Danielle Restaino
Ann Saad Rizkallah
Leah Rianne Rock
Dana Ronin
Zoe Christina Rousos
Owen Flynn Roy
*Claire Elizabeth Rutkowski
Neel Sanjay Sanghvi
Darshi Jignesh Shah
*Vaani Shah
Gabriella Noir Shahine
*Cole Skeen
Kerethana Srinivasan
Devon Michael Strozyk
Prateek Swamykumar
Tsvetelina Tchangalova
*Praneth Krishna Thota
*Alana DeAnn Tillery
Justin Bradley Turner
Pranav Kumar Varrey
Rebecca Ann Vaudreuil
2nd Degree: Public Policy
Vinay Datta Veluvolu
Jillian Leah Weiss
Ashley Caitlin Williams
Blake Michael Zucco

Chemical Engineering
Noor Mohammed Al-Shalabi
Helena Sophia Amberger
Kendall Amir Anderson
Faran Refashli Anto
Kellin Rose Barber
Sarangua Balturum
Christy Lynn Bradford
*Christian Butler
A. R. Cho
Lauren Sunyoung Cho
2nd Degree: Chemistry
Juan Pablo Correa
Katherine Cecilia Cruz
Yelids M. De Armas
Carl Vertin Deli
Thuy Nguyen Thanh Dinh
*Mary Reneellyn Collera Espiritu
Joshua Burka Fernandes
2nd Degree: Mathematics
Jasper Douglas Frazee
Priyadarshini Gajendiran
Alpha Osman Gassama Jr.
Lily Danielle Granzow
Tyla Renay Holoman
Maira Iqbal
Olivier Jude Izerny
Saurav Kumar Jha
Rachel Maryse Kelly
Jared Scot Kessler
Una Joy Kokiepersaud
Parameshwar Sai Kolilapara
Rohith Krishnamoorthy
*Robert Quan-Sing LaPointe
Jennifer Siu-Wai Lee
Joseph Marie Nicolas Leger
*Ross Thomas Locraft
Ashana Mahmud
*Jesse E. Matthews
2nd Degree: Mathematics
Martina Oheneewa Mensah
Michael Abol Niyakundi
Brandon Elliot Oliogphant
Vyo Bao Uyen Pham
Dilon Khac Phuong
Rolane Tang Qian
Dhruv Randeria
*James Edward Robinson
Gabriel Fabricio Rodrigue
*Jeremy Eric Rosenblatt
Ayetea Rita Sendrowicz
Rachel Hannah Shovmen
Noah Richard Simmons
John Alfred Miller Starkel
Robert Joseph Talamini-Kelemen
Sarah Grace Tipton
Andrew Michael Werneth
Elav Jacob Winton
*Justin A. Wisor
Sean Michael Wynn
Daniel Yohannes

Civil Engineering
Zaid Mohammed Abushi
Nicholas Adam Ager
Ayma Amdad
Eric Ara
Aaron Carl Ault
Andrew Lloyd Beauchamp
Emma Bernard Beernink
Meredith Maria Bertulaitis
Deon Adrian Butler
Vincent James Casella
Victor Thorn Chamblis
*Miriam Sally Charnoff
Harrison John Clayton
Bryan Croce
Avery Matthew Joeson D'Abreau
Andrew Joao Daly
Rashid Omar Davis
Adam Joshua Deutch
Dawson Do
2nd Degree: Mathematics
Diana Alexis Dorse
Joseph Tzvi Eisenstadt
Thaneh Em
Lauren Whitaker Evoy
Qi Deng
Rodrigo Ferraz Silva Filho
*Mahmoud Hisham Fouad
Robert Michael Friedman
Matthew George Frushour
Brian Michael Garchitorena
Hillary Megan Griffin
Tanzeela Haider
Amanda Marie Hardesty
Kyle Raymond Harry
*Veronica Lisbeth Hercules
Villeda
Claire Darlene Hudson
Aiden Paul Jenkins
Nicholas Allen Kach
Emily Ann Keller
Rebecca Caitlin Koontz
Andrew Michael Kret
Lionel Daniel Amarch Laryea
Rachel Lewis
Jeff Han Lin
Hanna Louise London
Joshua David Lorentson
Seon John Lowery
Eric Nathanial Martin
*Amir Pasha Marvastian
Fares Rashad Massoud
Jennifer Marie McGrath
Seth Jonathan Meisler
Alexandra Leigh Miller
Lizaa Maria Moreta
Yukop Dovranovich
Muralnazarov
John Robert Naylor
Ammar Simar Narmouq
Susan Nguyen
Cameron James O'Meara
*Amanda J. O'Shaughnessy
*Vishal Vishwas Parekh
Anton Nino Parke
Jacob Carroll Parker
Parsa Parva
Calvin S. Penafior
Evan Pender
Joseph Martin Perdue
Luis Peromarta
Louis Raymond Pereira Potts
Fazleh Fahim Prince
Daniel James Reise
Janne Michelle Abanes Reyes
Elizabeth Patricia Roche
Grace Russell
Nicol Victoria Russo
Sonia Linguerre Sarre
Eric D. Schlosser
Daniel Robert Schulte
Paul Owen Seibert
Hannah Brooke Seiger
Paige Silver
Julie Anne Slattery
Joseph Robert Staab
Michael John Storch Jr.
Jugraj Singh Virk
*John Thomas Walsh
Matthew Harry Hamilton Warner
Joshua Werdel
Alexandra Jade Winokur
Junyi Wu
Thomas Gah Sing Wung

Computer Engineering
Bastanta Adhikari
Ngoci Amanze
Casey Marie Bana
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Chavin Lorensu Heva DeSilva
Nikita Dobkin
George Dean Drewyer
Raymond Dreyfuss Jr.
Jacob Matthew Drohat
Kelli Marie Ebner
Robert Christian Eby
Benjamin William Eckley
Ian Michael Edmundson
Lance Liu Einfeld
Triston James Eirich
Michael Scher Elby
Wyatt Rhys Element
Nicholas James Embrey
Bradley Dixon Evans
Karston George Evans
Brandon Ian Faye
Nabeyat Getachew
Salma Mohamed Ghorab
2nd Degree: Computer Science
Samuel Charles Giedzinski
Samuel George Gigoli
Henry Christopher Grant
2nd Degree: Electrical Engineering
Luca Gianni Greco
Caroline Irene Griffin
Alec Darrin Hall
Lucy Diane Hamilton
Scott Daniel Hanna
Nicholas Joseph Harris
Dustin Keating Hartnett
Margaret Mary Hatway
Daniel John Heim
Alexander David Hilger
Jacob Richard Hogan
Regina Hilary Hong
Nina Nicole Horne
Michael Joseph Hummel
Joseph Conyer Johnson
Sabrina Johnson
Anthony DeNeil Jones
Walter Kendell Joy
Thomas Charles Jurgens
Kasia C. Kane
Jared Kanik
Jared Solomon Kaplan
Antonio P. Karies
Ramez Kazartsav
Fares Kazartsev
Jacqueline Michelle Kerlin
Kush Chetan Kharod
Sabrina Seungbin Kim
Daniel Peter Kirschner
Jeffrey Cole Klepper
Collin Vincent Kobel
Emily Marie Kopp
Benjamin Joseph Krohn
Peter Gabriel Kuffel
John Perry Lathrop
2nd Degree: Mathematics
Danielie Paige Lawhorn
James Anthony Lawless
Joel Sang Lee
Andre Nicholas Peret Leonor
Drew Michael Lepre
Camille Sarah Levine
Mason Daniel Long
Zachary Hong Luc
Arjun Singh Mahal
Anthony David Mahshigian
2nd Degree: Computer Science
Danyal Malik
William Michael Mann
Victoria Erin Marella
Dylan Thomas Mariano
Yuri G. Marsov
Matthew Winston-David Mason
Caleb Chareles McCoy
Zachary Edward McDonough
Timothy Ian McIntyre
Aaron Samuel Mendelsohn
William Menjivar
Abigail Elizabeth Meyer
Nikolaus Joel Meyer
Evan Anthony Michaels
Pete Mney
2nd Degree: Computer Science
Yejin Moon
Lance Bradley Morris
Ali Mohamed Morsy Jr.
Anthony Paul Moscato
Sepehr Motamed
Michael Thomas Mullee
Kye Patrick Mumey
Christopher Joseph Munko
Jordan Muhangi Mwebaze
Dhananjay Narayanjan
Amro S. Narmouq
Bobir Nasafi
Robert Jonathan Nawrocki
David Martin Nehf
Nguyen Hong Nguyen
Wesley Paul Nicholson
Christian Steeve Ntienou
Binyavanga Bahizi Nyirinkindi
Matthew Patrick O'Connell
John Taylor Ongstiy
Wilson Andrew Orlando
2nd Degree: Computer Science
Christopher Owens
Sijan Pariyar
Eugene Park
Daven Shupil Patel
Eric Patel
2nd Degree: Operations Management and Business Analytics
Shaheb Shaikhav Patel
Marina Pietri
Matthew Jacob Polizotti
John Christopher Powell
Diego Esteban Principe
Nathan Wayne Purnell
Alexander Fox Ratiff
Ashley Kathleen Recklein
Andrew James Regegott
Nathan Daniel Rex
Eric William Riley
Bethany Anne Rodman
Priscilla Arianna Rubio
Zachary Todd Rusty
Colin Gary Saunders
Jacob Seth Saxen
Isaac Christop Schlottebeck
Cole Hsiung Schneider
Eric Nicholas Scott
Nathan Paul Scott
Shankar Seharaseyon
Dilshan Bandara Senanayake
Sara Serrano Ragsdale
Sahaj Hetal Shah
Andrew Justin Shannon
Charles Abbott Todd Shearman Jr.
Matthew Alexi Shoenerberger
Shawn Connor Simpson
Elenor Mae Smethurst
Blake Mitchell Smith
Joshua Philip Smith
Sam William Smith
Stephen Wayne Songsir
Michael David Sonnefeld Jr.
Olawuloawo Francis Sowande
Griffith James Speis
Zachary Andrew Spencer
Christopher Alexander Spiess
John Joseph Stilling IV
Devin Alan Stouffer
Yelena Stuhrecher
Jeremy Mitchell Sweer
Thomas Maximilian Szymkowiak
Anthony Alexander Tavarez
Eric Traves Collision Tidd
Amy Nicole Trembly
John Edward Uncancgo
Ryan Russell Utz
2nd Degree: Computer Science
Matthew Adrian Waclawisz
Matthew William Walters
Quinn Marie Wandalowski
Sheanah Nishad Warner
William Sharp Washburn
Zachary Robert Weilminster
Joseph Patrick Weir
Bethany Pinto Wheeler
Cameron Edward Williams
Devin Michael Williams
Jeffrey Stephens Wong
2nd Degree: Computer Science
Phoebe Sayson Wong
Joshua Stephen Wood
Huan Wu
Olimpia Nikolayevich Yarunin
Zepeng Ye
Wayde Aaron Yeager
2e Zephyr Yehuda
2nd Degree: Mathematics
Samantha Lynn Youmans
David Robert Young
Karl Zhao
Tingyu Kevin Zhao
Vsevolod Zhuravskiy
Brendan Michael Ziegler
Daniel Yeojoon Zinn
Isabel Alejandra Zoppi
Nafisat Olajumoke Adelaja
2nd Degree: Studio Art
Emmanuel Alasie
Alicia Cleopatra Afriyie
Jackeline Princess Aquirre
Zirwah Ahmad
Humdan Jarad Ahmad
Tabraiz Ahmad
Michael Ajibade
David Oluemfi Adale
George Trifon Alatzas
Maya Ali
Robel Amare
Sydney C. Anabaraonye
Jasmine Anderson
Aaron Nii-Akuse Archampong
Raymond J. Arquette
Arion Askins
Binyamimir Gürrem Assfa
Siraj Teletay AYorun
Drew James Baker
Marihshi Shrinand Bakshi
2nd Degree: Economics
Oliva Balliu
Emily Bridget Barbagallo
Michael Negash Belay
Charles Anthony Belinky
Ali Amir Bhatti
Dylan Douglas-Claude Bishop
Constantinos Borsas
Herve Ulrich Boudie Youdom
Hunter Sanchez Bowling
Amitesvarjith Singh Broca
Jared Christopher Brock
Conor Michael Brooks
Yohannes Hailu Aya Bulcho
Riyhan KedirBushara
Guy Michael Byrnes
Brandon Ahmad Cantley
Jared Avery Caplan
Alexander Ernesto Carcamo
Montserrat Carrillo Ade
Andrew Patrick Carroll
David Morris Carroll
Nicolas Enrique Castiblanco
Lindsey Emma Castin
Alejandro Ignacio Chacon
Matthew Ryan Chan
Dan Chau
Jonathan Kuan-Lin Chen
Hayeon Cho
Jason Hyntae Choi
Julio Cesar Claros
Jacob Joseph Cohen
Benjamin Jacob Cohn
Zachary Mark Collins
Francisco Josue Contreas
Alexandra Joelle Cooper
Bridgidanna Catharine Crews
Andrew Christopher Cuniff
Cole Evan Daich
Gaurav Dali
Tammy Dam
Alexander An Guy Dao
Andrew Sterrett Day
Bradley Thomas Dayhoff
Yared Elias Demissie
Paras Devkota
2nd Degree: Mathematics
Angad Singh Dhillon
Terrence Ndoe Diko

COLLEGE OF INFORMATION STUDIES
Bachelor of Science

Information Science
Shima Kalami Ali Abdulla
Aaron Matthew Kim Abshire
Juan Eric Acha-Ngwodo
Annika Marie Dar Acuna
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Kimberly Anne Seif
Scott Jared Shapiro
Melissa Sperandio
Jacob Aaron Steinberg
*Samantha Joy Subin
Alexis Robin Sugar
Jordan Ashlye Ashaw
Jeremy Clayton Tombs
Maria Helene Trovato
*Dominick Jean Waldman
Kamisha Nicole Walker
Morgan Olivia Weaver
Nicole Lauren Zibelman

School of Public Health

Bachelor of Science

Community Health
Irmia Yamileth Arias
Nicholas Armand Balmador
Leah Marie Barnes
Stephanie Bautista
Hana Bekele
Madeline Marie Byrne
Kelsie Z. Challenger
Haleigh Marguerite Coar
Delaney Ruth Dold
Elizabeth Anne Dura
Zya Egbe
Lena Michelle Enciso Feldman
*Cameron A. Etesami
Julia Nicole Fine
Sophie Paige Gansky
Hannah Nicole Granito
Monica Alvaran Griggs
Briona Monique Hall
*Anoosha Hasan
Jamar Hassan Hawkins
Joie Elizabeth Hukco
Azahz Simal Ismail
Kennedy Aurora Jenkins
*Kirsten Maria Jorgerling
*Nava Tziporah Katz
Grace Anne Lama
Reva Anna Lancaster
Katherine Guadalupe Lopez-Medina
*Erika J. Martin
Mallory Elizabeth Matthews
Derek Elijah Myers
Blanca Jabosung Ngala
Keri Tran Ngo
Ayooluwa Ibolga Obunbiyi
*Grace Ijeoma Okafor
Stephanie Chiaozom Obleara
Megan Kumar Omelan
Oluwadamilare Titobiloluwa
Omolola
Clair Elisabeth Pennington
Alexandra Le Pichler
*Meghan Caroline Picdo
Erika Noelle Prichard
*Parisa Savage Khalib Rabbar
Lauren Nicole Rubin
Samuel John Wesley Rudolph
Elizabeth Angelina Ruiz

Scarlet Janina Sagastume
*Nathanial Raj Sakaria
Brock Ferraro Salsdier
Nirmeen Bouchafla Shumpert
*2nd Degree: Psychology
Donya‘E Martenea Smith
Dorothy Elizabeth Sullivan
Ashley Sally Taylor-Hatcher
*Cindy Truong
Danielle Ann Wolfe

Family Science
Jennifer Sussan Arnez
Kiara Josephine Austin
Ireneaus Lee Bucus
Renee Lee Buckenberger
Emily Fang Byrne
Kanya Ashley Deofe
Cierra Nadia Duell
Leslie Yan Esclante
Jennifer Belle Farmer
Kelly Irene Foster
Frank Jerome Furr Jr.
Gellia Amha Gebre
*Allison Nicole Glocleker
*2nd Degree: Psychology
Emily Cate Goldner
Charles Benjamin Goldschmidt
*Brennath Cathlyn Goodman
Stacey Anitra Greaves
Sidra Habib
Maria Hafeez
*Yael Kara Hamburger
*Tristan Riley Henkel
*2nd Degree: Spanish
Language, Literatures, and Cultures
Bryce Johnson
Yaweon Keo
Fatima Y. Koroma
Emma Taylor Lachman
Daniel Mohammad Latifzadeh
Jae Eun Lee
Marcus E. Lewis Jr.
Piper Noel Lewis
Chunyang Liu
Bria Alexis Mack
Elizabeth Mihai
Jackson Thomas Miller
Emin Noel Murphey
*Kristen Rachel Neff
Jennifer Nneka Omekam
Erika Makena Onwonga
John Reginald Palmer
Valeria Parra-Torres
*2nd Major: Psychology
Rayanna Star Patkus
*2nd Degree: Theatre
Samanthina Michelle Perez
Kamry Leon Perry
Jessica Rachel Pickett
Danielle Candice Robinson II
Aldo Arthur Rodriguez
Fernanda Del Pilar Romero
Duarte
Yesenia Liseth Salguero
*Atirne Samadinejad
Alison Morgan Schwartz
Michael Alexander Scifiani
Janani Selvaraj
Sabrina Yoo-Ra Shin

2nd Degree: Critical Languages and Literatures

Brenna Patricia Silk
Maxwell Steven Smith
Joel Alexander Smith
Georgia Natalie Walker
Nicholas Charles Warnick
*2nd Major: Psychology
Ashley Serena Wilbur
*Jennifer Chaya Williams
Courtney Ann Worden
§Shylee Yachin
*2nd Degree: English Language and Literature

Kinesiology
Danielle Julia Abel
Karina Fausta Absalon
*2nd Major: Psychology
Zain A lam
Evangelina Athos Alexandrou
Noemi Marie Aquero
*Belon Cristal Avelar
Rachel Elizabeth Baeck
Trinitte Kevatte Barkliff
Carlos Adaila Barrera
Victoria Barretta
*Mira Mei Rose Baum
Hunter Anderson Baxter
*Shara Angelique Belton
*Jacqueline Marie Blair
*2nd Degree: Psychology
Carolina Louisa Blum
*Carolyn Elaine Booth
*Madison Anne Brodeur
Bryant Todd Brown
*Anthony Rashad Brunke
Grant Michael Burleson
Jessica Marie Cabacungan
Katelin-Louise Cabatit
Nicholas Matthew Carderi
Jacob Andrew Carroll
*Lily Centra
*Jasmine Leila-King Chan
Timothy John Chang
Aaron Bradley Clem
Megan Nicole Colony
*Cecilia Louise Cozza
*Amy Jane Cunningham
Jonathan Eloy Custodio
Marisa Lynn D’Imperio
Sarah Mary Dabi
Karsten Yaw Ansong Dankyi
*Kyle Michelle Davis
*Mikayla Sandra Days
Alexandra Janique Delinois
*Katherine Nicole Deosan
*Kyle Joseph Dineen
Laurath Carolyn Dineen
*Megan Michael Doetsch
*Shannon Marie Duffy
*2nd Major: Individual Studies
Jean-Franklin Effossoo Eba
Emma Katherine Ellis
Arian Davoud Emam
Joshua Roberto Faye
*Nathan Lave Feldstein
Max Christian Fera Sr.
*Hannah Paige Fields
*Emily Cait Finney

2nd Degree: Criminal and Justice

Maristela Louis Calma Romero
*2nd Degree: Government and Politics
Megan Elizabeth Sayles
*2nd Major: Government and Politics
Catherine Patricia Scott
*2nd Degree: Public Policy
Michael Eric Mier
Samantha Erikko Miyashita
Dave Biegieing Mulbah
Bailey Amanda Murtha
Alexander Christopher Nelson
Anh-Thu Nguyen
Leah Hoang-Yen Nguyen
Erica Alexandra Nicholson
Shawn Singh Nijjar
Aminjua Nkeng
Bryanna Niketla
Ryan Jeffrey Nottingham
Regina C. Ogbonne
Chisom Zeny Ojukwu
Chalse Jieome Okeone
Melissa Marie Guise Olisse
Bashira Ayodele Oloso
Josee Fayrose Onana Mfege
Jill Sierra Shiroki
Juliette Rose Schmetter
Tamara Shoen
Samantha Eriko Miyashita

Alyssa Lauren Pitt
Andrew Peter Padilla
Saipreethi Pagadala
*Carly Marie Pandit
Franklin Humberto Parada Jr.
Peyton Taylor Parrott
*Arpita Pankajkumar Patel
Laura Elena Patriarca
Carter Armistead Pennington
Karina Ana Perez
*Cassidy Doan Vi Pham
*Tynn Khanh Phan
Jaclyne Guynh Nhi Phan-Phuong
Alyssa Lauren Pitt
Cameron Anthony Pliska
Rosa Maria Portillo-Guevara
*Proma Zaynab Rahman
Stefany Nohemy Ramirez Meza
Abigail August Reichard
Denis Cesar Reyes
Basma Ramzie
Crystal Chi Ritchie
*Jazlyn Dianne Rivera
*Minsun Ro
Havanna Sharon Rogers
Sarah Sabet
Maria Elizabeth Sabillon
*Sooroo Saidian
Hala Zaina Sallih
Wilhelmina Angwi Samba
Xabria Rheannon Alexandria
Santiago
Sepehr Sarkshe
Hitza Sarwat
Emma Grace Schaefer
Juliette Rose Schmetter
*Michael Robert Schuler
*Ava Schwartz
*Christina Dixon Schweitzer
Kevin Mitchell Scranton
Marco Daniel Sesay
*Karen Shapiro
Kelly Christine Sherman
Jill Sierra Shiroki
Tamarra Shoen
Luniva Shrestha

Carmen Nicola Shumard
Evan Joseph Sigler
Evan Moshe Silbiger
Seda Sibel Sinan
Samanta O’Neil Sinay
*Abhinaasi Singh
*Darya Soltani
Maya Shardae Spell
Jessica Nicole Steed
*Marlise Marie Stevens
*Fiona Irene Stevenson
Paul Joseph Sullivan
Pooja Saradha Swaminathan
Priya Tandon
Jeeva Radhakrishnan
Thaalapapilli
Arik Michael Tieke
Katharine Nora Tilmes
Rose Minh Tran
*Rhonda Traub
Robert Stephen Ugalino
Santhusha Jane Vanegas
*Annie Maria Vasquez
Candace Vazquez
*Nicole Louise Verbits
Zayda Elizabeth Villatoro
Cornelius Handoko Waiman
Sarika Singh Walla
Jana Lavelle Washington
Aimee Michelle Weber
Lasheem Amyann White
Antonia Evangelia Wieneke
Holly Rose Wilson
Malia Alyssa Wilson
Liam Jung Woo
Jennifer Yin
Susan Chanyang Yun
Manahel Zahid
Kristina Zakova
Arzo Zamani
Noor-ul-Ain Zar
Calvin Chen Wei Zhang

**SCHOOL OF PUBLIC POLICY**

**Bachelor of Arts**

**Public Policy**

*Madison Shea Akers
Ayasha Kereama Amsa
Benton Chase Anthony
Jordyn Elizabeth Battle
Nicholas James Bauer
Jordan Nicole Berry
Kathleen Joy Blyth
Ellie Sierra Brown
2nd Major: Family Science
Molly Marie Cannon
Mark Ryan Cerasoli
2nd Degree: Biological
Hanah Eunha Chung
2nd Major: Criminology and Criminal Justice
Alyssa Rajean Conway
Kelsey Marie Coopsmith
Monet Alexis Creech
Catherine Virginia Curtis
Camryn Bassel Dahl
Franiska Henkels Dale
2nd Degree: Spanish Language, Literatures, and Cultures
Manpreet Kaur Dayal
2nd Degree: Sociology
Mary Elizabeth Dimitrov
2nd Degree: Journalism
Madison Claire Dinino
Chloe Jordan Dinman
2nd Major: American Studies
Charles Dandriddle Doublet
Ethan Brett Ebert-Zavos
2nd Degree: Management
Frances Alana Farrell
Noah Paul Fichter
2nd Degree: Computer Science
Colin Robert Fox
Denise Gentile
Hannah Joann Gleason
2nd Degree: Public Health Science
Ashlyn Nicole Hayes
Colleen Rose Herrmann
Elaina Claire Hubacker
2nd Degree: Central European, Russian and Eurasian Studies
Devante Khalil Jones
Grace Dailey Kabanuk
Atara Devorah Koh
Jacob Seth Klaiman
2nd Major: Spanish Language, Literatures, and Cultures
Victoria Madison Knaul
Clare Anise Lang
Jasmine Catherine Liberius
2nd Major: Criminology and Criminal Justice
Elizabeth P. Mafri
2nd Degree: Women’s Studies
Ruben Francisco Martinez-Lopez
Brooke Catherine Meadowcroft
Jasmine Yihunsew Melak
2nd Major: Women’s Studies
Rory Donovan Nolan
James Ojamo
Tania Alexandra Otero Martinez
Sooyoun Park
Jevil T. Quinlan
Justin Paul Rafi
Ryan Patrick Ridgell
2nd Major: Chinese
Bradley Runyan Russ
Catherine Patricia Scott
2nd Degree: Journalism
Liam Thomas Sheehy
Leah Alice Show-Wright
Avinasi Sinha
Alecia Alexandra Stedman
Spencer Joseph Stogdale
Madeline Rose Szanyi
Binyam Muleta Tadesse
Taylor Brianna Thomas
Nicholas Francis Torre
2nd Degree: History
Morgan Reed Tweedy
Rebecca Ann Vaudreuil
2nd Degree: Bioengineering
Danielle Wallman
Hannah Elise Wood
Grace Vivian Young

**UNDERGRADUATE STUDIES**

**Bachelor of Arts**

*Individual Studies*

*Carmen Borjia
John Melcher Eydt
Nicole Patricia Gerhardt
Emmanuel Momo Massalee
Alyssa Shemery

**Bachelor of Science**

*Individual Studies*

Marshale Blanca Cappaninie
Leah Patricia Fondelheit
Rebecca Nicole Gordon
Holly Leonard Keller
Elizabeth Tali Kosowski
Sarah Ursula Mants
Yomna Nassar
Veeraj Pranab Shah
2nd Degree: Biological Sciences
Kyle Patrick Sullivan

**CERTIFICATE PROGRAMS**

African American Studies
Nicole Maria Chapman
Destiny Lauren-Andrea Ward
Lucy Nell Wurwand

East Asian Studies
Donghyun Choi
Andrew Cavin Forschler
Xinyun Jiang
Katie Luckhurst
Andrew Richard Merchant

Leadership Studies
Andrea Elizabeth McTaggart

Women’s Studies
Zarafsha Ahmed
Kathleen Joy Blyth
Kasone Kashaika
Taylor Ruth Gallihue
Leah Alice Show-Wright
Avinasi Sinha
Alecia Alexandra Stedman
Spencer Joseph Stogdale
Madeline Rose Szanyi
Binyam Muleta Tadesse
Taylor Brianna Thomas
Nicholas Francis Torre
2nd Degree: History
Morgan Reed Tweedy
Rebecca Ann Vaudreuil
2nd Degree: Bioengineering
Danielle Wallman
Hannah Elise Wood
Grace Vivian Young

**UNDERGRADUATE STUDIES**

**Bachelor of Arts**

*Individual Studies*

*Carmen Borjia
John Melcher Eydt
Nicole Patricia Gerhardt
Emmanuel Momo Massalee
Alyssa Shemery

**Bachelor of Science**

*Individual Studies*

Marshale Blanca Cappaninie
Leah Patricia Fondelheit
Rebecca Nicole Gordon
Holly Leonard Keller
Elizabeth Tali Kosowski
Sarah Ursula Mants
Yomna Nassar
Veeraj Pranab Shah
2nd Degree: Biological Sciences
Kyle Patrick Sullivan

**CERTIFICATE PROGRAMS**

African American Studies
Nicole Maria Chapman
Destiny Lauren-Andrea Ward
Lucy Nell Wurwand

East Asian Studies
Donghyun Choi
Andrew Cavin Forschler
Xinyun Jiang
Katie Luckhurst
Andrew Richard Merchant

Leadership Studies
Andrea Elizabeth McTaggart

Women’s Studies
Zarafsha Ahmed
Kathleen Joy Blyth
Kasone Chisaka
Taylor Ruth Gallihue
Marie-Line Amanda Kam
Madeline Arons Larson
Rita Ndzihwe Misago
Kristen Rachel Neff
Joanna Kirstin Oremost
Caroline Bridgette Smith
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Honors College, Citation and Notation
Programs, and Academic and Special Awards

HONORS COLLEGE
Muhammad Abdel Motagaly
Desiree Abrokwah
Moshe Ackman
Felix Adams
Ayotemi (Naomi) Adewale
Aviral Agarwal
Samantha Ahmed
Priya Agrawal
Elise Amin
Reeya Amin
Shivani Amin
Laurel An
Lindsay An
Marcus Antomattei
Laura Anyanwu
Bailey Arenberg
Alyssa Arminan
Emilia Ascanio-Carrera
Claire Asenco
Anthony Atalla
Mark Aukerman
Deborah Ayichi
Justin Aymooded
Adharsh Babu
Ashish Bachavala
Lauren Bahnson
Benjamin Baitman
Brett Baldwin
John Ball
Aranya Banerjee
Dillon Barreto
Alivina Barton
Melissa Baum
Benjamin Beinsh
Shai Bernard
Emily Berry
Meredith Bertulaitis
Grace Biddle
James Biggins
Hannah Bingham
Jacqueline Blair
Jessica Bleich
Kevin Boby
Kellyann Bock
Gabriela Bogren-Munoz
Omer Bowman
Jessica Boyer
Lee Brady
Matthew Brandon
Rachel Broemmelsiek
Jazlynn Brooks
Jeyla Brown
Joshua Brown
Michael Buckberg
Deon Butler
Micah Calderwood
Jaime Callejon Hierro
Aicha Camara
Kaitlin Canceli
Stephan Caponetti
Mary Carbonell
Olivia Carey
Jake Cassell
Sofia Castellano
Elizabeth Castillo
Tara Ceci
Mark Cerasoli
Sahana Chakravarti
Daniel Chalk
Justin Chang
Justin Chang
Elizabeth Chen
Joshua Chen
Rebecca Chen
Madeleine Cheng
Amelia Cherian
Samatha Chiehane
Elizabeth Childs
Anthony Chin
Rhea Chitakki
Chaitali Chitnis
Lauren Cho
Luke Choi
Phivos Christodoulides
Maya Chudamanan
Courtland Climer
Isabella Cline
Allison Cochrane
Ryan Coffey
Yakira Cohen
Katherine Coley
Morgan Coley
Gabriela Colmer
Isabel Conforti
Gabriel Contino
Adam Cort
Zharia Crip
Bryan Croce
Rachel Cueva
Fransiska Dale
Paulod Daniel
Katherine Dapkus
Nicholas Daristotle
Ujrita Das
Quinton Davidson
Alison Davis
Matthew Davis
Michael Davis
Maria De Barros
Laura De Ravin
Frederick Delawie
Max Demaret
Brendan DeMilt
Jayson DeNovellis
Gunleen Deol
Kush Desai
Jackson Devadas
Aminata Diazio
Austin Dillon
Anusha Dixit
Dawson Do
Kun Do
Nikita Dobkin
Vlad Dobrin
Kristina Dombeck
Grant Dong
Timothy Dragonette
Collin Draper
Bryce Dubayah
Emily Dunham
Steven Dunne
Reilly Dunning
Shirley During
Anna Dziki
Ethan Ebert-Zavos
Katherine Eckart
Madeleine Egerter
Phillip Eichnerseh
Lance Einfeld
Matthew Eisenberg
Michael Eisenberg
Paulos Elias
Sandra Ellis
Joelle Everett
Naja Fadul
Sarah Fagan
Sherry Fan
Annie Fang
Clark Farley
Rebecca Fehr
Jake Feidelman
Jordan Feigenblum
Joshua Fernandes
Lea Feuillet
Sam Fineberg
Matthew Firth
Zander Forsythe
Kayla Foster
Brian Fren
Priyadharshini Gajendiran
Taylor Gallihue
Stuti Ganatra
Immanuel Garcia
Jasmine Garcia
Samuel Garcia
Sara Garcia-Beech
Jacob Garnett
Alpha Gassama
Olad Gensler
Kelly George
Radhika Gholap
Salma Ghorab
Kian Ghorbanpoor
Alexander Giermek
Monica Gillspie
Emily Gilman
Christina Giovannazi
Allison Glueker
Michael Goldstein
Jusue Gonzales
Niki Gooya
Alícia Gordon
Abigail Gorun
Matthew Graber
Daisy Grant
Stacey Greaves
Aaron Green
Harshaan Grewal
Hillary Griffin
Kailyn Grosser
Emily Gross
Shannon Groves
Divya Gupta
Niloy Gupta
Rhea Gupta
Meron Haile
Sharon Halevi
Camryn Hall
Matthew Hamers
Lucy Hamilton
Stephanie Hanna
Abigail Hansen
Nuha Gani
Johanssalo
Richard Gao
Emily Garelick
Aria Garzan
Laura Gayowski
Onimistein Georgewill
Georgianna Georgopoulou
Mitsu Ghodasra
Nicolas Gold
Quentin Gress
Jordan Griffith
Kailyn Groisser
Maria Hafeez
Sara Hailemichael
Camryn Hall
Chenchen Handler
Caerwyn Hartten
Aanoosha Hasan
Ryan Havel
Julia Hayes
Elle Hidalgo
Huu Ho
Naomi Hoch
Daniel Holten
Danielle Hong
Mackensie Horn
Kyle Hurley
Yooa Hwang
Kaamta Iyer
Miriam Janssen
Aishwarya Jayan
Kennedy Jenkins
Alexis Jones
Jinkyu Joo
Nisarg Joshi
Demitra Karalis
Yusra Karim
Ramez Kazzarav
Fares Kazzartsev
Akan Zaki
Yaeown Keo
Jared Kessler
Shlok Khandelwal
Rhea Khatri
Jade Kline
Emma Kniola
Manogna Konduri
Benjamin Kovalick
Joanna Kramer
Rohith Krishnamoorthy
Ashley La
Catherine Ladus
Pratik Lahiri
Matthew Lam
Ryan Lam
Reva Lancaster
Andrew Lane
Elia Lane
Jessica Langston
James Lawless
Ariana Lawson
Tuan Le
Nicholas Leahy
John Lee
Min Lee
Priscilla Lee
Lauren Lentini
David Levine
Lauren Li
Lancelot Lin
Alice Liu
Rung-Chuan Lo
Hanna London
Mason Long
Grace Lui
Surpriya Maddineni
Maryam Mahdi
Valeria Manent
Morgan Manning
Sarah Mantus
Maryjude Manus
Jessica Martin
Evan Massa
Manasvinee Mayil Vahanan
Thomas McCusker
Matthew McGhee
Anthony-James Meka
Alyse Messafi
Michael Mier
Marek Mikuta
Alexandra Miller
Trevor Mollot
Jonathan Molter
Jaleh Montazer
Briella Moon
Maximilian Morgan
Shailesh Murali
Faith Murphy
Victoria Murphy
Rhea Nair
Rithvik Nair
Maheqara Nairan
Sushant Neerumalla
Flavia Negrete
Melissa Neides
William Nguyen
Ashlyn Nikles
Non Nonceeya
Alexander Noonan-Shuend
Eden Ntembe
Ian Nyboer
Gabrielle O’Brien
Daniel Ogubuyi
Zachary Osborne
Glory Owe
Madelyn Owen
Angela Pandit
Sophia Pariseau
Krupa Patel
Nil Patel
Pooja Patel
Andrew Paul
Caroline Paul
Carter Pennington
Karina Perez
Naomi Perez
Cameron Perrie
Katerina Petrakis
Marina Pietri
Matthew Polvinale
Christian Pomponio
Abigail Potter
Kriti Pradhan
Aishwarya Prasad
Mary Punzalan
Nathan Purcell
Cheng Qiu
Samanta Quirons
Sonya Radchikova
Dominique-Noelle Rafael
Yumna Rashid
Elijah Rashiti
Emily Reagle
Jordyn Reese
Julia Reizin
Shreeleeka Revankar
Nicholas Roberts
Emily Robinson
Zoe Roussos
Christine Roviero
Taru Rustagi
Burhanuddin Sabir
Veronica Salib
Wilhelmina Samba
Rodrigo Sandoz Veliz
Elijah Schwelling
Robert Seltzer
Chinmay Sivak
Vaani Shah
Saadig Shai
Misha Sharma
Christopher Shea
Roberta Sherman
Luniva Shrestha
Ethan Silberstein
Aabhinaas Singh
Taylor Sirchio
Mary Skirzinski
Devon Slater
Daniel Smith
Maya Smith
Jooyong Song
Jasmine Soni
Alexandria Spittel
Shaurya Srivastava
Shannon Stokes
Sean Swider
Jocelyn Taddionio
Celeste Talbot
Alyssa Talercio
Devanshu Tamot
Jason Tan
Alexa Taylor
Alexandra Taylor
Deekshitha Tellu
Gianni Tesfaye
Kushaghi Tiwary
Varun Trehan
Hongyu Tu
Kristen Twigg
Ozichukwu Uka
Rohit Vadarevu
Alejandro Valdes
Pranav Varrey
Jacob Wagner
Lawrence Wakefield
Jason Wallen
Nicholas Warnick
Megan Wells
Joshua Werfel
Nicholas Warnick
Raymond Wong
Chih Wu
Nicholas Wallen
Nicholas Warnick
Megan Wells
Joshua Werfel
Aleggra White
Ashley Williams
Jared Williams
Phillip Willis
Kurt Willson
Andrea Wilson
Malia Wilson
Nicholas Wong
Raymond Wong
Chih Wu
Tristan Yehoudian
Shannon Young
Xinyi Jing  
Shelly Rose Justement  
Anna Rachel Kaplan  
Natalie Kelley  
Talia Isabel Kellner  
Hana Sahira Khan-Tareen  
Amanda Rose Kirsch  
Daphne Rachel Kirschner  
Isabel Rose Knudson  
Christina Michele Kratzmeier  
Margaret Colleen Lanthier  
Kyeisha Kevinia Laurence  
Grace Samantha Lechmann  
Natalie Ann Leinbach  
Samantha Rose Levinson  
Jessica H. Liu  
Meghan Bianco Lockwood  
Corrine Nicole Luctotch  
Sequoia Nicole Mack  
Catherine Danielle Magos  
Alexander Cyrus McCarren  
Molly Kay McGroary  
Tiffany Noemy Melgar  
Sara Kate Miller  
Natascha Anna Mills  
Rita Nidizhiwe Misaqo  
Garrett Shepherd Mogge  
Grace Ashlyn Molloy  
Julianne Marie Morgan  
Elana Ann Morris  
Matthew Band Nagler  
Yomma Nassar  
Theresa Nguyen  
Meagan Doreen Norton  
David Omar O’Donoghue  
Joanna Kirstin Omostad  
Nina Ydalia Page  
Chinmayi Pamala  
Alvina Pan  
Emma Panek  
Eshana Parekh  
Juliette Li Pasquin  
Arpita Pankajkumar Patel  
Sheena Bhavesh Patel  
Amy Rose Petrocelli  
Rigby Elizabeth Philips  
Madison Lucille Plunkert  
Carly Elizabeth Porter  
Abigail Gabrielle Potter  
Margaret Jane Quinn-Gibney  
Michelle Sue Rajpolt  
Sonali D. Ranasoma  
Auston Hoyt Reed  
Julia Beth Reicin  
Clairisse Alison Reihner  
David Boris Rekhtman  
Timothy Steven Rivard  
Sandra Jennifer Roper  
Katherine Jeanenne Rush  
Bailey Marie Sartori  
Oscar Benjamin Saywell  
Andrea Marcellinus Scarbrough  
Katherine Elizabeth Schumacher  
John Theodore Schurman  
Christina Dixon Schweitzer  
Nicole Rose Sciotti  
Rachel O’Hara Scandris  
Isabelle Dana Selko  
Joshua Paul Senderling  
Allison Seung-Yeon Seo  
Rebecca Cesia Shankman  
Nina Marie Shea  
Allison Amanda Siegel  
Carly Jacqueline Sinay  
Taylor Marie Sirchio  
Sarah Elizabeth Stec  
Carly Melissa Steinberg  
Danie Jo Stewart  
Quny-hu Kaitlin Ta  
Lauren Nicole Thomas  
Tiffany Bao-Tran Tran  
Alia M. Trannon  
Caroline Marie Triay  
Ellen Briggs Tuttle  
Lylah Uttamsingh  
Samantha Grace Osborne Van Terheyden  
Erica Ann Varga  
Anjali Vejendra  
Taylorhann Parker Vibert  
Jacob Samuel Wagner  
Katelyn Nicole Walker  
Ross David Ward  
Lauren Joyce Waugh  
Alice Deng Wei  
Miles Jordan White  
Abigail Widmer  
Nava Rivka Winton  
Angela Yang  
Bennett Enghchong Yang  
Ivy Zhang  
Jacy Liang Zhang  
Daniel Maolin Zheng  
Katharine Cheng Zhu  
Emily Helen Zweig  

**ROTC**

**Air Force**

Joseph A. Ailles  
Aaron C. Ault  
Drew J. Baker  
Michael H. Bishop  
David A. Blakeslee (George Mason)  
Nicholas A. Brooks  
Kristen N. Buck  
Brigidanna C. Crews  
Frederick D. Delawie  
Jay B. Drof  
Thomas M. Enokian  
David Fuentes (UMGC)  
Trevor P. Grabenstein (Shepherd)  
Emily C. Hawkins  
Emma L. Jacobs  
Joshua S. Kwon  
Alex B. Mayhew  
Alyssa L. Miller  
Zachary T. Pena (UMBC)  
Andrew J. Quillen (George Mason)  
Noah M. Reed  
Caren Rivera (UMBC)  
Grace N. Russell  
Jeremmy M. Salazar (UMGC)  
Dylan P. Smith (UMBC)  
Alexis M. Stone (UMBC)  
Candace A. Thompson (UMGC)  
Pamela Tussing (UMGC)  
Joshua Werfel  

**Army**

Aaron Abshire  
Roger Ball (UMGC)  
Benjamin Ballard  
Oolade Balogun  
Daniel Blattau  
Noah Chong  
Jane Clark  
Charles Doublet  
Olusubomi Eboda  
Jacob Fox  
Jeremy Green  
Bernadette Hargis  
Patrick Hoey  
Jung Oh  
Alexander Page  
Amy Petrocelli  
Michael Reilly  
Jeminah Salvador  
Jeremiah San Pedro (UMGC)  
Nithan Thambu  
Jared Turetsky  
Jiahong Yang  
Patrick Yi  

**Navy**

Nicholas Abdalla  
Antika Acuna  
Joseph Bensen  
Maggie Bridges  
Montserratt Carrillo  
Callum Christofferson  
Connor Doherty  
Matthew Fletcher  
Jordan Mwebaze  
Nicole Oehlmann  
Monica Ogent  
Evan Pender  
Kyle Pressley  
Justin Rafi  

**Special Awards**

University of Maryland Model Citizenship Prize  
Dan Alpert  
Kyelisha Laurence  
Adele H. Stamp Memorial Award  
Nabila Prasatiawan  
Mary McLeod Bethune Award  
Joelle Everett  
Vera Cruz-Kochiyama Award  
Patrick Peralta  
Wilson H. Elkins Award  
Emily Berry  
La Raza Unida Award  
Diego Laboy-Morales  
Lorde-O’Leary Award  
Alexis Williams  
Camille K. Rajpat Memorial Award  
Rachel Yu  
University of Maryland Graduate Student Distinguished Service Award  
Ruben Acevedo  
William L. Thomas Student Government Association Award  
Alysa Conway  

*Students from other higher education institutions who participate in UMD ROTC programs are noted with home college or university.*
Special Recognition

SENIOR MARSHALS
The Senior Marshal Program began in 1991 as an opportunity to acknowledge outstanding seniors at their commencement. The students selected to be marshals were nominated by faculty, administration and staff for their outstanding accomplishments and contributions to the University of Maryland. We are proud to recognize these truly remarkable students.

Daniel Alpert
Jordyn Battle
Hunter Anderson Baxter
Emily Berry
Megan Elizabeth Berry
Simran Bhattacharyya
Jessica Boyer
Brene Nicole Butler
Zachary Caplan
Kelsie Challenger
Madeleine Chen
Lauren Sunyoung Cho
Alysa Conway
Karsten Dankyi
Chloe Dinman
Katherine Dorn
Joelle Everett
Kayla Foster
Bryce Gartner
Lade Gbolade
Radhika Gholap
Yaelle Goldschlag
Isabella Gordon
Erica Greenwald
Yael Hamburger
Nishitha Hosamane
Arielle Jackson
Katherine Jackson
Atara Kahn
Marie-Line Kam
Divya Kapoor
Sarah Elizabeth Kirby
Kavya Kumaran
Amina Symone Lampkin
Kyeisha Laurence
Priscilla Lee
Lancelot Lin
Alexandra Marquez
Peter Marston
Catherine May
Mariella Medina
Jailyn M. Morris
Desiree Morrison
Chloe Sun Ober
Nadia Jean Owusu
Sheena Patel
Shiv Patel
Patrick Peralta
Amy Rose Petrocelli
David Polefrone
Mary Sharron Poorman
Gisell Elena Ramirez
Wendasha Jones Ray
Julia Reicin
David Rekhtman
Sarah Sabet
Sydney Sharp
Philippos Sourvinos
Andrew Patrick String
Saba J. Tshibaka
Balbina Yang

OFFICIALS
UNIVERSITY SYSTEM OF MARYLAND BOARD OF REGENTS
Linda R. Gooden, Chair
Barry P. Gossett, Vice Chair
Gary L. Attman, Esq., Treasurer
William T. “Bill” Wood, Assistant Treasurer
Michelle A. Gourdine, M.D., Secretary
Robert D. Rauch, Assistant Secretary

Members
Joseph Bartenfelder, ex officio
Ellen Fish
Geoff Gonella
James Holzapfel
D’Ana Johnson
Isiah (Ike) Leggett
Robert R. Neall
Louis Pope
Kelly M. Schulz, ex officio
Robert L. Wallace
Aaliyah Edwards, Student Regent
Nathaniel Sansom, Student Regent

UNIVERSITY SYSTEM OF MARYLAND ADMINISTRATION
Jay A. Perman, M.D.
Chancellor
Joann Boughman
Senior Vice Chancellor for Student and Academic Affairs
Peter Goodwin
Vice Chancellor for Environmental Sustainability
David Mosca
Director of Internal Audit
Tim McDonough
Vice Chancellor for Communications and Marketing
Patrick N. Hogan
Vice Chancellor for Government Relations
Leonard R. Raley
Vice Chancellor for Advancement and President/CEO USM Foundation

UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND ADMINISTRATION
Darryll J. Pines
President
Ann G. Wylie
Interim Senior Vice President and Provost
Carlo Colella
Vice President and Chief Administrative Officer
Georgina Dodge
Vice President for Diversity and Inclusion
Jeff Hollingsworth
Vice President and Chief Information Officer

Ellen Herbst
COO/Vice Chancellor for Administration and Finance
J. Thomas Sadowski
Vice Chancellor for Economic Development
Laurie E. Locascio  
Vice President for Research

Patricia A. Perillo  
Vice President for Student Affairs

Michael R. Poterala  
Vice President for Legal Affairs and General Counsel

Brodie Remington  
Vice President for University Relations

Brian Ullmann  
Vice President for Marketing and Communications

DEANS

Gregory Ball  
College of Behavioral and Social Sciences

Craig Beyrouty  
College of Agriculture and Natural Resources

Robert Briber  
Interim Dean, A. James Clark School of Engineering

William Cohen  
Undergraduate Studies

Lucy A. Dalglish  
Philip Merrill College of Journalism

Steve Fetter  
The Graduate School

Prabhudev Konana  
Robert H. Smith School of Business

Adriene Lim  
University Libraries

Donald W. Linebaugh  
Interim Dean, School of Architecture, Planning and Preservation

Boris Lushniak  
School of Public Health

Keith Marzullo  
College of Information Studies

Robert C. Orr  
School of Public Policy

Jennifer King Rice  
College of Education

Bonnie Thornton Dill  
College of Arts and Humanities

Amitabh Varshney  
College of Computer, Mathematical, and Natural Sciences

UNIVERSITY SENATE

Laura Dugan, Chair

UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND COLLEGE PARK FOUNDATION BOARD OF TRUSTEES

Paul S. Mandell ’95, Chair

Executive Committee

Albert P. Carey ’74  
Rose Horan Cohen ’03

Marlene K. Feldman ’75  
Emilio A. Fernandez Jr. ’69

V. Raymond Ferrara ’70, Immediate Past Chair  
Eric S. Francis ’71

Ruchi Mehta Ph.D. ’00  
Daniel I. Millman ’84

Nicole R. Pollard, Esq. ’91  
Michael J. Schwab

Craig A. Thompson, Esq. ’92, ’95

Trustees

Murray P. Abrams ’83  
Arthur H. Adler

Sharon L. Akers ’78  
Wanda A. Alexander ’81

Alan M. Alsheimer Jr. ’96  
Carleton M. Arrendell ’84

Kenneth Bedingfield ’94  
James L. Cantor ’81, ’84

Mark T. Clardi ’83  
Nancy Clarvit ’78

Jason I. Cohen ’96  
Ryan L. Dearborn ’90

Gail Segal Elmore ’75, ’78  
Joel J. Feller, Esq. ’90

Richard M. Finkelstein ’72  
Christine Fisher ’91

Harry L. Geller ’81  
Brian J. Gibbons ’84, ’87

Alma G. Gildenhorn ’53  
Stanley H. Goldstein ’68, ’70

William Greenblatt, Esq. ’79  
Brendan Irbe ’01

Michael E. Johnson ’76  
Karen B. Levenson ’76

Mark K. Lewis, Esq. ’87  
Michael P. Luzio ’98

Timothy F. Maloney, Esq.  
Catherine Merrill

Richard L. Novak ’62  
Kevin A. Plank ’96

Marvin H. Rabovsky ’81  
Avis H. Richards ’80

Harvey L. Sanders ’72  
Robert R. Satterfield ’96

Laura I. Scheeler  
Margaret Moose Swallow ’75

Emeritus Trustees

Robert A. Bedingfield ’70  
John M. Brophy ’71

Waldo H. Burnside ’49  
P. Douglas Dolphin ’61

Gordon R. England ’61  
Lowell R. Glazer ’55

Brenda Rever ’65  
Philip R. Rever ’64

Robert “Turtle” Smith ’63  
Pedro E. Wasmer ’62

Honorary Trustees

Robert F. Fischell ’53, ’56

Joseph B. Gildenhorn ’51

William L. “Bret” Kirwan

Jehan Sadat

Gary B. Williams ’68

COMMENCEMENT PLANNING GROUP

Juliet Aiken  
Department of Psychology

Suzanne Ashour-Bailey  
A. James Clark School of Engineering

Amanda Lee Barber  
Office of Special Events

Tom Bacho  
College of Behavioral and Social Sciences

Chris Bender  
A. James Clark School of Engineering

Kelly Blake  
School of Public Health

Carlin Bokal  
Department of Communication

Heather Buchanan  
College of Agriculture and Natural Resources

Robert Burgard  
Department of Women’s Studies

Megan Campbell  
School of Public Policy

Erin Caporellie  
School of Public Health

Jessica Chew  
College of Education

Andrea Chilsom  
Department of Psychology

Janis Cornell-DeMoss  
College of Education

Karmin Cortes  
Department of Government and Politics

Diedre Couey  
College of Arts and Humanities

Mary Cowles  
Department of Art

Marci DeLoatch  
Department of African American Studies

Nicole DeLoatch  
Department of Sociology

Jelena Djakovic  
School of Architecture, Planning and Preservation

Audran Downing  
College of Arts and Humanities
With special thanks to the following campus divisions/departments responsible for commencement preparations:

Campus Recreation Services
Clarice Smith Performing Arts Center
Environmental Safety
Facilities Management
Office of General Services/Special Services
Area Maintenance
Building and Landscape Services
Carpentry Shop
Electric Shop
Floor Shop
Housekeeping Services
Paint Shop
Sign Shop
Intercollegiate Athletics Facilities
Memorial Chapel
Public Safety
Senior Council
Stamp Student Union
Transportation Services

An extra special thanks go to the Office of the Registrar and the Graduate School.

A heartfelt thanks go to the many volunteers who assist with the campus-wide and individual college and school ceremonies. These efforts are greatly appreciated.
The May 2021 class roster comprises degree candidates from the graduate and undergraduate programs at the University of Maryland, College Park. As final action cannot always be taken for candidates by the time this program is printed, the list of candidates here is tentative. The university reserves the right to withdraw or add names. Diplomas (for other than doctoral degrees) will be mailed by the Office of the Registrar.
Hail! Alma Mater

Hail to thee, Maryland!

Steadfast in loyalty,

For thee, we stand,

Love for the Black & Gold

Deep in our hearts we hold,

Singing thy praise forever,

Throughout the land.